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COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 
The mission of the California Commission on Peace Offlcet Standards and 

Training is to continually enhanr;e the professionalism of California 
law enforcement in serving its communities . 

COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA 
Wednesday, August 23, 2000 

Doubletree Hotel 
222 North Vineyard 

Ontario, CA 
(909) 937-0900 

AGENDA 

CALL TO ORDER- 10:00 A.M. 

COLOR GUARD AND FLAG SALUTE 

ROLL CALL OF COMMISSION MEMBERS 

INTRODUCTION 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

A. Approval of the Minutes oftheApril27, 2000 and the July 20,2000, 
Commission meetings at the Hilton Hotel in San Pedro, California, and the 
Holiday Inn in South San Francisco, respectively. 

BASIC TRAINING BQREAU 

B. Report on Pilot Transition Basic Program 

Following a public hearing, at the July 1995 meeting, the Commission 
approved the Transition Program -Pilot Format as an alternative delivery 
format of the Regular Basic Course. The pilot program divides the Regular 
Basic Course into two parts. Part I is a series of POST -certified community 
college Administration of Justice (AJ) or Criminal Justice (CJ) courses 
containing the cognitive portions of the Regular Basic Course. Upon 
Completion of Part 1, students are required to successfully complete a state 
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comprehensive examination before being admitted into Part 2. Part 2 is a 
shorter, reconfigured skills academy. 

The Commission approved the program to be offered as a pilot for three years, 
with instruction beginning in 1996. On June 18, 1999, the Long Range 
Planning Committee authorized a one-year extension of the pilot to allow the 
collection of additional data that would support a comprehensive evaluation of 
the pilot, and asked that a final report of the program be given to the 
Commission in July 2000. 

Based upon the evaluation data and recommendations from the pilot presenters 
and the Consortium of Academy Directors and Coordinators, staff is 
recommending that the Transition Program- Pilot Format be eliminated as an 
alternative delivery format of the Regular Basic Course. It is proposed that the 
program be canceled in two phases; Part 1 canceled as of January 1, 2001, and 
Part 2 as of January 1, 2002. This phased approach accommodates students 
who have begun the program, giving them an opportunity to complete the 
program before cancellation. 

If the Commission concurs, the appropriate action would be a MOTION to 
approve the amendments to Commission Procedure D-1, as proposed, 
eliminating the Transition Program -Pilot Format as an alternative delivery 
format of the Regular Basic Course as of January 1, 2002. • 

C. Proposed Revisions to Basic Course Training Specifications 

Following a public hearing in November 1993, the Commission approved 
changes to Regulation 1005 and Procedure D-1 regarding minimum standards 
for the Regular Basic Course. Among these changes was the adoption of the 
document, Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course, which 
mandated instruction within the basic course. Prior to training specifications, 
POST mandated instruction by using the document, Performance Objectives 
for the Regular Basic Course, which served as a testing specification 
document. Currently, academies use the training specification document to 
identify the mandated instruction in the Regular Basic Course, and the 
performance objectives document to identify the areas in which students will 
be tested. Both documents, in some instances, are provided to students 
enrolled in academy courses as reference material. 

In November 1996, the Commission approved staff's proposal to develop 
student workbooks for each of the Regular Basic Course learning domains. 
Existing basic course materials (e.g., training specifications, performance 
objectives, etc.) were used to assist the contractor, POST staff, and subject 
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matter experts in the development of each of these workbooks. Although these 
existing materials were used as guidelines, the student workbooks were 
developed using a specific information mapping system that uses different 
terminology and taxonomy. The workbooks were also developed to reflect 
emerging training needs, changes in the law, or to resolve curriculum, testing 
and evaluation problems. However, due to the compressed development 
scheduled, these changes were not made to the training specification document 
on a quarterly basis, as done in tli.e past. Now that the student workbook 
development project is completed (a report on the completion of the project is 
the subject of another report on the Commission's agenda), the training 
specification document needs to be updated to reflect all such changes that 

·occurred. · 

Based upon the numerous changes proposed by staff, a new document, 
Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses, has been 
developed to replace the Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course, 
Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course -Modular Format and 
supplement the Training Specifications for the Specialized Investigators' Basic 
Course. The changes also require modifications to Regulations 1005, 1007 and 
Procedure D-1. 

· If the Commission concurs, the appropriate action would be a motion to adopt, 
subject to results of a Public Notice of Regulatory Action, the new document, 
Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses, in place 
of the documents, Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course and 
Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course -Modular Format, and 
approve modifications to Regulations 1005, 1007, Procedure D-1, and the 
document Training Specifications for the Specialized Investigators' Basic 
Course, as proposed. Changes would be effective following approval by the 
Office of Administrative Law. 

Report and Presentation on Basic Course Workbook Project 

In June 1993, a Management Fellow began research into the use of student 
workbooks in the Regular Basic Course. In 1994, the Commission initiated a 
pilot program to convert the unit guides for six learning domains into student 
workbooks and instructor guides, and to create a more effective instructional 
system. The objectives of this instructional system were to improve student 
performance and success; increase retention of the instructional material; 
maximize the use of instructional time; and, standardize the delivery of the 
curriculum throughout the State. 
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In 1997, after a successful pilot, the Commission awarded a contract to JWK 
International to convert all of the remaining learning domain materials into 
student workbooks. In addition, the original six workbooks were updated and . 
re-formatted for consistency with the newer materials. The materials for each 
learning domain include a student workbook, instructor guide, and a video 
specific to the learning domam. Each basic academy receives the instructor 
resource package from POST. . 

The final phase of this three-year contract was brought to a successful 
conclusion June 30,2000. All82 documents (41 Student Workbooks and 41 
corresponding Instructor Guides) have been delivered to POST and the contract 
was completed within budget. 

The Basic Course Student Workbook Instructional System has received 
overwhelming support from the Basic Course Consortium, instructors and 
students. 

A report and presentation is provided for the Commission's information and 
comment. 

CENTERFORLEADERSHIPDEVELOPMENT 

E. Report on the Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Command College Program 

At the January 2000 meeting, Commissioner Hunt requested a study of the 
cost-benefit of the Command College program. The report included 
comparative information for the Sherman Block Supervisory Leadership 
Institute, Robert Presley Institute of Criminal Investigation, and the Master 
Instructor Development Program. 

The staff report was presented to the Long Range Planning Committee at its 
April 2000 meeting and summarized in the Committee's report to the 
Commission. The completed report is presented under this tab, for the 
information of the Commission, at the request of Commissioner Cobb. 

INFORMATION SERVICES BUREAU 

F. Regulatory Review and Clean Up 

State agencies are required to identify unnecessary or redundant regulations. 
The recommended changes in this agenda item primarily focus on adding, 
amending, and/or deleting language in Commission Regulations 1020-1080 to 
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comply with the Executive Order. The substantive changes are described in the 
Agenda Item Report, but most of the changes are technical or language . 
replacement in nature and do not add new requirements which effect agencies 
participating in the POST Program. 

If the Commission agrees with the proposed amendments to Regulations 
1020-1080 as proposed, it is recommended that the Notice of Proposed 
Regulatory Action process be used. The proposed changes will become 
effective 30 days after approval by the Office of Administrative Law. · 

STANDARDS & EVALUATION SERVICES BUREAU 

G. 

H. 

Request for Approval to Contract for Management Fellow to Research and 
Identify Strategies to Implement a Physical Fitness Minimum Qualification 

The current POST strategic plan calls for increasing selection standards in the 
area of physical abilities. At the present time, POST has no guidelines or 
standards in the area of pre-academy screening of physical abilities. It is 
proposed that a management fellow review existing law enforcement physical 
ability selection tests, current court cases involving physical fitness testing for 
law enforcement selection, current physical fitness testing theory, and 
recommend a measurable physical fitness minimum qualification . 

. If the Commission concurs, the appropriate action would be a MOTION to 
authorize the Executive Director to contract with a local law enforcement 
agency for a special consultant (Management Fellow) to study physical fitness 
issues for a period not to exceed one year and at a cost not to exceed $130;000 
for salary and benefits. (ROLL CALL VOTE) 

Contract Request for Psychological Assessment Consulting Services 

POST Strategic Plan Items A.S.I and A.S.II call for the creation of a new peace· 
officer selection battery and the revision of the existing psychological screening 
guidelines, respectively. These projects are complex and will be subject to 
considerable scrutiny given the importance of the topic areas. It is therefore 
imperative that we include highly recognized experts to assist in the 
development of an RFP and the selection of contractor( s) to ensure that project 
goals, tasks, deliverables and time lines are feasible, efficacious, and will 
otherwise result in products that lead to the selection and screening of capable, 
psychologically-healthy peace officer candidates. 

Dr. Deniz Ones holds an endowed professorship in Industrial and 
Organizational Psychology at the Department of Psychology of the University 
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of Minnesota. She is an internationally recognized expert in the areas of 
personnel selection and personality assessment for workplace applications. 
Moreover, unlike other leading personality testing experts, Dr. Ones is not 
affiliated with a specific test or assessment device (although she maintains 
massive data bases on virtually all of the commonly used measures); therefore, 
there are no conflict of interest concerns with her involvement in an advisory 
capacity to POST. 

Dr. Gerald Sumprer currently has served as a senior psychologist for the State 
Personnel Board for over 12 years and has over 24 years experience in 
psychological areas. Dr. Sumprer will assist in creating an RFP that directly 
addresses the important substantive and practical issues facing pre-employment 
psychological screening. He will also assist in a variety of other project 
functions; such as performing extensive literature searches on available tests 
and inventories, assisting in the conduct of SME panels, creating draft manual 
chapters. His direct, extensive experience as a clinical psychologist will · 
complement the assistance provided by Dr. Ones. 

If the Commission concurs, the appropriate action would be a MOTION to 
authorize the Executive Director to create a sole source agreement for the 
services of Dr. Deniz Ones to assist in the implementation of Strategic Plan 

(~ 

items A.S.I and A.S.II, at a cost not to exceed $47,000, and to enter into an • 
interagency agreement with the State Personnel Board for the services of Dr. _'-/ .. 
Gerald Sumprer at a cost not to exceed $67,000. (ROLL CALL VOTE) 

TRAINING DELIVERY AND COMPLIANCE 

I. Report on Proposal to Amend Regulation 1015(e) to Authorize Backfill 
Reimbursement for Public Safety Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors 

Public Safety Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors are not currently eligible 
for backfill reimbursement. Commission Regulation 1015(e) authorizes 
reimbursement only for peace officers. The report under this tab proposes to 
authorize backfill reimbursement for Public Safety Dispatchers and Dispatch 
Supervisors. New regulations would be required and a public hearing is 
recommended. 

If the Commission concurs, the appropriate action would be a motion to 
schedule a public hearing on this matter at the November 2000 meeting. 
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TRAINING PROGRAM SERVICES BUREAU 

J. Contract Request for Analysis and Design for Driver Training 
CD-ROM Course 

The issue is whether the Commission should enter into a contract-with San 
Diego State University and KPBS to perform an analysis of needs and training 
requirements and develop a high-level design for a CD-ROM driver training 
course for California law enforcement. 

The need for refresher driver training is one of the reasons the Commission 
established regional skills training centers that include driving simulators. The 
simulators can give students practice in judgment and decision-making in 
situations that are too dangerous for behind-the-wheel training. Similarly, an 
interactive multimedia program on CD-ROM can provide training in judgment 
and decision-making in many areas that do not require the features unique to 
the simulators. Also, a CD-ROM course would be an effective way for officers 
to learn cognitive material prior to taking training on the simulators or behind 
the wheel. 

A million dollars for developing multimedia training in the perishable skills 
area was included in the budget change proposal for FlY 2000-2001. 
Developing a CD-ROM on driver training was a major project envisioned for 
the use of these funds. 

Proper analysis can also ensure that the funds later spent for development will 
be used effectively as a result of being able to focus on critical learning needs. 
The work to be performed in the proposed contract includes meeting with 
subject-matter experts and officers, studying existing driver training curricula 
for basic and refresher training and other driver training programs. It is 
important that the CD-ROM course be consistent with other courses, especially 
the driving simulator courses, and satisfy needs that can not be met using these 
other delivery systems. 

The cost of the analysis/design project would not exceed $70,000 and· should 
be completed within six months following the signing of the contract. After 
completing the analysis and design work, it would be possible to determine 
wha(the proposed course would cost to develop; staff would then prepare a 
report with recommendations for the Commission. Performing the initial 
analysis and high-level design work first will help ensure that the course that is 
ultimately developed will meet the needs of the target audience and be an 
effective use of POST funds. · 
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If the Commission concurs, the appropriate action would be a MOTION to ~ 
authorize the Executive Director to enter into a contract with San Diego State 
University and KPBS to perform an analysis and develop a high-level design 
for a CD-ROM driver training course for California law enforcement. The 
total amount of the contract would not exceed $70,000; the term would be six 
months. (ROLL CALL VOTE) 

K. Contract Request for Additional Regional Skills Training Centers 

The agenda item provides a report on the development of the Regional Skills 
Training Centers, beginning in 1991 and 1992, when the first driving 
simulators were installed at San Bernardirio County Sheriff's Department, Los 
Angeles County Sheriff's Department, and San Jose Police Department. By 
April2000, the Commission had authorized funds for 18 skills centers, which 
include training in forces options and defensive tactics, in addition to driving. 
A budget change proposal (BCP) was submitted for the 2000/2001 fiscal year, 
and approximately $6.5 million was allocated for expansion of the centers and 
also to address the perishable skills refresher training for in-service officers. 
That BCP was approved and budgeted for this fiscal year. 

Part of the BCP provided for the purchase of new driving and force options 
simulators to implement an in-service training program. Four.sites have been 
identified for establishing new Regional Skills Training Centers: Ventura 
County Sheriff's Department, College of the Redwoods in Eureka, San 
Francisco Police Departinent, and Kern County Sheriff's Department. These 
sites are recommended because they represent geographical areas not now 
currently served by a skills center. It has been POST's objective in establishing 
these skills centers to have them located within one hour's driving time of most 
officers. The cost of simulators for the first three of the above sites is 
$500,000.00 each. The site at the College of the Redwoods will only have a 
force options simulator, at a cost of$100,000.00. The driving simulator course 
will be provided to that area·via a mobile driving simulator system from Santa 
Rosa College. The total cost of the four sites will be $1,600,000.00. 

There is a need to modify and/or upgrade five existing Regional Skills Training 
Centers to meet the training commitments. At the Contra Costa (Los Medanos 
College) center, four of the current eight simulators should be replaced. Contra 
Costa, Los Angeles Police Department and Sacramento Police Department all 
have original AMOS I driving simulators, which should be upgraded with new 
systems at $400,000 each. A force options simulator at $100,000.00 is needed 
for Butte College, which currently has only driving simulators. Santa Rosa 
College has requested $350,000 for a mobile force options simulator system to 
service remote agencies in their area. These modifications and upgrades total 
$1 ,650,000.00. 
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There is a need to establish a Regional Skills Training Center in the western 
part of Los Angeles County, commonly called the South Bay area. This area 
represents several thousand law enforcement officers that are not close to an 
existing site. LASD has requested a mobile driving simulator unit to serve this 
area, and offered one of their existing mobile force options simulatorS to 
complete a mobile unit. POST staff is currently evaluating this proposal and 
considering other options for this site. 

The BCP allocated funds to provide the following additional equipment for 
each center: a skid car for EVOC training, life-like mannequins, gym mats, 
batons, handcuffs, simulated weapons, etc., for arrest and control training. and 
an LCD projector and laptop computer for PowerPoint presentations and 
scenario replays in the driving simulator classes. Each of the 22 Regional 
Skills Training Centers would receive $103,358.00 forthe necessary 
equipment This additional equipment would better enable law enforcement 
agencies to satisfy the perishable skills training needs. The total cost for these 
additions is $2,273,892.00. 

As the development of the 22 Regional Skills Training Centers progresses, it is 
necessary to continually train instructors to deliver the simulator courses. 
These instructor training courses are being delivered at West Covina Police 
Department, San Jose Police Department, and Contra Costa Criminal Justice 
Training Center (Los Medanos College). To more efficiently deliver courses it 
is recommended that POST enter into contracts with the following presenters 
to deliver these courses: 

1. West Covina P.D., Force Options Instructor Course, eight presentations@ 
· $4,000.00; Driving Simulator Instructor Course, eight presentations @ 
$4,000.00, total $64,000.00; 

2. San Jose P. D., Force Options Instructor Course, eight presentations@ 
$4,000.00, total $32,000.00; · 

3. Los Medanos College, Driving Simulator Instructor Course, eight 
presentations@ $4,000.00, total $32,000.00; 
Total: $128,000.00. 

If the Commission concurs, the recommendation is to accept the report and 
authorize the Executive Director to enter into contracts with the respective 
organizations for the specified expenditures totaling $5,651,892.00. 
(ROLL CALL VOTE) 

Request For Production of Driving Simulator Scenarios 

For the past several years, the Commission has contracted with agencies that 
have driving simulators to hire instructors to develop scenarios for use by the 
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Regional Skills Centers in California that present this training. The scenarios, 
which require specialized expertise to create, are critical to the success of the 
program. To date, more than 100 scenarios have been developed. 

There is a need to have "fresh" scenarios; especially for officers who may be 
taking simulator training a second time. Also, with the addition of updated 
driving simulators that have new features (for example, freeway ramps, rural 
areas), new scenarios will be required. It is proposed that POST contract with 
the San Bernardino County Sheriffs Department to provide these services. 
Total costs for scenario development will not exceed $33,000. 

If the Commission concurs, the recommendation is to authorize the Executive 
Director to contract with the San Bernardino County Sheriffs Department for 
$33,000 for fiscal year 2000/2001 to develop driving simulator scenarios. 
(ROLL CALL VOTE) 

M. Royalty Agreements for Driving Simulator Scenarios 

At its Apri12000 meeting, the Commission approved the renewal of the 
marketing agreement with Doron Precision Systems, Inc.,to provide, on a non
exclusive basis, 70 scenarios to each site outside of California that purchases its 
simulators. In addition to the scenarios, each customer also receives a copy of 
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Until recently, Doron was the only manufacturer of driving simulators that met 
POST's specifications. Recently, two other companies, FAAC, Inc., and 
I-SIM, have also met the specifications attd have sold driving simulators to 
California law enforcement agencies. These companies' simulators also use 
scenarios developed by POST, and the companies are interested in having 
marketing agreements with POST similar to the one POST has with Doron, in 
order to provide the scenarios to customers outside California. All three 
companies provide the scenarios and instructor guide free of charge to agencies 
in California purchasing the simulators. · · 

The recommendation is to authorize the Executive Director to enter into 
agreements with F AAC, Inc., and with I-SIM, Inc., to market, on a 
nonexclusive basis, 70 POST driving simulator scenarios and instructor guides 
through June 30, 2002, and to provide POST a $2,500 royalty payment for each 
out-of-state sale. 
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N. Professional Certificate Committee 

At the January 2000 meeting, the Commission conducted a public hearing 
related to the recission of a portion of Regulation 10ll(b) pertaining to the 
cancellation of the POST Basic Certificate. As a result of the public testimony 
and discussion, the Commission suspended the public hearing and created a 
broad-based committee to study the issue and provide recommendations. 

The committee completed its work and provided recommendations to the 
Commission at the July 20, 2000 meeting. The.committee's report is Item Non 
the Commission's August 2000 agenda. The committee reco=ends 
amending Regulation 1011 (b) to provide sufficient authority to enable the 
Commission to cancel a Basic Certificate in specified situations. 

The Commission has two options to implement the reco=endation: 

• Deem the action to amend Regulation 10 I I (b) substantially related to the 
recission proposed in the January 2000 public hearing, and distribute a 15-day 
public notice of the intention to amend the regulation; or 

• Close the January 2000 public hearing that was suspended and set another 
public hearing to initiate a new administrative process to amend Regulation 
1011 (b) as reco=ended by the committee. 

Staff reco=ends the second option because it clearly describes the new action 
that is different from the recission that was initially proposed. In addition, a 
new public hearing will provide additional time to develop other amendments 
to the regulation that may be required if AB 2449 (Wildman) is enacted, as 
expected. 

If the Commission concurs, the appropriate action is: 

(!)a MOTION to close without further action the public hearing that was 
opened at the January 2000 meeting; and 

(2) a MOTION to set a public hearing for the November 2, 2000, Commission 
meeting to amend Regulation 10 i 1 (b) concerning the cancellation of a POST 
Basic Certificate for specified felony convictions that are reduced pursuant to 
Penal Code Section 17(b)(1) or (3). 
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FUTURE COMMISSION MEETINGS; 

November 2, 2000 -Holiday Inn Northeast, Sacramento 
January 25, 2001 - Piccadilly Inn Airport, Fresno 
April19, 2001 -Airport Inn International, San Jose (Tentative) 

ADJOURNMENT 

NOTE: Commission will meet in closed session upon adjournment to review 
personnel issues 
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COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 
The mission of the California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and 

Training is to continually enhance the professionalism of California 
law enforcement in serving its communities. 

COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
Thursday, April27, 2000 

Hilton San Pedro 
2800 Via Cabrillo Marina 

San Pedro, CA 90731 

Chairman Rick TerBorch called the Commi~sion meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. 

The Color Guard from the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department posted the colors and led 
the flag salute. 

MOMENI OF SILENCE HONORING PEACE OFFICERS KILLED IN THE 
LINE OF DUTY 

Since the last Commission meeting, the following officers have lost their lives 
while serving the public: 

• Officer Russell Miller, Chino Police Department 

• Officer Louis Villalobos, Los Angeles Police Department 

• Officer Jeffrey Azuar, Vallejo Police Department 

ROLL CALL OF COMMISSION MEMBERS 

A calling of the roll indicated a quorum was present. 

Commissioners present: 

Lee Baca . 
Marc Cobb 
George (Joe) Flannagan 
James P. Fox 
Monty Holden 
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Ted Hunt 
William Kolender 
Thomas J. Knutson 
Bud Hawkins 
Rick TerBorch 

New Commissioner James P. Fox was introduced by the Chairman and welcomed by 
the Commission. Mr. Fox is the District Attorney for San Mateo County and has 
served as such for 17-1/2 years. 

INJRODUCTIONS 

Visitors present: 

Woody Williams, P.O.S.T. Advisory Committee member, representing California 
. Peace Officers Association (CPOA) 

Norman Cleaver, P.O.S.T. Advisory Committee member, representing California 
Academy Directors Association (CADA) 

AI Waters, P.O.S.T. Advis~ry Committee member, representing California Coalition 
of Law Enforcement Associations (CCLEA) 

Leisha Lekawa, P.O.S.T. Advisory Committee Vice-Chair, representing Women Peace 
Officers' Association of California (WPOA) 

Don Brown, former P.O.S.T. Advisory Committee member, Burbank Police 
Department 

Derald Hunt, P.O.S.T. Advisory Committee member, representing California 
Association of Administration of Justice Educators (CAAJE) 

Charles Byrd, Sheriff, Siskiyou County, Advisory Committee member 
Philip del Campo, Advisory Committee member 
Bob Blankenship, Chief, Redding Police Department, Advisory Committee Chairman 
John Zrofsky, Chief of Shafter Police Department, representing Cal Chiefs Training 

Committee 
Steve Craig, Director of Security, California State Lottery 
Craig Harvey, Los Angeles County Coroner's office 
Gary Winuk, Deputy Director of Special Projects, OCJP 
Paul Tassone, Sacramento Sheriff's Department 
Dave Barr, Golden West College, Huntington Beach 
Dan Toomey, Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control 

·Gene Barnes. Golden West College, Huntington Beach 
Guy E. Eisenbrey, Montclair Police Department 
Joaquin Mendez. Los Angeles Airport Police 
Greg Kyritsis. San Bernardino Sheriffs Office 
James Anthony. Alhambra Police Department 
James Henchey. Alhambra Police Department 
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Staff present: 

Kenneth J. O'Brien, Executive Director 
Glen Fine, Assistant Executive Director, Administrative Division 
Hal Snow, Assistant Executive Director, Standards & Development Division 
Mike DiMiceli, Assistant Executive Director, Field Services Division . 
Tom Hood, Bureau Chief, Public Information/Legislative Liaison 
Paul Harman, Bureau Chief, Information Services 
Jack Gamer, Bureau Chief, Management Counseling 
Frederick Williams, Bureau Chief, Administrative Services 
Bud Lewallen, Bureau Chief, Basic Training 
Kenneth Whitman, Bureau Chief, Ctr/Leadership Development 
Dick Reed, Bureau Chief, Training Delivery and Compliance 
Ray Bray, Bureau Chief, Training Program Services 
Will Gartland, Consultant 
Tom Liddicoat, Administrative Services 
Mike Hooper, Consultant, Training Program Services 
Steve Lewis, Consultant, Ctr/Leadership Development 
Jim Roth, Consultant, Management Counseling 
Bob Stresak, Consultant, Training Program Services 
Anita Martin, Administrative Assistant, Commission Secretary 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

A. MOTION -Holden, Second - Kolender, carried unanimously to approve the 
minutes of the January 2 7, 2000, Commission meeting at the Hanalei Hotel, 
San Diego, California. 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

B.! 

B.3 

8.4 

8.5 

MOTION- Knutson, Second- Cobb, carried unanimously to approve the 
following items on the Consent Calendar: 

Course Certification Report 

Financial Report - Third Quarter FY 1999-00 

New Entries Into the POST Regular (Reimbursable) Program 

New Entries Into the POST Public Safety Dispatcher Program 

Withdrawals from POST Regular (Reimbursable) Program 
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B.6 Implementation of POST's Mandatory Field Training Program Progress 
Report 

B.7 Driver and Force Options Simulator Curriculum 

B.8 Royalty Agreement for Driving Scenarios 

B.9 Approval of Resolutions for: 

• Don Brown, former POST Advisory Committee member, in 
appreciation for his dedicated service to law enforcement; 

• In commemoration of the life and many achievements of the late 
Richard Breza, Chief of the Santa Barbara Police Department; 

• John Mirolla, retiring Director of the California Specialized Training 
Institute. 

Commissioner Baca was called away from the meeting and was absent for the balance 
ofthe meeting. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 

The Chairman announced that the hearings are related to the proposed amendments of 
Commission Regulations and Procedures. There are two hearings. Hearing I pertains 
to the amendment of Commission Regulations and Procedures relating to the 
Specialized Investigators' Basic Course. Hearing II pertains to the amendment of 
Commission Regulation I 003 related to the Notice of Appointment/Termination form. 

The Executive Director advised that the hearings are conducted in compliance with 
requirements set forth in the Administrative Procedures Act. The records of 
compliance are on file at POST headquarters. The proposed amendments are 
described in Commission Agenda Items C and D and were announced in POST 

· Bulletins 00-03 and 00-04, respectively, and published in the California Regulatory 
Notice Register. as required by law. 

The Executive Director reminded persons wishing to receive copies of any regulation 
revised as a result of the hearing today, to list their name, agency. and mailing address 
on the sign-in sheet. 
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Hearing I 

Public Hearing to Consider Modifications to Specialized Investigators Basic 
Course 

The Chairman opened Hearing I to consider the amendments to Commission 
Regulation 1005, Commission Procedure D-1-5, and the document Training 
Specifications for the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course. The 
amendments incotporate 32 ofthe 41 Regular Basic Course learning domains 
into the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course (SIBC), and create four new 
investigative learning domains. In addition, the PC 832 curriculum is 
incorporated into the SIBC instead of being a prerequisite. The changes align 
the SIBC more closely with the Regular Basic course curriculum so that when 
changes occur in the Regular Basic Course, they are automatically changed in 
the SIBC. These amendments also substantially improve the preparedness of 
the State specialized peace officers to assume their important and critical 
duties. 

POST staff reported on the proposed changes to Commission Regulation 1 005 
and Commission Procedure D-1-5, which relates to POST-prescribed 
minimum hours and curriculum for the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course 
(SIBC). The curriculum and hours were last reviewed by the Commission in 
November 1994 . 

This proposal will increase the current minimum hours from 428 to 587. The 
changes proposed by this item provide the following benefits: They will raise 
the bar, provide a better trained investigator, align the course with a regular 
basic course, and provide for regular updates of the curriculum. 

Chairman TerBorch invited those in the audience who wanted to present 
testimony to come forward. 

· Opposition: 

No opposition testimony was offered on this issue. 

Support: 

Steve Craig. Director of Security. California State Lotterv. Mr. Craig stated 
that the State Lottery Commission is one of the agencies affected by the 
regulation change. He reported that he supports the regulation amendment and 
wished to commend the Commission and staff for their efforts on this issue . 
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Dan Toomey. Training Manager.'Aicoholic Beverage Control. and President of •. 
the statewide Training Managers Association. He stated that he represents the 
27 agencies that participated in the development of this program, and is in full 
support of this item. He further stated that he wished to convey his gratitude to 
the Commission and staff for their support for this program. 

There being no further testimony, the Public Hearing to amend Commission 
Regulation 1005 and Commission Procedure D-1-5 was concluded. 

Pursuant to the California Code of Regulations, the Chairman called upon staff 
to address each written or oral concern or recommendation made by the public. 

The Executive Director reported that POST had received no written 
communication either in support or opposition to the proposal. 

Staff affirmed that there would be no significant fiscal impact to POST as a 
result of the changes. The Commission had no other comments nor questions 
regarding this issue. 

· MOTION - Kolender, Second - Kimtson, carried unanimously to amend 
Commission Regulation 1005 and Procedure D-1-5 as proposed, effective July 
I, 2000, subject to approval from the Office of Administrative Law. 

Hearing II 

D. Public Hearing on Proposed Changes to Regulation I 003. Notice of 
Appointment/Termination 

Hearing II was opened to consider the amendment of Commission Regulation 
1003 related to the Notice of Appointment/Termination Form. 

The Chairman stated that annual inspections of agency training records and 
background investigation files are conducted by POST consultants as required 
by Penal Code Section 13512. This is done to determine compliance with 
POST Regulations. Many agencies voluntarily send in new Notices of 
Appointment/Termination forms to POST when personnel are promoted, 
demoted, or have a name change; however absent a regulation change requiring 
such action, information in the POST records database will be inaccurate. 
These inaccuracies in our database cause problems when resolving issues of 
training compliance. Effective July I, 2000, Continuing Professional Training 
(CPT) will be required for all peace officers, Level I and II reserve peace 
officers, dispatchers and dispatch supervisors. 
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The Chairman further reported that changes are proposed for the Notice of 
Appointment!Termination Form which incorporate new Federal Guidelines for 
race/ethnicity categories, new wording for Reserve Level I peace officer 
authority, addition of a new section requiring the Penal Code section which is 
the authority for appointment, and a new check-offbox under the appointment 
section which requires notification for promotions or demotions. Clarity and 
design changes were made to make it easier to complete the form. 

Staff reported that the changes to the Notice of Appointment!Termination form 
are being proposed to require agencies to notify POST when personnel are 
promoted or demoted. This change would require agencies to subrrut a Notice 
of Appointment!Termination form for all officers promoted to first level 
supervisory, middle management, or executive positions. The information will 
be stored in the POST peace officer database and will enable accurate tracking 
of mandatory training required subsequent to promotion. The information is 
necessary for Training Delivery and Compliance Bureau to conduct accurate 
training compliance audits for California law enforcement agencies. 

Opposition 

There was no opposition to this recommendation. 

Support 

John Zrofskv. Chief of Police for Shafter. California. and Training Chairman 
for Cal Chiefs. stated that Cal Chiefs supported the amendment. 

As an aside, Chief Zrofsky suggested that the Commission consider allowing 
agencies to receive an "Exceptions Report" on a quarterly, or more frequent, 
basis. This would be in lieu of the Annual Report that is currently once each 
year. Chief Zrofsky explained that he believes more frequent reporting will 
greatly reduce the workload for agency staff, as well as POST Compliance 
Inspectors, and would encourage agencies to maintain compliance on their 
own. 

The Coinmission directed staff to investigate the practicality of Chief 
Zrofsky's suggestion to allow local agencies to receive a quarterly transaction 
report in lieu of an annual report. 

There being no further testimony. the Public Hearing to amend Commission 
Regulation I 003 was concluded . 
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In returning to the issue of amending Commission Regulation 1003, Chairman • 
TerBorch asked that staff address the written and oral concerns and · 
recommendations made by the public. 

The Chairman stated that the California Code of Regulations requires POST to 
list each objection or recommendation made by the public, how the proposed 
action now under consideration is to be changed to accommodate each concern 
or recommendation, or the reasons for making no change. At this point, the 
Chairman called upon staff to address the issues presented. 

The Executive Director responded that there were no issues presented and no 
communication received related to this hearing. 

The Chair invited questions and comments from the Commissioners regarding 
an amendment of Commission Regulation 1003. There was a brief discussion 
regarding this issue. 

MOTION- Hawkins, Second- Hunt, carried unanimously, that Commission 
Regulation 1003 be revised, as proposed, effective upon approval by the Office 
of Administrative Law. 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES BUREAU 

E. Request for Contracts with Davisville Travel 

POST has entered into two contracts with Davisville Travel for FY 99-00, one 
for staff travel in the amount of$9,000 and one for letter of agreement travel in 
the amount of$9,999, the maximum the Executive Director can contract for 
without Commission approval. These contracts were made necessary by a 
State Department of General Services decision to allow travel agencies to 
charge fees for processing air travel arrangements. Previously, travel agency 
costs were covered by fees recovered from the airlines. Airlines have 
significantly reduced such fees. 

In order to pay Davisville Travel for their authorized services, it is necessary to 
augment a current year contract and provide authorization for new contracts in 
FY 2000-0 I. These contracts are exempt from competitive bidding. 

Commissioner Knutson reported that this matter was discussed in the Finance 
Committee and the Committee recommended approval. 
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MOTION -Hunt, Second -Knutson, carried unanimously by ROLL CALL 
VOTE that: 

( 1) The Executive Director be authorized to enter into a contract 
amendment with Davisville Travel to increase contract funding by 
$12,501 (total amount ofnew contract $22,500) during FY 1999-00; 
and 
(2) that the Executive Director be authorized to enter into new 
contracts with Davisville Travel for a total not to exceed $81,000 
during FY 2000-0 I. 

BASIC TRAINING BUREAU 

F. Proposal on Amendments to Training Standards for School Police Reserve 
Officers 

In September 1998, Senate Bills 1626 and 1627 were signed into law 
amending Penal Code sections 832.2 and 832.3, respectively. The 
amendments moved the training requirements for regular school police officers 
from PC 832.2 to PC 832.3 (f), (g), and (h), leaving only school police reserve 
officers subject to a specialized training requirement in PC 832.2. 

At the October 28, 1999, meeting, the Commission approved curriculum for a 
new 32-hour training course for school police officers. An ad hoc committee 
of subject matter experts, course presenters, and agencies that use school police 
reserve officers, concluded that this course should be specified as also meeting 
the requirement for reserve officers pursuant to P.C. 832.2. In addition, the 
committee recommended that: (!)the title of the course be changed to 
"Campus Law Enforcement Course"; (2) all school reserve officers should 
attend the revised course within two years of first appointment; and (3) the 
topical heading be changed from Laws and Liability to Laws and Liability 
Mandated Reporting Requirements to clarifY that the training requirement of 
P .C. 832.2 is actually being met by this particular course. 

MOTION- Kolender, Second- Cobb, carried unanimously, to amend 
Commission Regulations 1005, 1007 and 1081(a)(20) as proposed, subject to 
the Notice of Proposed Regulatory Action process . 
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CENTERFORLEADERSHIPDEVELOPMENTBUREAU 

G. Report on Proposed Modifications to the Management Course and 
Commission Procedure D-4 

In July 1998, POST staff began an in-depth review at the current 80-hour 
Management Course mandated by the Commission. The Course was last 
revised in 1991, and is in need of substantial modifications and a new 
presentation format. The recommended presentation format would include 
addition of new· material and an increase in the length of the course to 104-
hours. In addition, it is recommended that the presentation format be changed 
from a consecutive two-week period to three workshops, each separated by a 
two-to-four week intersession period. 

Chairman TerBorch reported that this item was discussed at the Long Range 
Planning Committee meeting on April 7, 2000, and the Committee . 
recommended approval by the Commission. 

After a brief discussion, staff was directed to review the possibility of 
permitting newly elected police association members to attend the course even 
if they are not lieutenants or above. Staff will report to the Commission at the 
July meeting. 

MOTION- Kolender, Second- Fox, carried unanimously, to: (I) approve 
modifications to the Management Course in curriculum and presentation 
format, as described; and (2) approve changes to Procedure D-4 using the 
Notice of Proposed Regulatory Action process. 

INFORMATION SERVICES BUREAU 

H. Contract Request for POST Librarv Subscription Services 

POST's Library has contracted out the journallmagazine subscription 
purchases and renewals since the 1970's. The publications in the Library are 
utilized by staff to provide the field with needed information on any subject in 
law enforcement. Some publications have been maintained in the Library for 
30 years. This service provides POST with a single point of contact for 
purchasing the journals/magazines instead of dealing with over 90 individual 
publishers from the United States and Europe. The vendor is also used as 
POST's agent to obtain missing issues of these magazine/journal subscriptions. 
With the yearly increase in subscription prices, along with service charges and 
the addition of four more titles, the contract will exceed $10,000. 
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Commissioner Knutson, Chairman of the Finance Committee, reported that 
this item was discussed at the last Finance Committee meeting and approval 
was recommended. 

MOTION- Hunt, Second- Hawkins, carried unanimously by ROLL CALL 
VOTE to authorize the Executive Director to increase contract funding with a 
journal/magazine vendor to an amount not to exceed $15,000. 

STANDARDS AND EVALUATION BUREAU 

L Augmentation of the Contract for the Regular Basic Course- Modular Format 
Examination Program 

Due to increased participation in the Regular Basic Course - Modular Format 
staff recommended that the existing contract with Cooperative Personnel 
Services (CPS) be increased from the current amount of$14,899.75, by an 
addition $9,000.00. CPS provides testing services for the Regular Basic 
Course - Modular Format. At the current rate of usage, an additional I ,500 
students will take the tests in an additional 80 administrations through the 
remainder of the fiscal year. 

Commissioner Knutson, Chairman of the Finance Committee, reported that 
this item was before the Finance Committee the previous day and received a 
unanimous recommendation for approval by the committee. 

MOTION- Hawkins, Second- Holden, carried unanimously, by ROLL CALL 
VOTE, to authorize the Executive director to increase the contract with CPS by 
$9,000.00 for a new contract amount not to exceed $23,899.75. 

J. Contract Reguest with the Office of State Publishing to Administer the Regular 
Basic Course - Modular Format Examination 

POST has contracted with one vendor for administration of the POST Regular 
Basic Course- Modular Format examination since the program's inception in 
1999. The vendor with which POST initially contracted, while performing at 
an acceptable level, has significantly increased its charges in other testing 
programs in recent years. It is anticipated that costs will rise similarly in this 
program. 

Staff reported that the Office of State Publishing (OSP) has agreed to provide 
all of the same services at a cost to POST of$20,610.00 in FY 2000/0l. which 
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represents a 14% decrease from the $23,900.00 contract for the current fiscal •. 
year. Staff recommended contracting with OSP for this service for the next ' 
fiscal year. 

The Chairman noted that this issue was before the Finance Committee the 
previous day, along with Agenda Items "K" (Contract Request with OSP to 
Administer the Entry Level Reading and Writing Test Battery) and "L" 
(Contract Request with the OSP to Administer the P.C. 832 Written 
Examination). At that meeting, the Committee recommended adoption of all 
three items. 

MOTION - Fox, Second- Hunt, carried unanimously by ROLL CALL VOTE, 
to authorize the Executive Director to sign agreements with the Office of State 
Publishing (OSP) for: (I) administration of the POST Regular Basic Course
Modular Examination, in an amount not to exceed $20,610.00; (2) 
administration of the POST Entry-Level Reading and Writing Test Battery, in 
an amount not to exceed $87,125.00; and (3) administration of the PC 832 
Written Examination, in an amount not to exceed $38,710.00. 

K. Contract Request with Office of State publishing to Administer the Entrv
Level Reading and Writing Test Battery 

The action for this item was taken under Item "J". 

L. Contract Request with the Office of State Publishing to Administer the P. C. 
832 Written Examination 

The action for this item was iaken under Item "J". 

TRAINING PROGRAM SERVICES 

M. Recognition of Non-POST Certified Training Courses to Satisfv Continuing 
Professional Training (CPT) 

Staff reported that at its January 21, 1999, meeting, the Commission extended 
the Continuing Professional Training (CPT) requirement to law enforcement 
executives, managers, Level !I reserves. and dispatchers. At that time, it was 
suggested that POST recognize Out-of-State Courses and Non-POST Certified 
Courses to enable everyone to meet the Continuing Professional Training 
Requirement. Subsequently, after evaluation of this issue by a focus group, it 
was decided that staff would initially recommend approval of eight training 
courses on a pilot program basis. 
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The successful completion of the eight courses listed below are recommended 
as qualifying to meet POST's CPT requirement for a two year period of time. 
The courses would remain non-certified, non-reimbursable by POST, and 
limited solely to satisfying CPT requirements. 

The FBI National Academy and National Executive Institute 
The United States Secret Service VIP Security Course 
The Northwestern Traffic Institute's Traffic Accident Investigation 

Course 
The National Sheriffs' Association National Sheriffs Institute 
The Federal Law Enforcement Training Center Advanced Bomb Scene 

Investigations 
The FBI's Hazardous Devices School, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 
Entities of the United States Armed Forces Special Weapons and 
Tactics Training 

Commissioner TerBorch reported that this matter was discussed in-depth 
during the January 2000 Long Range Planning Committee. At that meeting, 
the committee recommended that the Police Executive Research for Senior 
Police Management be included in the above list. 

On the issue of adding additional courses, the Long Range Planning 
Cominittee will review this issue at some later time . 

MOTION- Fox, Second- Flannagan, carried by a vote of5- 4, that the 
Police Executive Research for Senior Police Management be included in the 
recommended amendments, and that the Commission approve the 
recommended amendments to Regulation IOOS(d) and Procedure D-2, subject 
to approval by the Office of Administrative Law. 

N. Perishable Skills and the Continuing Professional Training (CPT) Requirement 

It is recognized by POST and the law enforcement community that certain 
skills diminish over time when they are not practiced. At the January 1998 
Commission meeting, the Executive Director was authorized to contract for the 
services of a Management Fellow for up to one year to srudy the fe.asibility of 
establishing a Perishable Skills training requirement. 

It is proposed that POST Regulation I 005 (d) (2) and Procedure D-2 be 
amended to require all peace officers below the rank of first-level supervisor 

_ assigned to uniformed patrol and/or traffic. to complete a minimum of 14 hours 
of the required 24 hours of CPT in specified perishable skills training every 
two year period as part of the CPT requirement. The remaining I 0 hours of 
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CPT would remain non-specified, allowing agency flexibility in the selection • 
and application of other training topics. Minimum hours proposed for each of , / 
the four perishable skills are as follows: 
• Arrest and Control - four hours; 
• Driver Training/ Awareness - four hours; 
• Firearms Proficiencyffactics- four hours; 
• Communications - two hours. 

Staff recommends that if this program is implemented, it apply to all officers 
below the rank of first line supervisors, who are assigned to uniform patrol and 
traffic. Staff also recommended that methods of testing be studied to avoid 
lengthy training in cases where the officer is already proficient in such skills, 

Staff further recommended that a public hearing be scheduled to be held in 
conjunction with the July 20, 2000, Commission meeting, to consider this 
issue. 

Bob Blankenship, Advisory Committee Chairman, advised that there had been 
considerable discussion concerning this matter the day before. The Committee 
was favorable but requested that the Commission consider the following two 
addendums: 

I. The training be extended to first line supervisors and investigators or 
detectives. 

2. The Commission direct staff to conduct a study to determine the 
advisability of expanding the hours of mandatory training from 24 to 
40. 

At this point, there was a discussion regarding backfill reimbursement. Ken 
O'Brien, Executive Director, reported that many departments are now. 
participating in the Backfill program. Due to the fact that the number of 
participating agencies is increasing, POST is currently spending a great deal 
more on this program than it has in the past. Presently, the cost is 
approximately $300,000 per month. Ken O'Brien observed that the four topics 
listed above, as well as Driver Simulator and Force Options Simulator, are 
covered by the Backfill program. 

MOTION- Flannagan, Second- Kolender. carried unanimously, to schedule a 
public hearing in conjunction with the July 2000 Commission meeting to 
consider requiring specified "Perishable Skills" as part of the Continuing 
Professional Training Requirement. the hearing will include consideration of 
the Advisory Committee recommendations related to this issue. 
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0 . Revisions to POST's Guidelines for Handling Missing Persons 

Penal Code Section 13519.1 requires the Commission to establish guidelines 
for the law enforcement response to missing person and runaway cases. 
Recent amendments to the Penal Code and the Education Code, have made it 
necessary to revise the current guidelines. 

Staff reported that they had collaborated with experts in drafting proposed 
guideline revisions to ensure consistency with state law. The proposed 
revisions were presented to the Commission for consideration. 

MOTION- Knutson, Second- Hawkins, carried unanimously, to approve 
proposed revisions to Commission guidelines to be followed by law 
enforcement agencies in handling missing person and runaway cases. 

P. Request for Contract Extension for POST Management Fellow Regional Skills 
Training Center Coordinator 

At the April 1999 meeting, the Commission approved a one-year contract with 
the San Diego Regional Training Center to provide the services ofF orrest 
Billington for a one-year period to manage the development of the Regional 
Skills Training Centers . 

Staff reported that considerable work remains to be completed in the 
development of the existing centers and the proposed additional centers. For 
these reasons, staff proposed that a contract with the San Diego Regional 
Training Center be re-written for one more year, so that the additional program 
development and coordination can continue. 

Tom Knutson, Chair of the Finance Committee, reported that the matter was 
heard in the Finance Committee and Commission approval was recommended. 

MOTION - Hawkins, Second - Fox, carried unanimously by ROLL CALL 
VOTE, to authorize the Executive Director to enter into an additional one-year 
contract in the amount of $130,000.00, with San Diego Regional Training 
Center to provide the services of Forrest Billington for an additional one year 
period. 

Q. Request to Approve Contract Augmentation for Additional Domestic Violence 
Training Courses 

On August I. 1997, the Commission on POST received a Violence Against 
Women Act (VA W A) Law Enforcement Training Grant in the amount of 
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$2,929,112. The creation and presentation of the Domestic Violence for First 
Responders course was one of the designated projects for use of the funds. 

The original number of Domestic Violence for First Responder presentations 
were completed under budget. Funds remain in the final phase of the grant 
which would accommodate ten additional presentations. There are still 
requests by the field for this course. 

Commissioner Knutson reported that the Finance Committee recommended 
Commission approval. 

MOTION -Holden, Second- Cobb, carried unanimously by ,\tOLL CALL 
VOTE to authorize the Executive director to augment an existing contract for 
ten additional presentations of the First Responder course in an amount not to 
exceed $40,000. 

R. Request for Contract Amendment for Master Instructor Development Program 
for FY 1999/2000 

• • 

The Master lllStructor Development Program (MIDP) is a key element in 
improving the quality of instruction in POST-certified courses. 
Notwithstanding the value and success of the program, staff recommends an 
evaluative inquiry of the curriculum. Classes have recently been much smaller • 
than expected or desired. Hence, a stronger program may be needed to 
ellhance the course. 

MOTION- Knutson, Second- Hawkins, carried unanimously, to authorize the 
Executive Director to amend and extend the current contract with the SDRTC 
for the principal purpose of accomplishing an intensive program evaluation. 

S. Request to Approve Two Public Safety Dispatcher Telecourses 

Staff recommends an interagency agreement with San Diego State University 
KPBS Public Broadcasting for the development of two telecourse training 
programs related to public safety dispatchers. At its January 1999 meeting, the 
Commission approved the extension of the 24-hour Continuing Professional 
Training requirement to public safety dispatchers. According to POST training 
records. only 50% of existing dispatchers have satisfied the CPT requirement 
by completing POST -certified training. 

Commissioner Knutson reported that the Finance Comminee unanimously 
recommended approval by the Commission. 
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MOTION- Hawkins, Second- Kolender, carried unanimously by ROLL 
CALL VOTE, to sign an interagency agreement with San Diego State 
University, for the development of two distance learning telecourse training 
programs related to public safety dispatchers, not to exceed $154,800. 

Preliminarv Plan for Instructor Training Requirements and Certification 

Currently, there are more than 6,400 POST-certified courses. Staff proposed a 
plan which is directly responsive to the POST Strategic Plan and will improve 
the quality of instruction in all POST Certified courses. Preliminary reaction 
to this plan from academy directors and other stakeholders has been 
supportive. 

Commissioner TerBorch, Chair of the Long Range Planning Committee, and 
Bob Blankenship, Chair of the Advisory Committee, both reported that this 
proposal was heard before both committees and received a recommendation of 
approval. 

There was a brief discussion of this issue. Staff reported that the deficiencies 
found in some of POST's instructors have become a serious concern. 
Although many long-time instructors are familiar with new technologies, there 
is a genuine need for a uniform quality standard for teaching classes within the 
POST -certified program . 

MOTION - Fox, Second - Hunt, carried unanimously to accept the plan in 
concept and to approve its implementation, with the understanding that staff 
will continue to work collaboratively with the law enforcement training 
community throughout plan implementation. 

U. Request to Sign an Interagency Agreement for Production of Violence Against 
Women (VAWA) Grant Telecourses 

In July 1999 the POST Finance Committee approved the acceptance of an 
augmentation of the VA W A grant funds for Fiscal Year 98-99 and 99-00 in the 
total amount of $2,448,734. In this augmentation, funds were designated for 
three additional telecourses with domestic violence and sexual assault as 
designated subject areas. 

Commissioner Knutson reported that when this issue was heard before the 
Finance Committee it received a recommendation for approval. 

MOTION -Hunt. Second - Kolender, carried unanimously by ROLL CALL 
VOTE to authorize the Executive director to sign an interagency agreement 
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with San Diego State University for production of Violence Against Women 
01 AWA) grant telecourses and editing of these telecourses in an amount not to 
exceed $273,000. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

V. Finance Committee 

Commissioner Knutson, Chairman of the Finance Committee, reported that the 
Finance Committee met on April 26, 2000, in San Pedro. In addition to the 
items already considered, the Committee discussed the following issues: 

The Committee received a status report on the proposed 2000/01 Governor's 
budget that is currently before the Legislature. Notable features of the budget 
are a permanent increase of $4 million in POST spending authority and a one
time increase of $7.6 million to fund an additional POST investment in driving 
and force option simulator training. Overall, the budget proposes an increase 
from approximately $48 million to $60 million. 

• 

Staff presented the third quarter financial report. Training volume and 
reimbursement expenditures have increased, as compared with the same period 
of time last year. Revenues to the Peace Officer Training Fund have also 
increased by almost $2 million beyond that which was originally anticipated. • 

Projections for the balance of this fiscal year indicate that expenditures will 
exceed available funds by approximately $3.6 million. 

The Committee, following a report by staff, recommends to the Commission 
that the 24-hour per diem rate for trainees be increased from $119 to $124 to 
match the State of California allowance for its employees. The estimated 
annualized cost of the increase is $441,738. It is believed that resources 
projected to be available in FY 2000/01 will support such an increase. 

Staff has negotiated renewal of the following 29 contracts for FY 2000/01: 

Training Contracts 

I. Renewal of Master Instructor Development 
Program Contract for FY 2000/2001 With 
San Diego Regional Training Center 

$ 

2. Renewal of Tools for Tolerance Training Courses 
with Simon Wiesenthal Center 
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202,747.00 

I ,556,000.00 
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• 3 . Renewal of Telecourse Training Programs with 1,118,800.00 
KPBS, University of San Diego 

4. Renewal of Video Training Programs 162,828.00 
Contract with KPBS, University of San Diego 

5. Contracting with the Los Angeles Sheriff's 73,689.00 
Department for Presentations of the Homicide 
Foundation Specialty Course for the Robert 
Presley Institute of Criminal Investigation (ICI) 
for FY 2000-01 

6. FY 2000-01 Case Law Today Programs- 92,000.00 
During FY 1999-00, the Commission approved 
$74,000 for contracts with Alameda County 
District Attorney's Office and Golden West 
College for the production of 36 Case Law Today 
programs by each agency.· 

7. Sacramento Regional Criminal Justice Planning 370,881.00 
Training Center for Presentations of the Core 
Course, and Foundation Specialty Courses in Homicide, 

• Sexual Assault and Child Abuse for the Robert 
Presley Institute of Criminal Investigation (ICI) 
for FY 2000-01. 

8. San Francisco Police Department for Presentations 111,035.00 
of the Core Course of the Robert Presley Institute 
of Criminal Investigation (ICI) for FY 2000-01. 

9. San Jose State University for Presentations of the 182,660.00 
Core Course of the Robert Presley Institute of 
Criminal Investigation (ICI). 

10. Los Angeles Police Department for Four 111,564.00 
presentations of the Robert Presley Institute 
of Criminal Investigation (ICI) Core Course, in an 
amount not to exceed $111,564 for fiscal year 2000-0 I . 
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11. The Department of Justice Training Center for 1,999,096.00 • continued presentation of a variety of POST certified 
training courses. 

12. Management Course presentation spread among four 579,628.04 
presenters: 

• California State University - Humboldt 
• California State University - Long Beach 
• California State University- San Jose 
• San Diego Regional Training Center - Sari Diego 

13. San Diego Regional Training Center for Support 747,566.00 
of Executive Training (e.g., Law Enforcement 
Command College, Executive Training and Seminars, 
and the Leadership 2000 SymposiUm). 

14. The San Diego Regional Training Center 76,287.55 
for four presentations of the Labor Management 
Relations Partnership Course. 

15. California State University - Long Beach, for 946,507.00 
Support of the Sherman Block Supervisory • Leadership Institute (SBSLI). 

16. Renewal of Contracts with specified presenters for ' 3,070,468.00 
Basic Driver Training Motorcycle and Narcotic 
Courses. 

17. Contract agreements with specified POST -certified 1,640,450.00 
presenters of the Driving Simulator Training 
and Force Option Simulator Training for FY 2000/01. 

18. CSU-Sacramento Contract for FY 2000/01 120,000.00 
for Crime Analysis Institute 

19. San Diego Regional Training Center for 471.635.00 
presentation of Robert Presley Institute of 
Criminal Investigation courses. 
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Standards Contracts 

21. Renewal of Office of State Publishing 
Contract for the cost of providing Basic 
Course instructional materials and support 
services. 

22. Continuation of the Contract with Cooperative 
Personnel Services (CPS) to Administer the 
Entry-Level Dispatcher Selection Test Battery 

23. Continuation of the Contract with CPS to Administer 
the Basic Course Proficiency Test 

24. Cooperative Personnel Services - Renewal of 
Contract to Improve Writing Skills in Basic 

. Academy 

Administrative Contracts 

25. Contract with CSUS Foundation for Student 
- Assistants . 

26. Interagency Agreement with Teale Data Center for 
supplemental computer services. 

170,225.00 

177,449.00 

105,593.50 

50,984.00 

15,000.00 

65,000.00 

27. Health and Welfare Data Center- CALSTARS support. 32,000.00 
The mandated California State Accounting and 
Reporting Systems (CALSTARS) requires an agreement 
with the Health and Welfare Data Center to provide computer 
linkage and necessary data processing services. 

28. Department of Finance, Office of State Audits and 25,000.00 
valuations (OSAE), to perform a risk aSsessment/review 
of internal controls. Commission policy requires 
this audit on a biennial basis. 

28. State Controller's Office Agreement for Auditing 116.045.00 
Services in FY 2000-0 I - These audits of participating 
agencies have been conducted by the State Controller's 
Office on a yearly basis . 
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29. Continuation of agreement with Danka Office 
Imaging for maintenance of the Kodak copy machine 

Grand Total: 

13.000.00 

$ 14.404.138.09 

· The Committee recommended the Executive Director be authorized to sign the 
contracts in the amounts shown above. 

There was a brief discussion concerning the renewal of the Master Instructor 
Development Program (MIDP) Contract. 

MOTION- Knutson, Second- Flannagan, carried unanimously, by ROLL 
CALL VOTE to accept the Finance Committee Report, and approve the 
described expenditure recommendations.· 

W. Long Range Planning Committee 

Rick TerBorch, Chairman of the Long Range Planning Committee, reported 
that the Committee met at POST Headquarters, 1601 Alhambra Boulevard, 
Sacramento, on April 7, 2000, at 10:00 am. Present at the meeting were 
Commissioners TerBorch, Holden, Hunt, Kolender, and Knutson. 

In addition to items already addressed on the agenda, the Committee received 
reports on the following issues: · 

1) Governor's Award Selection Process 

Staff presented a report, requested by the Commission, describing the 
selection process for the Governor's Award for Excellence in Peace 
Officer Training. 

Following discussion, the Committee approved the staff report and 
directed staff to adopt a modified selection process that will: 1) include the 
Commissioners who are the Advisory Committee Liaison Committee in 
the review of applications and development of recommendations for the 
award; and 2) provide a preliminary report on applications for the award 
to the Commission at the annual November meeting and present the 
recommendations for final consideration at the annual January meeting. 

With respect to the Governor's Award Selection Process, Bob 
Blankenship. Chair of the Advisory Committee. reported that the 
Committee had a considerable discussion regarding this issue. 
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It was determined that 1) all the Commissioners so inclined were invited to 
participate in the Awards process; and 2) the Committee recommends to the 
Commission that the Advisory Committee retain its existing Awards schedule 
rather than the schedule recently proposed by Staff, which allows a two-month 
lag time. The current schedule would keep the process neutral and concise. 

MOTION -Flannagan, Second- Hawkins, carried unanimously to accept 
the recommendation of the Advisory Committee, specifically including 
the proposal that any and all Commissioners wishing to participate in the 
Awards' screening and recommendation process are invited to do so. 

2) Feasibilitv Study- San Diego City Attorney 

Pursuant to the Penal Code, together with a request from the San Diego 
City Attorney, staff conducted a peace officer feasibility study concerning 
the designation of investigators employed by that office as peace officers. 
The report summarized the study, including the conclusion that the 
investigators have sufficient authority to perform the assigned functions 
and the recommendation that the position not be designated as peace 
officer. 

Following a discussion of this issue, the Committee directed staff to 
distribute the report of the study, including the recommendation, to the 
Legislature and the San Diego City Attorney, as required by law. 

3) POST Strategic Plan 

• The Committee received a report on the progress of implementing the 
Strategic Plan. Following a discussion of the need to seek broad-based 
input concerning the update of the Plan, the Committee agreed that 
revision of the Plan for 2000 should include input from a diverse 
group of clients, constituents, and interested· parties. 

MOTION- Fox, Second- Knutson, carried unanimously, that staff be directed 
to update the Strategic Plan using a public process to collect information that is 
similar to that used in 1996 to create the Strategic Plan. 

• Chairman TerBorch reported that the charter of the Strategic Plan 
Implementation Committee will expire on July 2, 2000. Following a 
discussion. there was consensus that oversight of the Strategic Plan 
implementation falls within the responsibilities of the Long Range 
Planning Committee. Accordingly, it was recommended that this 
function be assumed by the Committee after July 2000 . 
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MOTION- Hunt, Second- Fox, carried unanimously, that after July 2000, the 
Long Range Planning Committee will assume the function of the Strategic 
Plan implementation. 

4) Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Command College 

At the January 2000 meeting, the Commission had directed staff to 
prepare a five-year, cost-benefit study of the Command College. The 
review focused on the Law Enforcement Command College, but also 
included the Robert Presley Institute of Criminal Investigation (ICI), 
the Master Instructor Development Program (MIDP), and the Sherman 
Block Supervisory Leadership Institute (SBSLI). 

The staff report provided instructional and presentation costs for each of 
the programs for the period from FY 1994/95 through FY 1998/99, 
excluding the cost of reimbursement. The analysis included total program 
costs, including per student and per student hour costs, and a description 
of the audience and number of graduates of each program. 

The report of the Cost-Benefit Analysis will be presented and discussed 
before the Commission at its July 2000 meeting. 

Legislative Review Committee 

Commissioner Bill Kolender, Chairman of the Legislative Review 
Committee reported that the Committee met last on April 27, 2000, at 
8:30a.m., at the Hilton Hotel, San Pedro. 

Staff member, Tom Hood, POST Legislative Liaison, reported that the 
following legislation was discussed by the Committee: 

Pending Legislation 

• AB 1494 (Wildman), which pertains to a feasibility study on a 
proposed change in designation for the Los Angeles Unified School 
District Police Department from P.C. Sec. 830.32 to Sec. 830.1. 
Commission position: Support; 

• AB 1718 (Hertzberg). requires POST to develop a classroom training 
program to address the handling of developmentally disabled and 
mentally iii persons. The bill was recently amended. 
Commission position: Support; 
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' • AB 1819 (Shelley), relating to elder abuse, is still moving through the 
process and there have been no significant changes·. 
Commission position: Support; 

• SB 66 (Murray), relating to peace officer training, has not been 
changed in any significant manner and in still moving through the . 
process. 
Commission position: Support 

New Legislation of Interest to POST 

• AB 1762 (Villaraigosa) Peace Officer Training: Mentally Ill Persons. 
Recommended Commission Position: Watch 

• AB 1928 (Vincent) Peace Officers: Court Services Investigators. lbis 
bill would designate a court services investigator as a peace officer. A 
POST feasibility study would be required before this bill would take 
effect. lbis bill also modifies existing regulations to allow POST to 
Streamline the current requalification process. 
Recommended Commission Position: Support 

• AB 1997 (Strickland) relates to Tribal Law Enforcement Relations . 
Recommended Commission Position: Neutral 

• AB 2449 (Wildman) relating to POST Commission activities, would 
add one additional member to the Commission from the rank of 
sergeant or below, and would restrict certificate revocation activities to 
the conviction of a felony only. 

It was noted that the language which would have disallowed the 
Attorney General's vote has been amended out of the bill. 

Staff reported that the Committee members were concerned about the 
language relating to certificate revocation. The basic concern was that 
if a certificate were issued in error, or issued by fraudulent action, with 
this restriction, the Commission would have no authority to revoke it. 
After a great deal of discussion. the Committee did not concur on a 
position for this bil). 
Committee Recommendation: None 

After a brief discussion about this measure, Commissioner Hunt read in part 
from a letter submitted by the measure· s advocate. The crux of the letter 
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disagreed with the POST staff analysis and asserted that the bill does not limit 
POST's current authority to revoke a POST certificate, that it merely limits 
POST's ability to expand its authority, and that POST can only expand its 
authority by changing the Penal Code. 

There was a brief discussion relating to legislative intent and whether the bill's 
language was ambiguous. 

Staff further reported that, during its deliberations on this measure, the 
Committee decided that the bill was contrary to the Commission's direction to 
staff at the last meeting. The direction was to research the possibility of 
amending regulations so that the certificate revocation authority of the 
Commission was enforceable. Hence, this legislation and the Commission 
actions of the January 2000 meeting are in conflict. 

The above task had been assigned to Advisory Committee member, Woody 
Williams. 

Woody Williams reported that pursuant to this assignment, the Professional 
Certificate Review Committee met on April 13, 2000, in Sacramento. He 
stated that the Committee determined that its main goal should be to increase 
the public's confidence in law enforcement. 

He further stated that according to Deputy Attorney General Vince Scally, the 
primary issue making Regulation 1011 (b) unenforceable was that it did not 
specify that the conduct in question were issues of moral turpitude. Hence, 
appropriate clarifying language needs to be included in the regulation. 

In addition, Mr. Williams stated that due to changes in social mores, particular 
Jaws pertaining to sexual violations are no longer being enforced. Despite this 
fact, several members of the Committee were concerned that these laws may 
allow prosecution of an individual and revocation of the certificate because of 
a personal lifestyle, rather than the conviction of a felony. This was addressed 
by changing the language to state that sexual behavior crimes must be with 
"non-consenting adults or with juveniles". Mr. Williams reported that the 
proposed language states the following: 

"The Certificate may be denied or canceled when the 
person is adjudged guilty of a felony which constitutes moral 
turpitude, which has been reduced to a misdemeanor, pursuant 
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to Penal Code Section 17 (b), and which involves either 
unlawful sexual behavior with a juvenile or non-consenting 
adult, assault under color of authority, dishonesty associated 
with official duties, theft or narcotic offense." · 

Woody Williams reported that the Committee reinforced the position that the 
certificate is the property of the POST Commission and, as such, the 
Commission has the right to revoke it. Though one of the issues to be 
discussed with Deputy Attorney General Scally is the means by which there 
could be an appeal procedure in various bizarre or extreme cases. · 

Mr. Williams stated that according to Deputy Attorney General Scally, the 
certificate may still be denied or canceled even in a case in which an individual 
returns to court and has the record expunged or sealed. Commissioner James 
Fox indicated his agreement with this opinion. 

Mr. Williams explained that, although Deputy Attorney Vince Scally was 
unable to stay for the entire meeting, the two will meet on May 1st to discuss 
the Committee's proposed language. Meanwhile, members of the Committee 
will present the proposed language to their respective organizations for their 
viewpoints and, thereafter, the Committee will meet again to adopt or amend 
the language as necessary . 

Woody Williams reported that the Committee will probably be prepared to 
present an agenda item on this issue at the July 2000 Commission meeting. 

Commissioner Hunt stated that if the language formulated by the Professional 
Certificate Review Committee is adopted as a POST regulation, it will be 
grandfathered into the current legislation. He stated that AB 2449 and the 
proposed language of the regulation are not mutually exclusive. 

MOTION -Fox, Second- Kolender, carried by a vote of eight to two, to take a 
formal position of neutral on AB 2449 (Wildman). 

• AB2059 (Vincent) relating to Peace Officers: Welfare Fraud 
Investigators. 
Recommendation Position: Neutral 

• SB 1389 (Murray) this bill which has been vetoed twice, requires 
data collection on ethnicity. gender and other information, on 
each vehicle stopped. The collected information would be 
directed to the Commissioner of the Highway Patrol for an 
annual report to the Legislature. This bill was vetoed in 1999 by 
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Governor Davis and the previous year by Governor Wilson. 
The Commission has, in the past, taken an Oppose Unless 
Amended position and the Committee has recommended the 
same for this bill. 
Recommended Position: Oppose Unless Amended. 

• SB 1539 (Lewis) POST would be mandated to develop training 
course(s) and guidelines for the handling of stalking complaints. 
Recommended Position: Neutral 

• . SB .1831 (Hughes), pertains to school safety. POST is to 
work in consultation with the Department of Justice in the 
development of three regional school safety academy pilots. 
Recommended Position: Neutral 

• SB 1833 (Schiff) pertains to law enforcement technology. 
The POST Executive Director or his or her designee would 
be sitting on the Board of Directors for the Institute for 
Criminal Justice Technology. This Institute would review 
and evaluate available and ·emerging technologies with 
law enforcement applications. 
Recommended Position: Support 

• SB 1945 (Ortiz) Crimes: Support for Abortion Rights. 
POST would be asked to develop training and guidelines 
addressing anti-abortion crimes. The training could be 
presented in concert with hate crimes training. The committee 
had some discussion on this bill and felt that a persons 
views on abortion, as with the environment and a number 
of other issues, was personal choice and was not a hate crime. 
The committee felt that mixing training in that area with 
the hate crimes curricula was not appropriate. 
Recommended Position: Oppose Unless Amended. 

• SB 195 5 - This is an omnibus bill presented by the Senate 
Public Safety Committee, relating to reserve peace officers. 
It is a cleanup measure to SB 359 from last year. This bill 
would extend the "three-year rule" to Level One and Two 
Reserve Officers when they move from one agency to another. 
Recommended Position: Neutral 
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• SB 2004 - (Speier) relating to Pursuit Intervention Termination 
Management. It requires POST to develop a course of instruction, in 
consultation with the manufacturer, for officers who use PITMS 
equipment, designed to disable vehicles. 
Recommended Position: Neutral 

MOTION - Kolender, Second - Hunt, carried unanimously to approve the 
report of the Legislative Review Committee. 

Y. Advisory Committee'Report 

Advisory Committee Member Norman Cleaver reported that the Committee 
met on April 26, 2000, at 9:00 a.m., in San Pedro. 

Mr. Cleaver commented that most items presented at the Advisory Committee 
meeting had already been discussed earlier in the Commission meeting. He 
expressed appreciation on behalf of the Advisory Committee for the 
Commission's decision pertaining to Perishable Skills and First Level 
Supervisors/Investigators. In addition, Mr. Cleaver also thanked the 
Commission for its acceptance of the Advisory Committee recommendations 
concerning the Governor's Awards. 

OLD/NEW BUSINESS 

Z. Report ofNominating Committee for Election of Officers for FY 2000/01 

Commissioner Monty Holden reported that the Committee met and 
recommended the following nominations for the upcoming year: 

• Chairman, Ted Hunt 
• Vice-Chairman, Bill Kolender 

MOTION -Holden, Second- Flannagan, carried unanimously to approve the 
recommendations of the Nominating Committee. 
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FUTURE COMMISSION MEETINGS: 

July 20, 2000 -Holiday Inn, San Francisco International Airport, San Francisco 
November 2, 2000 - Holiday Inn Northeast, Sacramento 
January 25, 2001 -Piccadilly Inn, Fresno 

ADJOURNMENT: 12:50 p.m. 

Respectfully, submitted, 

a,Jo__ tf(a,d:it .. 
Anita Martin 
Commission Secretary 
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Gray Davis 
Governor 

Bill Lockyer 

COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 
The mission of the California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and 

Training is to continually enhance the professionalism of California 
law enforcement in serving its communities. 

COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
Thursday, July 20, 2000 

Holiday Inn - San Francisco Airport 
275 South Airport Boulevard 

South San Francisco, CA 94080 

Attorney General Chairman Ted Hunt called the Commission meeting to order at 10:05 am. 

• 

• 

The Color Guard from the San Francisco Sheriff's Department posted the colors and 
led the flag salute. 

MOMENT OF SILENCE HONORING PEACE OFFICERS KILLED IN THE 
LINE OF DUTY 

Since the last Commission meeting, the following officers have lost their lives 
while serving the public: 

• Daryle Black, Officer, Long Beach Police Department 
• Steve Parsons, Deputy, Orange County Sheriff's Department 

WELCOMING ADDRESS 

Undersheriff Mary Ann De Souza, San Francisco Sheriff's Department welcomed the 
Commission and meeting attendees to San Francisco. She expressed appreciation for 
the opportunities presented by P.O.S.T., and stated that the training received by the 
Sheriffs Department has been outstanding. 

RECOGNITION OF CAPTAIN AL WATERS 

Chairman Hunt thanked Captain AI Waters, of the San Francisco Sheriff's Department 
and San Francisco Deputy Sheriffs' Association, for his efforts in arranging the 
evening's social activities . 
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ROLL CALL OF COMMISSION MEMBERS 

A calling of the roll determined there was no quorum. 

Commissioners present: 

Lee Baca 
Marc Cobb 
James P. Fox 
Monty Holden 
Ted Hunt 
Bud Hawkins 
Rick TerBorch 

Commissioners absent: 

George (Joe) Flannagan 
William Kolender 
Tom Knutson 

Chairman Hunt announced that Commissioner Kolender's flight was canceled and he 

• I 

would be unable to attend the Commission meeting, as planned. He further stated that • 
the meeting would proceed as an informational one, with no votes taken. 

INTRODUCTIONS 

Visitors present: 

Philip Judson, San Francisco Sheriff's Department- Color Guard 
Victor Santiago, San Francisco Sheriff's Department- Color Guard 
Woody Williams, P.O.S.T. Advisory Committee member, representing California 

Peace Officers Association (CPOA) 
AI Waters, P.O.S.T. Advisory Committee member, representing California Coalition 

of Law Enforcement Associations (CCLEA) 
Leisha Lekawa, P.O.S.T. Advisory Committee Vice-Chair, representing Women Peace 

Officers' Association of California (WPOA) 
Charles Byrd, Sheriff, Siskiyou County, Advisory Committee member 
Philip del Campo, Advisory Committee member 
John Zrofsky, Chief of Shafter Police Department, representing Cal Chiefs Training 

Committee 
Steve Craig, Director of Security, California State Lottery 
Kreg Muller, Huntington Beach Peace Officers' Assn. 
Donna Harlan, San Francisco Sheriffs Department 
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Don Blankenship, Orange County District Attorney's office 
Jim Martin, Calif. Correctional Peace Officers Assn. 
Carl Koehler, San Francisco Sheriff's Dept. 
Allen Barcellona, California Assn. of Unions of State Employees 
Jim Suibielski, Livermore Police Dept. 
Wayne Kidwell, California Department ofFish and Game 
Clancy Faria, Peace Officers Research Assn. of California 
Tony Levatino, Santa Ana Police Department 
Hugh Tate, Costa Mesa Police Department 
Alex Bernard, Member POST Advisory Committee 
Mark Raffaelli, South San Francisco Police Department 
Victor Sanchez, Sacramento Police Officers' Assn. 
Neil Telfold, San Bruno Police Dept., representing San Mateo Training Managers 
Bill Reynolds, Riverside Sheriff's Department 
Mark Nichols, Santa Ana Police Officers' Assn. 
Bob Reed, Santa Ana Police Officers' Assn. 
Paul Miyamoto, San Francisco Sheriff's Department 
Sue Oliviera, South Bay Regional Public Safety 
Ron Havner, South Bay Regional Public Safety 
Don Atkinson, ElDorado County Sheriff's Department 
George Gascon, Los Angeles Police Department 
Lena Maddux, Sacramento County Sheriff's Department 
Tennise Allen, Sacramento County Sheriffs Department 
Jay Clark, Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office 
Gretchen Fretter, Contra Costa County Public Safety Training Center 
Larry Stimach, Santa Rosa Training Center 
Earle Robitaille, Member, Advisory Committee 
Russell Reinhart, Huntington Beach 

Staff present: 

Kenneth J. O'Brien, Executive Director 
Glen Fine, Assistant Executive Director, Administrative Division 
Hal Snow, Assistant Executive Director, Standards & Development Division 
Tom Hood, Bureau Chief, Public Information/Legislative Liaison 
Frederick Williams, Bureau Chief; Administrative Services 
Bud Lewallen, Bureau Chief, Basic Training 
Alan Deal, Bureau Chief, Standards and Evaluation 
Kenneth Whitman, Bureau Chief, Ctr!Leadership Development 
Dick Reed, Bureau Chief, Training Delivery and Compliance 
Ray Bray, Bureau Chief, Training Program Services 
Tom Liddicoat, Administrative Services 
Bob Stresak, Consultant, Training Program Services 
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Jody Buna, Consultant, Training Program Services 
Forrest Billington, Consultant, Training Program Services 
Anita Martin, Administrative Assistant, Commission Secretary 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

The Consent Calendar was discussed but not voted upon. There were no exceptions 
to any of the following items. The items are informational with the exception of 
resolutions. 

B.l Course Certification Report 

B.2. Financial Report- Fourth Quarter FY 1999-00 

B.3 New Entries Into the POST Regular (Reimbursable) Program 

B.4 New Entries Into the POST Public Safetv Dispatcher Program 

B.5 New Entries Into the POST Non-Reimbursable Program 

B.6 Approval of Resolutions 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Norman Cleaver, Advisory Committee member; 
· Derald Hunt, Advisory Committee member; 
Jody Buna, POST staff; 
Shirley Paulson, POST staff; 
Bob Norman, Foster City Police Chief; 
Strategic Plan Implementation Committee Members: 

Jerry Shadinger 
Woody Williams 
Bob Norman 
Skip Murphy. 

Presentation of Resolutions 

• Chairman Hunt presented Jody Buna, POST Senior Consultant, with a 
Resolution in appreciation for his outstanding efforts in the development and 
implementation of the Basic Course Workbooks, Instructor Guides, video 
resource material, and standardization of that curriculum. 
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Shirley Paulson, who assisted on this project, has recently retired from POST 
and was presented with a Resolution at the time of her retirement. Executive 
Director Ken O'Brien stated that the efforts made by Jody Buna and Shirley 
Paulson have been exemplary and will have a positive impact on law 
enforcement for years to come. 

• Chairman Hunt presented Woody Williams with a Resolution in appreciation 
of his efforts, time, expertise and personal contributions to the POST Strategic 
Plan Implementation Committee. 

The remaining resolution recipients were not in attendance. Chairman Hunt reported 
that they would receive their resolutions at a later time. 

B.7 Report on POST's College Education Studies 

B.8 Quarterly Progress Report on Implementing POST's Strategic Plan 

PUBLIC HEARING 

The Chairman stated that this hearing pertains to the proposed amendment of 
Commission Regulations and Procedures relating to Continuing Professional Training 
(CPT) -Perishable Skills requirements. 

The Executive Director advised that the hearing is conducted in compliance with 
requirements set forth in the Administrative Procedures Act. The records of 
compliance are on file at POST Headquarters. The proposed amendments are 
described in Commission Agenda Items C, announced in POST Bulletins 00-08, and 
published in the California Regulatory Notice Register. as required by law. 

The Executive Director reminded persons wishing to receive copies of any regulation 
revised as a result of the hearing today, to list their name, agency, and mailing address 
on the sign-in sheet. 

Hearing 

C. Incorporating Perishable Skills Requirement Into the Continuing Professional 
Training Requirement 

The Chairman opened the Hearing to consider the amendments to Commission 
Regulation 1005 and Commission Procedure D-2. This would require 
perishable skills training, every 24 months, for peace officers and first-level 
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supervisors assigned to uniformed patrol and/or traffic, and detectives and ftrst- • 
level supervisory detectives employed in a full-time capacity by a sheriff or \ 
municipal law enforcement agency, who routinely effect the physical arrest of 
criminal suspects. 

Executive Director Ken O'Brien advised that each written comment received 
has been acknowledged and all concerns responded to in writing by staff. A 
summary of the written commentary received was then read into the record, as 
follows: 

GARY MISSEL, Chief of Police Burlingame Police Department wrote that 
POST did not present clear and compelling evidence to prove the hypothesis 
that skills related to arrest and control techniques, emergency vehicle 
operations, and service handgun manipulation deteriorate over time. He stated 
that there may be no relationship between scores and years since training. 
Chief Missell stated that a chief ~r sheriff would be in the best position to 
determine which offtcers needed additional training instead of POST. If 
perishable skills training is mandatory for all, a vast majority of 
offtcers/deputies will be subjected every two years to training they don't need. 
Chief Missel stated that no one can afford n:dundant training and that for every 
hour of mandated training added each year by POST or the Legislature, 
reductions would be made to discretionary training hours, and decrease the 
time remaining for other vital training. 

D. E. BUTLER, Chief of Police, Berkeley Police Department wrote that 
departments operate under numerous federal, state and local mandates 
regarding training topics that are required to be presented to their personnel. 
One way to ensure that the training remains relevant for the offtcers are to 
allow individual agencies to tailor continuing training (hours and content) to 
the needs of both its employees and the community they service. Requiring 
more than half of the existing Continuing Professional Training hours to 
conform to additional state mandated topics of instruction severely limits the 
ability of individual departments to address the needs of their offtcers and the 
communities they serve. 

Chief Butler wrote that individual departments are most acutely aware of the 
activities that create civil liability and complaints involving their own 
personnel. Consequently, the individual department should be the decision
maker regarding the hourly requirement, as well as the content of training, 
required for its officers. 
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TONY LEV ATINO, President, Orange County Training Manager's 
Association and HUGH TATE, Training Manager, Costa Mesa Police 
Department wrote in with 10 questions, as follows: 

1) What is the basis for the staff's conclusion that there would be no fiscal 
impact as a result of the adoption of this regulation? 

2) What are the technical definitions of each of the identified Perishable 
Skills? 

3) How did the Long Range Planning Committee determine that Tactical 
Communications and Interpersonal Skills met the Perishable Skills 
definition of gross or complex psychomotor skills? 

4) What impact does POST anticipate on currently certified courses? 

5) Did POST consider the potential difficulty in tracking compliance with 
this requirement? 

6) Where did the concept of four-hour blocks originate? 

7) Does POST anticipate any administrative problems with potential 
noncompliance with this regulation? 

8) There are no EVOC courses in Orange County, what will be the impact 
on the other EVOC Providers? 

9) Will the Regional Training Centers that obtained driving and force 
option simulators be able to service departments which will require its 
use? 

1 0) POST staff has been directed to conduct a study to determine the 
advisability of expanding the hours of mandatory training to 40 hours. 
What is the status of this study, and has its adoption been analyzed for 
its impact on agencies? 

This concluded the summary of the written commentary. Executive Director O'Brien 
stated that a response to the points raised would be given later in the public hearing . 
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of the Continuing Professional Training (CPT) requirement and that the proposed 
changes would take effect July 1, 2001. 

There were questions and comments from members of the Commission concerning 
flexibility of hours involved in the perishable skills training. Assistant Executive 
Director Hal Snow reported that pursuant to the Commission's direction at the April 
2000 meeting, staff is examining the hours and frequency of the Continuing 
Professional Training in view of the pending perishable skills requirement. Staff will 
be prepared to address this issue at the November 2000 Commission meeting. 

Chairman Hunt invited those in the audience wishing to present testimony to come 
forward. 

Opposition 

Tony Levatino. Training Sergeant. Santa Ana Police Department. and Orange 
County Training Manager's Association. President. 

Mr. Levatino stated that they were not in opposition to the Perishable Skills 
requirement but are seeking clarification as to its precise implementation. He stated • 
that the Orange Connty Training Managers Association (OCTMA) has long held that 
perishable skills deteriorate without consistent training. OCTMA whole-heartedly 
supports POST's efforts to see that some type of baseline regulations be adopted to 
ensure officers do not lose these skills. Mr. Levatino recapped the concerns set forth 
in his letter to POST, which had earlier been read into the record by Ken 0 'Brien. 
Mr. Levatino concluded his presentation by recommending that the Commission 
postpone voting on this regulation, return it to staff, and form a special committee to 
do the following: 

1) Analyze the type, number, locations of current courses that meet the 
recommendations, and detennine the adequate number of classes in 
existence. If new courses must be added, determine the actual cost to 
agencies, and obtain necessary written data from Training Managers. 
In addition, acknowledge the fiscal impact on agencies to allow them to 
justify an increase in their respective budgets. 

2) Remove tactical communications and interpersonal skills from the 
regulation and adopt it nnder a separate regulation. Provide training 
managers and agencies more information on the necessity of this course 
and identify presenters who currently provide two-hour blocks of 
instruction. 
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3) Provide documentation of the "test-out" option for individuals who do not 
need the training . 

Hugh Tate, Training Manager. Costa Mesa Police Department and Past 
President of the Orange County Training Managers Association. 

Mr. Tate stated that as one of the original members of the "24 hours" CPT Steering 
Committee, he is in full support of the intent of the regulation and feels POST staff 
should be commended for its efforts. However, he recalled that during the Steering 
Committee deliberations there was agreement that the regulation's "four-hour 
requirement" should be a minimum and not necessarily one four-hour class. The 
frequency of refresher training is a key factor in maintaining perishable skills. In light 
of this fact, some consideration should be given to presenting a one-hour class, four 
times, over a period of one or two years to fulfill the four-hour minimum requirement. 

Additionally, Mr. Tate suggested there be more presentations for the Orange County 
Technical Training Center and the finalization of contracting for classes presented at 
that facility. He explained that this would open up these types of facilities to small 
agencies and greatly reduce the fiscal impact, which will help them meet the 
requirement. 

. 
Neil Telfold, San Bruno Police Department, also representing San Mateo 
Training Managers Association 

Mr. Telfold stated that while POST's efforts to raise the bar in training are praise 
worthy, this proposal will create an undue hardship upon agencies in trying to comply 
with the current 24 hour CPT requirement. Mr. Telfold further stated that although he 
had been informed that the proposal was derived from a random study of 277 to 500 
officers from the counties of San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Bernardino and 
Alameda, the mandate will affect 59,000 sworn peace officers throughout the state. 
The regulation will have a significant fiscal impact on most agencies, particularly the 
smaller ones. 

Mark Raffaelli, Chief. South San Francisco Police Department, also representing 
San Mateo County Police Chiefs and Sheriffs Association 

Chief Raffaelli stated that in addition to the fiscal implications, this regulation would 
also confer a scheduling impact upon most departments. He reiterated that a four-hour 
class every two years will be useless because frequency of such training is a necessity. 
Since repetition is a key factor, the classes would be beneficial in one or two hour 
blocks presented several times during a one or two year period . 
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With reference to local departments providing continuing training, in-house, Chief 
Raffaelli suggested that, to ensure uniformity, POST could provide pre-certified . 
courses for use to agencies that have certified instructors. 

Support 

There was no testimony in support of this recommendation. 

There being no further testimony, the Public Hearing to amend Co~ission 
Regulation 1005 and Commission Procedure D-2 was concluded. 

The Chairman stated that the California Code of Regulations requires POST to list 
each objection or recommendation made by the public, how the proposed action now 
under consideration is to be changed to accommodate each concern or recommend
ation, or the reasons for making no change. 

Chairman Hunt called upon staff to address the issues presented and Executive 
Director Ken O'Brien responded, as follows: 

, . 

In response to Chief Missel's concern that POST did not show clear evidence that 
perishable skills deteriorate over time, and that it should be up to the chief/sheriff of a 
department to decide what officers need this training: 

POST wrote a response letter to Chief Missel stating that the limitations 
cited about POST's study on deterioration of critical skills over time 
are identified in our April 17 report to the Commission. The study 
results, while not statistically significant, were only one of many 
factors that staff and our advisory committee of law enforcement 
professionals concluded to show a compelling need for a perishable 
skills training requirement. The following factors were also considered 
in developing the proposed perishable skills requirement: 

• Conventional wisdom of law enforcement professionals is 
that manipulative skills deteriorate over time without periodic 
refresher training. 

• Most liability for law enforcement agencies stems from driving and 
use-of-force incidents. 

• Many other states specify refresher training in these critical skills as 
part of their Continuing Professional Training requirements. 
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• California law enforcement has overwhelmingly supported the 
establishment of Regional Skills Training Centers which are 
designed to provide this instruction. 

With regard to the concern that this proposal reduces flexibility of police 
administrators to determine which officers should receive perishable skills 
training, POST believes that selective application of perishable skills training 
would defeat the purpose of establishing uniform training standards. 

The response to Chief Butler's concern that individual agencies would be more 
acutely aware of the activities that create civil liability and complaints involving their 
own personnel, as well as tailoring continuing training (hours and content) to the needs 
of its employees and the community, was follows: 

POST's response was a letter stating that the decision to amend current 
POST regulations to reflect a perishable skills training requirement was based 
on the consideration of many facts. The evaluation of these factors led staff 
and our advisory committee of approximately 26 representatives from the law 
enforcement community, to conclude there is a compelling need for a 
perishable skills training requirement. Most liability for law enforcement 
agencies stems from driving and use-of-force incidents. It was the collective, 
conventional wisdom oflaw enforcement professionals that manipulative skills 
deteriorate over time when not periodically refreshed. California has also 
overwhelmingly supported the establishment of Regional Skills Training 
Centers designed to support this type of regulation change. 

In response to Chief Butler's concern that this would reduce police 
administrators authority to determine officers' training needs, POST staff is 
currently researching the CPT requirement for the purpose of providing greater 
agency flexibility in the selection of training topics. Finally, perishable skills 
training courses are eligible for backfill reimbursement. 

The response letter to Tony Levatino and Hugh Tate's ten questions stated the 
following: 

1. What is the basis for the staffs conclusion that there would be no fiscal impact 
as a result of the adoption of this regulation? 

POST replied that the implementation of this policy does not result in any 
significant fiscal impact to the Commission on POST. POST provides 
reimbursement to agencies for the 24 hours of Continuing Professional 
Training currently mandated by POST regulations. The implementation of this 
policy neither adds, nor subtracts mandated training hours from this total. The 
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designation of topics to be trained and credited toward Continuing Professional · • 
Training Credit, while maintaining the established 24-hour ceiling, creates no 1 

additional fiscal impact on the implementation of this regulation. Perishable 
skills training implies "back to the basics:• refreshing. Consequently, no new 
curriculum need be developed, no new instructors need be hired, and the 
training remains POST reimbursable. Perishable skills training courses are 
eligible for backfill reimbursement from POST. 

2. What are the technical definitions of each of the identified Perishable Skills? 

POST replied that perishable skills are defined by four categories: Arrest and 
Control, Driving, Firearms, and Communications (Interpersonal and Tactical.) 

3. How did the Long Range Planning Committee determine that Tactical 
Communications and Intemersonal Skills met the Perishable Skills definition 
of gross or complex psychomotor skills? 

POST replied that following lengthy research of this issue, it was determined 
that communications was a skill which required constant awareness of not only 
content and delivery of voice commands, but also an officer's on-going 
awareness of options available in a variety of workplace and field conditions. 
It can be argued that officers instinctively refme communication skills with 
every field contact. However, communications skills training provides officers 
with experiential training to build confidence and potentially reduce incidents 
of use of force. 

4. What impact does POST anticipate on currently certified courses? 

POST replied that there will be little additional impact from the 
implementation of Perishable Skills training other than to make sure training 
courses that satisfy the requirement are readily available. 

5. Did POST consider the potential difficulty in tracking compliance with this 
requirement? 

Yes. POST is currently evaluating options to facilitate the accurate tracking of 
this regulation. POST agrees that the development of a uniform tracking 
system poses challenges to the law enforcement community and is working 
toward a solution that will prove equitable to all involved agencies. 
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6. Where did the concept of four-hour blocks originate? 

POST responded that it was the consensus of the approximate 26-member ad 
hoc committee formed to evaluate the concept of perishable skills training that 
four hour blocks oftime for the three key categories (Arrest and Control, 
Driving, Firearms) would be sufficient to address refresher training. 

7. Does POST anticipate any administrative problems with potential non
compliance with this regulation? 

As with all courses certified by POST and all training mandates, POST remains 
vigilant to identify non-compliance issues throughout the state. 

8. There are no EVOC courses in Orange County; what will be the impact on the 
other EVOC providers? 

9 . 

·POST responded that satisfaction of the .driver training component can be 
accomplished by completing EVOC courses, but also by Driver Awareness and 
Driving Simulator courses. It is expected there may be a need for additional 
course presentations. 

Will the Regional Training Centers that obtained driving and force option 
simulators be able to service departments which will reguire its use? 

POST responded that the audience targeted to receive Perishable skills training 
in Orange County is comprised of approximately 3,708 officers. 
Understandably, this number still poses challenges to the training manager. 
POST established a Regional Skills Center in Orange County to alleviate some 
of these issues. 

10. POST staff has been directed to conduct a study to determine the advisability 
of expanding the hours of mandatory training to 40 hours. What is the status of 
this study. and has its adoption been analyzed for its impact on agencies? 

POST staff is currently conducting research to evaluate the feasibility of 
expanding the CPT requirement. The expansion to 40 hours is only one option 
being considered. Many states already require 40 hours (in some cases 
annually) which exceeds California's CPT training. However, the current 
research, expected to be concluded in November 2000, has yet to provide 
sufficient evidence to support, or refute, the implementation of an increase to 
40 hours. This research remains a work in progress. 

The Chairman called for comments and questions of the Commissioners . 
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There was a lengthy discussion of this issue by the Commissioners. In response to • 
comments made by opponents, concerning "four-hour blocks of time" for the refresher i 

training, Commissioner TerBorch pointed out that the regulation does not call for four-
hour blocks, rather it calls for four hours of training over a two-year period which 
could be accomplished in several ways, including in-house agency programs that are 
certified by POST. Staff added that POST currently has a requirement that certified 
courses must be at least two hours in length. It was also noted that agencies are free to 
give the training more often than every two years and are reimbursed by POST. 

Executive Director O'Brien commented that the Commission, as well as staff, is very 
sensitive concerning "mandated" requirements. It is never done lightly, but only after 
careful research. The perishable skills requirement at hand will ensure the safety of 
officers, as well as the community. According to the input and endorsements received 
from law enforcement in the field, there is a great deal of support for this requirement. 

Assistant Executive Director Hal Snow stated that many agencies are already doing 
refresher training and the regulation will merely be a reflection of current action. 

There was consensus that flexibility, as well as the method of presentation for this 
program, are factors that need to be further examined. 

Leisha Lekawa, Vice Chair of the Advisory Committee, reported that this matter was 
addressed by the Advisory Committee at its meeting on July 19, 2000, and supports 
the proposed regulation. 

The Advisory Committee did not agree with the premise that the mandate apply only 
to sheriff and municipal law enforcement agencies and investigators of those agencies. 
In addition, there is no requirement that agencies that did not fall into that particular 
category could decline or elect to voluntarily participate in the program. After careful 
evaluation of this proposed regulation, the Advisory Committee recommended the 
following amendment: "Any individual participating in the POST program should be 
included and covered by the mandate, and that it should not be applicable only to 
sheriffs' departments, municipal agencies and investigators from those departments." 

Chainnan Hunt directed staff to re-evaluate this issue and develop various models that 
would allow flexibility for training and delivery. This matter is to be a part of the 
October 3, 2000, Long Range Planning Committee Agenda, and thereafter returned to 
the Commission for further discussion at the November 2, 2000, meeting. 
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BASIC TRAINING BUREAU 

D. Report on Pilot Transition Basic Program 

E. 

The Commission approved a Transition Pilot Program in 1996 for a three-year 
period, which was extended for an additional year by the Long Range Planning 
Committee. The purpose for the Pilot Program was to increase the number of 
people going into law enforcement, as well as reduce the redundancy of 
training. Based on statistics, it has been determined that there has not been 
sufficient participation to warrant continuing the program. 

The Staff recommendation is to conclude this pilot program. Part 1 of the 
program would be removed in January, 2001, and Part 2 removed in January 
2002. 

Chairman Hunt stated that at the next Commission meeting there will be a 
motion to eliminate this program, as proposed. 

Proposed Revisions to Basic Course Training Specifications 

In November 1996, the Commission approved the staff proposal to develop 
student workbooks for each of the Regular Basic Course learning domains . 
Existing basic course materials (e.g., training specifications, performance 
objectives, etc.) were used to assist the contractor, POST staff, and subject 
matter experts in the development of each of these workbooks. Although these 
existing materials were used as guidelines, the student workbooks were 
developed using a specific information mapping system that uses different 
terminology and taxonomy. The workbooks were also developed to include 
emerging training needs, changes in the law, and to resolve curriculum, testing 
and evaluation problems. The process identified curriculum changes and 
additions. Due to the compressed development schedule, these changes were 
not made to the training specification document on a quarterly basis, as done in 
the past. Now that the student workbook development project is completed, 
the training specification document needs to be updated to reflect the changes. 

The Chairman directed that this item would be taken up at the next 
Commission meeting. 

F. Report and Presentation on Basic Course Workbook Project 

This item did not require action by the Commission. It is informational and 
includes a Power Point presentation, which will be done at the next 
Commission meeting . 
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Staff reported that, in essence, the Power Point presentation is a celebration of • 
the· completion of the seven-year Workbook Project. It calls special attention 
to the three individuals significant to the project: Shirley Paulson, Jody Buna 
and Ken Whitman. 

MOTION -Hawkins, Second- TerBorch, carried unanimously to accept the 
report. 

CENTERFORLEADERSHIPDEVELOPMENT 

G. Report on the Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Command College Program 

At the April2000 meeting of the Commission, Commissioner Cobb requested 
a completed report of the cost-benefit study of the Command College program 
be presented for review at the meeting at hand. Staff presented the report, 
which .included comparative information for the Sherman Block Supervisory 
Leadership Institute, Robert Presley Institute of Criminal Investigation, and the 
Master Instructor Development Program. Staff described various aspects of the 
report and its attachment. 

There was a brief discussion concerning the report. 

MOTION - Cobb, Second- Holden, carried unanimously to table this issue 
until the next meeting when an itemized statement of all costs will be provided 
for the Commission's review. 

INFORMATION SERVICES BUREAU 

H. Regulatory Review and Clean Up 

State agencies are required by Executive Order to review all regulations to 
ensure clarity and necessity. The recommended changes in this agenda item 
primarily focus on adding, amending, and/or deleting language in Commission 
Regulations I 020-1080 to comply with the Executive Order. 

The Commission will address this item at the next Commission meeting. 
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STANDARDS AND EVALUATIONS 

I. Request for Approval to Contract for Management Fellow to Research and 
Identify Strategies to Implement a Physical Fitness Minimum Qualification 

J. 

Academy presenters have expressed concern that many students arrive at the 
academy and are incapable of deriving sufficient benefit from a 12-week . 
conditioning program to successfully complete the physical abilities test. 
While many agencies assess the candidates' potential for success, there is no 
recognized standard throughout California law enforcement. This request 
addresses the need for POST to contract with a local law enforcement agency 
for a special consultant (Management Fellow) to assist in the establishment of a 
physical fitness minimum qualification. 

This item will be addressed for a roll call vote at the next Commission meeting. 

Contract Request for Psychological Assessment Consulting Services 

Staff explained that this request addresses the two components of the POST 
Strategic Plan that concern screening and selection for candidates entering law 
enforcement. Specialized expertise is required in order to develop both 
screening and selection testing. Two individuals have been identified that have 
the requisite background, experience, and education in these areas. 

This item will be addressed at the next meeting for a roll call vote. 

TRAINING. DELIVERY AND COMPLIANCE 

K. Report on Proposal to Amend Regulation 1 015(e) to Authorize Backfill 
Reimbursement for Public Safety Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors 

Public Safety Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors are not currently eligible 
for backfill reimbursement. Commission Regulation 1015(e) authorizes 
reimbursement only for peace officers. If the Commission approves the 
recommendation to authorize backfill reimbursement for Public Safety 
Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors for selected courses, it will be included 
in the regulations. 

This item will also be addressed at the next Commission meeting . 
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TRAINING PROGRAM SERVICES 

L. Contract Request for Analysis and Design for Driver Training CD-ROM 
Course 

The need for refresher driver training is one of the reasons the Commission 
established regional skills training centers that include driving simulators. The 
simulators give students practice in judgment and decision-making in situations 
that are too dangerous for behind-the-wheel-training. Similarly, an interactive 
multimedia program on CD-ROM can provide training in judgment and 
decision-making in many areas that do not require the features unique to the 
simulators. In addition, a CD-ROM course would be effective in training 
officers in cognitive material prior to simulator or behind-the-wheel training. 

Staff reported that a $1 million for developing multimedia training in 
perishable skills was included in the budget change proposal for FY 2000-
2001. Developing a CD-ROM on driver training was a major project 
envisioned for the use of these funds. 

Entering into a contract with San Diego State University and KPBS would 
allow POST to expedite the project. 

This item will also be considered at the next POST Commission meeting. 

M. Contract Request for Additional Regional Skills Training Centers 

At its April 2000 meeting, the Commission approved a request for a Budget 
Change Proposal (BCP) for approximately 6.5 million dollars to establish four 
additional training center sites for Regional Skills Centers. The sites were: 
Ventura County sheriff's Department, College of the Redwoods in Eureka, San 
Francisco Police Department, and Kern County Sheriff's Department. These 
skills centers will be located within one hour driving time of most officers. 
The cost of simulators for each of the four sites is $500,000, totaling 
$2,000,000. 

In addition, there is a need to modify or upgrade existing driving training 
systems since many of the systems are outdated. The total cost for the 
modifications and upgrades is $2,075,000. 

Staff explained that the BCP also allocated funds to provide various additional 
equipment for each of the 22 Regional Skills Training Centers and each center 
would receive $102,25 8 for the necessary equipment. The total cost for the 
additional equipment is $2,273,892. 
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N. 

This issue will be discussed at the next Long Range Planning Committee 
meeting. 

Request for Production of Driving Simulator Scenarios 

It is necessary to have fresh driving simulator scenarios, especially for officers 
who may be taking training a second time. The total cost of refreshing the 
scenarios is $33,000. 

This item will be considered at the next POST Commission meeting. 

0. Royalty Agreements for Driving Simulator Scenarios 

At the April2000 meeting, the Commission approved renewal of the marketing 
agreement with Doron Precision Systems, Inc., to provide recovery of funds to 
POST when Doron sells its driving simulators outside California. Staff 
reported that over the last several years, POST has recovered approximately 
$45,000 from Doron. 

Recently, two additional manufacturers of driving simulators have met POST's 
specifications and have sold driving simulators to California law enforcement 
agencies. Staff recommends that the Commissiol). authorize the Executive 
Director to enter into agreements with these two companies, F AAC, Inc. 
and I-SIM, Inc., to market on a nonexclusive basis 70 POST driving simulator 
scenarios and instructor guides through June 30, 2002, and to provide POST a. 
$2,500 royalty payment for each out-of-state sale. 

This item will also be addressed at the next Commission meeting. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

P. Finance Committee 

Commissioner TerBorch reported that the Finance Committee met on 
July 19, 2000, in San Francisco. Commissioners present were TerBorch and 
Hunt, 

In additions to matters already discussed, the Committee addressed the 
following issues: 

The Governor's Budget has been approved and signed into law. Notable 
features of the budget are a permanent increase of$4 million in POST spending 
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~uthority ~d ad~n~-timedinficrease of$7.~ million to .~dan additional POST • 
mvestment m nvmg an orce option stmulator trammg, Overall, the POST 
budget increased from approximately $48 million to $60 million. 

A request was made by staff for Commission approval to submit 2000/200 I 
Budget Change Proposals (BCPs) to the Department of Finance to provide for 
required additional resources to continue the work guided by Commission 
policy and the Strategic Plan. Budget proposals are the following: 

1. Augmentation of the local assistance appropriation by $2,212,000 to · 
match projected revenues. 

2. Funding for the first year of a 2 year project to replace the aging 
statewide academy (POSTRAC) testing system. The first year involves 
planning and coordination activities, with the ultimate objective the 
development, acquisition and installation of components and software 
necessary to establish a statewide Testing Management Systems 
(TMAS), $800,000 (1 Person Year). 

3. Addition of one Office Technician position to meet the clerical needs of 
the Training Program Services Bureau, $50,000 (1 Person Year). 

4. Funding for 2 training projects (technology acquisitions). The first is 
Simulators for Dispatcher Training - Starz Simulator. The second is for 
the Development of Multimedia Courses, $2,250,000. 

5. A proposal to fund the establishment of two additional Regional Skills 
Centers at locations to be determined. The proposal would also fund 
the upgrade of any driver training simulators as necessary, being that 
some existing simulators are aging, $2,500,000. 

6. A proposal to add an Office Technician position to manage the 
increasing workload in the Basic Course Waiver/Requalification 
Program Unit, $50,000 (1 Person Year). 

7. A proposal to add 3 staff necessary to implement a voluntary 
accreditation program for California Law enforcement, $300,000 (3 
Person Years). 

8. A proposal to add one Senior Law Enforcement Consultant position to 
oversee the Training Audit Program, $150,000 (1 Person Year). 
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9 . Addition of one Office Technician position to the Computer Services 
Bureau to assist with web-site development and computer service office 
duties, $50,000 (1 Person Year). 

I 0. Addition of one Office Technician position to the Information Services 
Bureau to support the library and clearinghouse functions, $50,000 
(1 Person Year). 

11. A proposal from the Administrative Services Bureau to provide an 
augmentation to POST's temporary help blanket to hire part-time help 
to assist with critical projects, $50,000 (1 Person Year). 

12. A proposal to add an Instructional Designer to the Learning Technology 
Resource Center, within the Training Program Services Bureau. The 
position will be responsible for development of additional multimedia 
courseware, $75,000 (1 Person Year). 

13. A proposal to add a Graphic Artist Assistant position within the 
Information Services Bureau to assist with the POST web-site, 
electronic forms and web-based publications, $50,000 (I Person Year). 

There was consensus to receive the report . 

Long Range Planning Committee 

Commissioner TerBorch reported that the Long Range Planning Committee 
met at POST Headquarters, 1601 Alhambra Boulevard, Sacramento, on 
June 22, 2000, at 9:30 a.m. 

Present were Commissioners TerBorch, Holden, Hunt, and Fox. 
Commissioners Baca and Kolender were absent. Visitors were Commissioner 
Cobb and Kevin Otto. POST staff present included Glen Fine, Mike DiMiceli, 
and Hal Snow. 

The Committee received reports from staff on the following issues: 

Report of the FY 2000/01 Training Needs Assessment 

The Committee received an informational report summarizing the statewide 
training needs assessment that was completed in June 2000. The report 
included the training needs identified for the coming year and the training 
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course presented in this current fiscal year. During the discussion, the 
Committee suggested the staff invite risk managers to participate in the next 
statewide training needs assessment. 

Report on Attendance at the Management Course 

The Committee received a report, prepared at the request of Commissioner 
Hunt, concerning the feasibility of members of a peace officer association 
attending the POST Management Course. The course is required training for 
all officers who are promoted, appointed or assigned to a middle management 
position. Commission Regulation 1 005( c) provides that every officer assigned 
to a first-level supervisory position who has completed the training 
requirements of the Supervisory Course may attend the Management Course if 
authorized by the department head. 

The Committee discussed the value of the training for other ranks or 
assignments that are not specifically designated as management by an agency. 
Fallowing the discussion, the Committee directed staff to present, at its next 
meeting, a report concerning the feasibility of developing a new course within 
the Labor!Mal1agement Forum that will provide information concerning the 
needs of newly appointed or elected peace officer association members. 

• I 

Report on the POST Electronic Data Interchange <ED I) and the Sherman Block • 
Supervisory Leadership Institute <SBSLI) 

The Committee received a brief informational report concerning the use of a 
new application for the EDI project. Effective July I 0, 2000, applications for 
the SBSLI can be screened, prepared, and submitted to POST electronically, 
using the secure, Internet-based EDI process. Bulletin 00-07, distributed in 
June, describes the electronic process in detail. 

Report on the Violence Against Women Act <VA WA) Grant Funding 

The Committee received a report that summarized the VA WA grant-funded 
domestic violence training that has been developed and presented by POST 
during the past 3 years. At the request of OCJP, staff has prepared a proposal 
for one-year continuation funding of approximately $763,348. The grant funds 
will support the continued presentation of 12 training course previously 
developed with VA WA funds and will also support a grant administrator 
position. 
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Report on Salarv and Backfill Reimbursement 

The Committee received a report, prepared at the request of Commissioner 
Hunt, that described the history and cost of both salary and backfill 
reimbursement. The report observes that backfill reimbursement has the 
approval of both Department of Finance and the Legislature. The report 
includes the staffs conclusion that backfill reimbursement provides a superior 
mechanism to support skills training. 

The Committee discussed the report and various reimbursement mechanisms. 
The participation of the large agencies in the backfill reimbursement program 
was also discussed. Following the discussion, the Committee accepted the 
informational report and directed staff to study: a) the feasibility of modifying 
the reimbursement process to enable large agencies (i.e. LAPD) to participate; 
and b) the feasibility of a backfill-approved Advanced Officer Course with 
specified content and instructors. The staff report will be presented to the 
Committee before the January 2001 Commission meeting. 

Reoort on Promoting College Education for Peace Officers 

The Committee received an information report that described a number of 
alternatives POST may employ to encourage college education for law 
enforcement applicants and incumbents. 

Foil owing a brief discussion, the consensus of the Committee was to accept the 
report and direct staff to continue the work on this subject, including an 
immediate focus on the educational requirements for higher level POST 
certificates (e.g., Intermediate, Advanced, Supervisory, Management). The 
Committee recommends Commission approval of the report and continued 
staff work on the subject. 

Proposed Revisions to the POST Strategic Plan 

At the April 2000 meeting, the Commission directed staff to update the 
Strategic Plan using a process similar to i:hat used initially to create the plan, 
and to include the input and review of agencies and organizations outside of 
POSJ". In addition, the Commission directed the Long Range Planning 
Committee to assume the functions and responsibilities of the Strategic Plan 
Implementation Committee, when the charter for that committee expires on 
July 1, 2000. 

The Committee received a report that described the results of an internal staff 
review of the Strategic Plan. During the discussion, the importance of 
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retaining the fundamental strategic planning needs and processes that were 
employed initially was emphasized. Following the discussion, the consensus 
of the Committee was to accept the report, direct staff to begin the revision 
process as described, and recommend Commission approval of the report and 
process to revise the Strategic Plan; 

Report and Recommendations of the Profession Certificate Review Committee 

During a public hearing related to the cancellation of a POST Basic Certificate, 
conducted at the January 2000 meeting, the Commission directed the formation 
of a broad-based committee to study the issue and provide recommendations. 

Commissioner TerBorch stated that Woody Williams, Advisory Committee 
member, was appointed Chairman of the Committee. The Committee met in 
April and June 2000, and concluded its review with two recommendations. 
Commissioner TerBorch reported that Woody Williams will provide the 
Commission with a complete report. 

R. Advisory Committee 

Leisha Lekawa, Vice Chair of the Advisory Committee, reported that the 
Committee met on July 19, 2000, at the Holiday Inn, San Francisco. 

Governor's A wards 

Ms. Lekawa stated that the Committee received a copy of the revised brochure 
for the Governor's Awards. This brochure will be sent out to law enforcement 
agencies throughout the state. 

California Law Enforcement Image Coalition 

The Committee also recei\ced a report from the California Law Enforcement 
Image Coalition. The report included the status on the development of the 
Image Coalition Web site and, although the site is not yet active, the domain 
name is calpoliceimage.org. In addition, plans are in progress by the 
Committee to publicize the existence and objectives of the group through local 
and international trade journals. 

Instructor Symposium 2000 

The Symposium was held on May 8 - 10, 2000, in San Diego and highlighted 
the latest in instructional technology and methodology. This well-attended 
and very successful event was organized by Norman Cleaver, Director of the 
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Santa Rosa Training Center. Since there will be grant funds available from the 
federal government, the Advisory Committee is hopeful that the Symposium 
can be produced every year, rather than every other year. 

In addition to the above, the Committee viewed a staff demonstration of the 
latest POST-developed technology. 

Legislative Review Committee 

Commissioner Monty Holden, Chair of the Legislative Review Committee, 
deferred to Tom Hood of POST staff to present the committee report. 

Tom Hood, POST's Legislative Liaison, reported that the Legislative Review 
Committee met that morning at 9:00 a.m. to review the following bills: 

SB 66 <Murray), which is supported by POST and pertains to racial profiling, 
has been amended dramatically and now requires three things: 1) POST to 
develop a training program for all California law enforcement officers 
addressing the subject of racial programing; 2) it will require every peace 
officer in the state to provide motorists with their business card upon every car 
stop; and 3) it will outlaw the practice of racial profiling in California. 

This bill has passed through the Senate and is currently in the Assembly 
Appropriations Committee. 

Other legislation briefly reviewed by the Committee were: 

• SB 1494 (Wildman), which expands the scope of peace officer 
feasibility studies conducted by POST, was recently signed into law by 
the Governor. The Commission supports AB 1494. 

• 

Under the bill's provisions, POST is required to do a feasibility study 
for Los Angeles Unified School District Police Department in reference 
to that department's request for peace officer status under Section 830.1 
of the Penal Code. 

AB 1494 also expands POST's responsibilities in that it will be 
required to conduct a study any time a law enforcement entity wishes to 
move from one category to another in the Penal Code. 

AB 1718 <Hertzberg), which the Commission also supports, requires 
POST to develop a classroom training program addressing the handling 
of developmentally disabled and mentally ill persons. This proposal has 
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passed through both houses of the Legislature and is on the Governor's • desk for signature. 

• AB 1762 IYillaraigosa), directs the Office of Criminal Justice Planning 
to establish a Crisis Intervention Team pilot project to train law 
enforcement officers and public safety dispatchers in the nature and 
handling of mentally ill persons. AB 1762 has failed passage from the 
Assembly and its outcome appears indefinite. POST has taken a watch 
position on this measure. 

• AB 1819 <Shelley), which POST supports, has passed the Assembly 
and will be considered by the Senate Appropriations Committee on 
August 7th. This bill pertains to updating POST's Elder Abuse training. 

• AB 1928 IYincent) is supported by POST. The Los Angeles County 
Court Service Investigators are seeking peace officer status and this will 
be a routine peace officer feasibility study. The second portion of the 
bill will allow POST to reconfigure and streamline the Basic Course 
Waiver Examination process. This measure will also come before the 
Senate Appropriations Committee on August 7th. 

• AB 2059 <Vincent) will require that all welfare fraud investigators in 
California complete the specialized investigators basic course. This bill • does not appear to have opposition. POST has taken a neutral position. 

• AB 2449 (Wildman). This measure was discussed at the April 2000 
Commission meeting and deals with clarification of the POST Basic 
Certificate revocation policy. The Committee recommends that the 
Commission change its position from neutral to support. 

• SB 1389 (Murray) - This was the data collection bill which POST 
originally opposed. However, POST is no longer concerned about this 
measure since Senator Murray has amended much of the bill's language 
into SB 66. 

• SB 1539 (Lewis) -This bill requires POST to provide training classes 
on stalking. However, POST already has courses on stalking and we 
will only need to update those courses and provide any other support 
that the field may need in this area. POST has taken a position of 
neutral. 

• SB 1831 (Hughes)- This measure requires POST to work in concert 
with other law enforcement entities in developing a school safety 
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project in three strategic areas throughout the state. This bill does not 
have a significant impact on POST and we have taken a position of 
neutral. 

SB 1833 (Schiff)- This measure would place POST's Executive 
Director on a board that would oversee the acquisition for technology 
for law enforcement purposes. POST's position is support. 

SB 1945 (Ortiz)- Under the provisions of this proposal, POST is 
required to develop a video tape related to crimes motivated by the 
victim's views on abortion rights. This bill, which was very 
contentious and controversial, died in the Senate Appropriations 
Committee. POST had taken an oppose position. 

SB 1955 (Sen. Public Safety Committee) This is an omnibus bill 
which includes a number of small "clean-up" issues. POST is 
particularly impacted by one portion ofSB 1955, which pertains to 
extending the three year rule to Level 1 and Level II Reserve Officers. 
Under the provisions of this bill, Level I and Level II Reserve Officers 
who wish to move from one organization to another would be precluded 
from having to meet the new training standard when they receive their 
new appointment. It also allows them a three-year break in service. 

· This is consistent with the rule applied to regular peace officers, and 
POST's position is neutral. 

• SB 2004 (Speier) -This bill pertains to a Safety Track System- a built
in device to be placed in all new cars by the manufacturer. The bill 
failed passage from the Senate and, at this point, appears to be dead. 
POST had taken a neutral position. 

MOTION- Holden, Second- TerBorch, carried unanimously (6-0), to support 
AB 2449. 

T. Professional Certificate Committee 

Committee Chairman Woody Williams reported that the Committee met on 
two occasions and, in addition to recommending the Commission take a 
"support" position on AB 2449, the Committee recommends the following: 

Regulation I 011 (b) be modified as follows: 

"Professional Certificates shall remain the property 
of the Commission . 
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"Certificates shall be denied or canceled when a peace 
officer has been adjudged guilty of a felony or has 
been disqualified for any other reason described in 
Government Code Section 1029(a)(l) through (a)(6); or 

"Certificates may be denied or canceled when the person 
is adjudged guilty of a felony which constitutes moral 
turpitude which has been reduced to a misdemeanor 
pursuant to Penal Code Section 17, subsection (b)(l) 
or (b )(3 ), and which involves either unlawful sexual 
behavior with a juvenile or a non-consenting adult, 
assault under color of authority, dishonesty, theft, 
or narcotic offense." 

Mr. Williams reported that the above recommendations have been carefully 
reviewed by Deputy Attorney General Vince Scally, who determined that the 
language is enforceable, that it meets the necessary legal requirements, and is 
appropriate to be enacted by this Commission. 

Mr: Williams reported that the members of the Committee were diverse and 
represented all facets of California law enforcement. The recommendation to 
adopt the new language was unanimous by the Committee. 

Chairman Hunt stated that the recommendation will be considered at the next 
Commission meeting. 

OLD/NEW BUSINESS 

U. Advisory Committee Nominations 

After a brief discussion, the Commission took the following action: 

MOTION- Hawkins, Second- Baca, carried unanimously (6-0), to appoint 
Michael Scott from the Daly City Police Department as a representative from 
California Organization of Police and Sheriffs (COPS) to replace Raymond 
Griffith; and Marv Engquist as a representative for California Association of 
Administration of Justice Educators (CAAJE) to replace Derald Hunt. 

Chairman Hunt advised that although the next scheduled Commission meeting 
is November 2, 2000, there will be a follow-up meeting prior to that date to 
properly consider the items on this agenda. 
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FUTURE COMMISSION MEETINGS: 

November 2, 2000 -Holiday Inn Northeast, Sacramento 
January 25, 2001 -Piccadilly Inn Airport, Fresno 
Apri119, 2001- Airport Inn International, San Jose 
July 19,2001 -To be determined. 

ADJOURNMENT: 12:40 p.m. 

Respectfully, submitted, 

~fo.-1/{tlMM. 
Anita Martin 
Commission Secretary 
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I ON PEACE AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 
Item Title 

Report on Transition Program - Pilot Format and Proposed July 20, 2000 
to Procedure D-1 

Basic Training Bureau Kelly York/Frank Decker 

Date of 

6-
June9, 2000 

Financial Impact: Yes (See Analysis lor detalla) 

IZl Decision Requested 0 Information Only 0 Status Repon 0 No 

ISSUE 

Should the Commission approve, subject to the Notice of Proposed Regulatory Action process, proposed 
amendments to Commission Procedure D-1 eliminating the Transition Program - Pilot Format as an alternative 
delivery format of the Regular Basic Course as of January 1, 2002? 

BACKGROUND 

Following a public hearing, at the July 1995 meeting, the Commission approved the Transition Program- Pilot 
Format as an alternative delivery format of the Regular Basic Course. The pilot program divides the Regular 

Course into two parts. Part 1 is a series of POST-certified community college Administration of Justice 
or Criminal Justice (CJ) courses containing the cognitive portions of the Regular Basic Course. Upon 

completion of Part 1, students are required to successfully complete a state comprehensive examination before 
being admitted into Part 2. Part 2 is a shorter, reconfigured skills academy. 

The Commission approved the program to be offered as a pilot for three years, with instruction beginning in 
1996. On June 18, 1999, the Long Range Planning Committee authorized a one-year extension of the pilot to 
allow the collection of additional data that would support a comprehensive evaluation of the pilot, and asked 
that a final report of the program be given to the Commission in July 2000. 

ANALYSIS 
In assessing the pilot's success and effectiveness, staff analyzed two areas; statistical data and the program's 
original goals/objectives. The statistical data staff considered is as follows: 

• Ten community college AJ/CJ programs were originally approved to participate in the pilot. Two of 
those presenters began instruction in June 1996 and the other eight began in August 1996. Since the 
program began, one Part 1 presenter voluntarily withdrew from the program. In July 1998 
administrative changes were made to the pilot program to lessen the administrative workload for both 
POST staff and the college program coordinators. As a result, hard data on student participation was 

. lost. However, in February 1999, it was estimated that approximately 3,249 students had begun or 
expressed an interest in the program since it began in 1996. · 

• As of the date of this report, twelve students have applied to take the state comprehensive examination 
to qualify for Part 2. Ten students have been tested; seven passed all three portions of the exam. 

• Currently, only two academies are certified as Part 2 presenters; Santa Rosa Training Center and South 
Bay Regional Training Consortium. Both academies have sequenced their extended format academy 
presentations in order to merge Transition students into an existing, ongoing academy course. There are 
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no Part 2 specific courses certified. Of the seven students who passed all three portions of 
the state comprehensive exam, only two attended and successfully completed Part 2. Both 
students were hired in November 1999; however, one was required to repeat his academy 
training due to agency hiring practices. 

Staffs assessment is that not only has the program not performed well statistically, it also has not 
achieved any of its original goals/objectives. As reported in the July 1995 agenda item, the 
program's goals/objectives are as follows: 

• Reduces redundancy of instruction between educational programs and law enforcement 
academies. By encouraging transferability and eliminating duplication there is more 
efficient use of educational funds. 

• Allows a student to fulfill POST training requirements while receiving educational credit. 
This system is flexible and is expected to appeal to entry-level college students. A student 
can satisfy vocational educational requirements while completing coursework toward a 
degree. 

• Gives basic training presenters more flexibility to design training options for regular officers, 
reserves and students. 

• Reduces training cost. 

• Increases the pool of pretrained officers. 

• Provides an experimental alternative method to deliver basic training that is beneficial to 
students. 

In hindsight it is believed, the program was conceptually flawed from the outset. Nobody knew or 
could have predicted these flaws before beginning the pilot. The flaws, as staff sees it, are as 
follows: 

• The program takes too long for students to realistically pass our tests. Extended format 
academy students don't do as well on our tests as intensive format students. Transition 
students have even more of a time lapse between receiving the curriculum and testing, and 
are greatly disadvantaged due to this fact. · 

• It is unrealistic to .expect basic academies to offer Part 2; it is the most expensive part of the 
training. 

• Many believe that training for a career in law enforcement must intermix cognitive 
instruction with manipulative skills in a way that there is continuous alternation between the 
two. 

• The basic academy training program, including its instructional methods, curriculum, 
testing, instructional materials and instructor development, is dynamically changing at such a 
pace that it is unrealistic to expect college academic programs to keep pace. 

• 

On March 16, 2000, POST staff met with the current pilot presenters, as well as a few prospective ... 
Part 2 presenters, to discuss our evaluation of the pilot and the recommendation that should be made W,..J 
to the Commission. The committee unanimously agreed that the program was not working and had 
not achieved its original goals/objectives. Although the pilot project didn't work, the committee felt 
the program improved the instruction in the AJ/CJ program by aligning it closer with the academy 
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and helped professionalize the AJ/CJ instructors. Unanimous support to cancel the program was 
also obtained from the Consortium of Academy Directors and Coordinators at their June 7-8, 2000 
meeting. · 

Based upon the evaluation data and recommendations from the pilot presenters and the Consortium 
of Academy Directors and Coordinators, staff is recommending that the Transition Program - Pilot 
Format be eliminated as an alternative delivery format of the Regular Basic Course. It is proposed 
that the program be canceled in two phases; Part 1 canceled as of January 1, 2001 and Part 2 as of 
January 1, 2002. This phased approach accommodates students who have begun the program, 
giving them an opportunity to complete the program before cancellation. Attachment A shows the 
regulatory change deleting the Transition Program- Pilot Format as an alternative delivery format 
of the Regular Basic Course. 

RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended, subject to the results of the Notice of Proposed Regulatory Action process, that 
the Commission approve staff's proposal to amend Commission Procedure D-1 eliminating the 
Transition Program- Pilot Format as an alternative delivery format of the Regular Basic Course as 
of January 1, 2002. 
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Attachment A 

POST ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL 

COMMISSION PROCEDURE D-1 

BASIC TRAINING 

1-1 through 1-3(e) continued 

(Please note the content below has been renumbered and contains new language based upon 
another agenda item/OAL package that has requested implementation of said changes as of 
January 1, 2001) 
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Requhements fm COiiiplcting the piOgidili we desczibed iu the BuJic Acadtm.J Ph) sica{ 

Phjsical Abilities Test Battca J. At tlac coildusion of tlae POST pltysical conditioning 
ptogtaJJt, stueletats slaall pass a POST dc;clupcd p\tysica\ abilities test 'oattety as 
dcsct ibcd iaa section J 3td)(6). 

Additional C1 itu ia Fm Applicants Entu ing Pa1 t 2 of the Insb uctional Sequence. 
In addition to othCi mi nimam ocquh ements fm attcndwJcc of a R:cguhu Bruit Couue, 
applic&Its to pmt 2 of ttre i••st>uetionai sequence rrtast tecei ;e a Ininimam passi••g scme 
on the POS'f toilsli acted cotupiclacasi ;c test and the POST de;cloped tcpm t ntiting 
test. PtcseJJtct s of pm t 2 slaaJI ocr ify witt I POST tl1at ttwsc tnininmm tcstiitg scm cs !Ja;e 
beet a hltt. Acadcttdcs II&AJ establislt additional ezitcria fm cntcritag pw t2 of the 
insb actional seq uti ace. 

Additional Requh ements fo• Completing Pa• t 2 of the Iusb uctioual Sequence. 
POST lrzu establislacd JtoitaiitiUih, statewide ttaiaing stmadmds fw completing ti1c Rcgulw 
Basic Coatsc in the liUitJitioJI p;vg;um piluzfvnuat. Iloweuu, local conditions may 
justify addihOJIAI baiiiiiag JtqaitCJJretats 01 higlaet pezfmmzaicc staudmds tltmJ those 
csbtbJisltcd by POST. T11is IIIAJ include but is notlhnitcd to the usc of higlacJ lllliiiJJJam 
passing stoiCs 011 POST consbacted kuo;;lcdge tests. 

Admiuisti ation, Scoa ing, and Pa ocming of tbe POST Cowb acted Compt ciJCaai v c 
'fwt and tbc POST Dc•doped Rcpott Vltitiug TcsL The ptoccdaiw fOI bdciJag the 
POST eoiiSbacted cotiifJJclteusi;e test mad die PSS'F deucloped rcpwt wtiting test me 
described below. 

Rcquir cments fm 'l'akh1g tlac Tcsb. 'fa be eligible to take tlJc POST 
eonsb acted tOIItptclttiasi ;c test m;d die POSTsdc ;eloped rcp01t Atiting test, 
students must successfully complete pm t 1 of die itlSb uehomrl scquen.cc. In 
addition, the student mast pw; ide rut offiehd top) of hisfhu connnattit) college. 
banselipt(s), indicating successful cotnplction of aH AJt9 cuwses that 
incmpmatc POS'f ccitified pmt1 testing and baizring tcquitcn)LIJI:s specified itt 
sections I 3(f}0) to 1 JtfHS), inclushc, m1d au attcsbltion signed by the 
connnunity college A:J/C:t dcptiJ tment head that dtc student met 01 exceeded 

tB7 Application to 'Fake the Tests. A tcqucst to tztke the tests nmst be sabtnittcd to 
POST in wzitiitg. 'Flit tcquest lliUSl include dtt awlicant's full litdliC, socizd 
secor it) amJnbci, JJatilitig acldtws, mtd telephone numbu. 'fl1c tcquest must also 
include the II& lie of dtc conunallilJ coilcgc(s) :where tite pmt 1 cuniculam wa; 

completed and the dates of attendance. Applicants IiJ4Sl wtmtge fot the 
coJJnuunity collcgcts) to send the appliemat's connnuuity college b mtsti ipt(s) 
dilcctly to POS'F. 'Flit bai&Sttipt(s) mast be accompmlicd by mt attcstationts) as 
dcsczibcd itt scctiota (f)( I 1 )(A). Both tlae b:ansctiptts) mtd attwtatiOJI(s) JIJust 
htdudc the applicant's full name. socizd sccutity number, m1d mailing address. 
Receipt by POST of d1c wtittcnrcquest; the applitmit's bansuipt(s} attd tltc 
connnuttity college AJ-JCJ depm btttntiJCad's attcstationts) completes tiJC 
application p• ocws. 

Plotification of EligibHity. POS'f siJaJJ tmtify applicants tiJat they me citlaCJ 
eligible ot ineligible to take dac tests witl1in 38 ca:lcndm days of the day 011 
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. . ,. "bl 10 I . I I r t" "I t d If the applicant IS HOt e tgJ e W IIC j t JC app Jea IOii piOC..,..,S ,., "'v"'r'""'"' · • , 
take the test, the notifieatiou shall state the tcasohs fat the applicants 
ineligibility. 

S 1 d r · I" t IF ·bl to take the tests shall be scheduled fot t JC U mg. n:pp Jedll S W 10 "'' ........ 'E:' .... 

tt t ts "tl ·11 98 ealcndm days of the day 011 which the application pwcess Je es ;;1 u . ftl tsat 
1 t d A r tl II be JIOtified of the Lane wad date oac tes was coatp e c . r'P .......... .:> "' ... • • d 

1 t 39 1 dm days ptiOJ to tliC day 011 nlrieh the tcst:s will be adnnmstete. cas ea en 

N ffi ti ofT t Rcsulb. Applicants shall be notified in WJ itiag of thch Ol&C& Oil - . F 
test 1csults, pass 01 fail, wit!JiJJ 39 calcJtdm days of hrkitig tltc tests.ot 

· 1 r ·· d1t t POST shall identify those mens wltwc the cxmw aces w 10 au.... • ..... ....., , 
exmai11tw' pmfoutmncc was below UYCJagc. 

F a l tl Fi t Atttempl. Examinees who fail cithu 01 both test:s Oil titeit AUCGhiCu..,, 

fitst attunpt may subnjt 8 wlitte11 JCquest to be tttcsted_. The ICq~c.st to tetest 
t · 1 d til" t' Fll name socia1 secudty nambet, mmhag addiws, iildS lilt U C ........ Pi-' J.., ... ., ., ... , • 

d t 1 tb "flu:: tcqoestmust also include tire date mrd locatton an c ep tone uuu. .... •. 

· -·II rd nltCic the cxmmnce was oogma y tcs e . 

R t f . POS'f shall r ctcst ex ami nccs who fail a test on thch fit st attetnpt no cwmg. . · tto 
a Ci IWJ d1 .... u -.. 1 t t1 98 ld days ztfter tlsc examinee lacs subnuttcd a nntten ICqaes 

be 1 ctestcd: 

PJotification of Retest Results. ExaujJJtes slnrll be notified of their test zwults 
"tl. 39ul ~ em,s of tlJe day Oil which tltcy wue retested: »t nn .... ~·~ . . 

FaH tb S d t tt 1upt. Exmnhtces wlw fail cit:hct test on theh UIC 011 ...... '""..,. .... ~· ... 

second attu:ttp1tshaH 11ot he tctcsted and emmet adwmtce to pmt 2 of tltc 
insh uctional sequence. 
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COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 

Prc1po·sal to Adopt a New Training Specification Document and Modify 
1005 and 1007, and Procedure D-1 

Basic Training Bureau 

Rnanclallmpact: . 

0 Status Report 

ISSUE 

July 20, 2000 

Kelly York 

June 15,2000 

Yes (See Analysis far clatalls) 

D No 

Should the Commission, subject to the results of the Notice of Proposed Regulatory Action, adopt the new 
document, Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses, and approve proposed changes 
to Regulations 1005, 1007, and Procedure D-1? 

BACKGROUND 

Following a public bearing in November 1993, the Commission approved changes to Regulation 1005 and 
Procedure D-1 regarding minimum standards for the Regular Basic Course. Among these changes wa5 the 
adoption of the document, Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course, which mandated instruction 
within the basic course. Prior to training specifications, POST mandated instruction by using the document, 
Perfonnance Objectives for the Regular Basic Course, which served as a testing specification document. 
Currently, academies use the training specification document to identify the mandated instruction in the 

I Regtllar Basic Course, and the performance objectives document to identify the areas in which students will be 
tested. Both documents, in some instances, are provided to students enrolled in academy courses as reference 
material. 

In November 1996, the Commission approved staffs proposal to develop student worlcbooks for each of the 
Regular Basic Course learning domains. Existing basic course materials (e.g., training specifications, 
performance objectives, etc.) were used to assist the contractor, POST staff, and subject matter experts in the 
development of each of these workbooks. Although these existing materials were used as guidelines, the 
student workbooks were developed using a specific information mapping system that uses different 
terminology and categorization. The workbooks were also developed to reflect emerging training needs, 
changes in the law, or to resolve curriculum, testing and evaluation problems. However, due to the compressed 
development scheduled, these changes were not made to the training specification document on a quarterly 
basis, as done in the past. Now that the student workbook development project is completed (a report on the 
completion of the project is the subject of another report on the Commission's agenda), the training 
specification document needs to be updated to reflect all such changes that occurred. · 

ANALYSIS 

The Regular Basic Course (RBC) student workbooks use learning needs and learning objectives in place of 
instructional goals and topics, respectively. The learning needs explain why the instruction is important, and 

learning objectives give a more detailed description of the required curriculum than the topics that were 
JPI'eV:Jou.sJy used. Instead of listing all learning needs together followed by all learning objectives as done in the 
past with goals and topics, the learning objectives are listed under the learning need they pertain to 
and each learning need is a separate chapter in the workbook. 
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Learning activities are also used in the student workbooks. In order to clarify that only the learning • 
activities in the training specification document are required, they have been renamed instructional 
activities. 

In addition to the terminology and categorization changes, some curriculum has been modified. 
These changes were made to reflect emerging training needs, changes in the law, or to resolve 
curriculum, testing and evaluation problems, as recommended by the subject matter experts. In 
most instances, any new curriculum that was added was already being taught in the academy; but 
not listed or clearly identified as mandated curriculum in the training specification document. 
Attachment A identifies the new curriculum by learning domain. · 

The RBC curriculum is also used as a basis for curriculum in the Modular Format (reserve training 
system) and the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course (SffiC); both of which have training 
specification documents. Since staff is proposing to modify the terminology, categorization and 
curriculum of the RBC, then the other training specification documents would also need to be 
changed. However, in the past, staff has had the arduous task of tracking and cross referencing RBC 
curriculum so that when changes occur, they are made in all affected courses. In order to develop a 
more efficient, error proof update system, the new training specification document has been 
redesigned using a matrix to identify RBC curriculum that is contained in other courses. This 
eliminates the need for the Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course - Modular Format 
and deletes the 32 RBC learning domains from the Training Specifications for the Specialized 
Investigators' Basic Course. Once the student workbooks for the four investigative-specific 
learning domains in the smc are developed, staff will recommend eliminating the smc training 
specifications altogether; moving those four domains into the new proposed document, Training 
and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. 

In addition to the modifications listed above, this.proposal recommends merging the training 
specifications document with the performance objectives document (testing specifications). Over 
the last year or so, POST staff in the Standards and Evaluation Bureau have been aligning the 
POSTRAC tests with the new student workbooks. In doing so, the new test questions have been 
developed based upon the learning objectives in the workbooks; eliminating the need for the 
knowledge objectives that are listed in the performance objectives document. In the case of learning 
activities (now instructional activities), exercise and scenario tests, the same language, in most 
cases, is used in both documents. Merging the documents will direct academy staff and students to 
focus on the learning objectives for the written, cognitive tests and eliminates redundancy. 

Attachment B is a sample of the current training specification document. Attachment C is a sample 
of the new proposed format that illustrates the changes in terminology and categorization. Since 
the new training specification document is several hundred pages long, only a sample of the new 
proposed format has been provided. An entire copy of the document can be provided upon request. 

Making the changes as noted above also requires modifications to Coriunission Procedure D-1. 
Attachment D reflects the changes to Procedure D-1, as well as other modifications staff has made 
for clarity, consistency and to eliminate redundant language within the procedure. 

Attachments E and F reflect the necessary changes that need to be made to Regulations 1005 and 
I 007 incorporated by reference statements if the Commission approves the new training 
specification document. 

• 



• 
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RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that the Commission, subject to the results of the Notice of Proposed Regulatory 
Action, adopt the new document, Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic 
Courses, in place of the documents, Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course and 
Training Specifications for the Regular Basic Course- Modular Format. It is further recommended 
that the Commission approve modifications to Regulations 1005, 1007, Procedure D-1, and the 
document Training Specifications for the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course, as proposed . 



Attachment A 

New RBC Curriculum Identified by Learning Domain 

LD #1 • History, Professionalism & Ethics 
• Legal authority for establishing a law enforcement system 

• Expectations of wearing a peace officer's badge held by: 
1. Peace officer 
2. Suspect, victim, witnesses 
3. Government 
4. Department 

(Other subtopics under this EO were covered previously) 

• Criteria used by members of the public to evaluate peace officers 

• Traits officers should exemplify 

LD #3 • Community Relations 
• Criteria members of the community use to evaluate peace officers and their agencies (see 

above, this is also addressed in LD # 1) 

• Officer strategies for countering negative stereotypes of law enforcement 

• Translation process and the influences on the process 

• Proper methods for handling telephone contacts 

LD #4 • Victimology/Crisis Intervention 
• Direct and indirect victims of a crime 

• Potential negative attitudes that peace officers may exhibit toward victims of crime 

• Five phases of a victim contact and appropriate officer actions during each phase 

• Guidelines for interviewing a victim 

LD #5 • Introduction to Criminal Law 
• Three primary sources on which the law is based, including: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Concept of a social contract 
English common law 
U.S. and California Constitutions 

1 



• Statutory definition of crime 

• Possible punishments for criminal activity 

• Persons liable for punishment under the laws of California 

• Basic elements common to all crimes 

• Defenses against criminal liability 

LD #9 - Crimes Against Children 
• Terms and concepts associated with crimes against children, including: 

• 

• 

• 

1. Child 
2. Criminal negligence 
3. Great bodily injury 
4. Corporal injury 
5. Corporal punishment 
6. Traumatic condition 
7. Cruel or inhumane punishment 
8. Lascivious act 
9. Lewdact 
10. 
11. 

Molest 
Sexual intercourse 

Necessary documentation when investigating a report 

Peace officer's responsibility for maintaining the confidentiality of the reporting party 

Appellate court cases which have upheld warrantless entries based on exigent 
circumstances 

LD #10 - Sex Crimes 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Crime elements, classification and Penal Code section for sexual assault in concert 

Examples of assessing a victim's physical state in order to make them as comfortable as 
possible and secure the necessary.medical attention (new toW #10- covered in LD #30 
in the past) 

Common emotional and physical reactions victims experience and the pressures 
associated with reporting a sex crime (new toLD #10- covered in W#30 in the past) 

Peace officer's own emotional and attitudinal reactions to sex crimes (new toW #10-
covered in LD #30 in the past) 

2 
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• Factors that set a positive tone for the victim interview (new toW #10- covered in W 
#30 in the past) 

• Questions to be asked during the victim interview (new toW #10- covered in W #30 in 
the past) 

• Purpose of a medical/legal exam (new toLD# 10- covered in W #30 in the past) 

• Victim's rights (new toLD 10- covered in LD #4 in the past) 

• Types of evidence to be collected from the crime scene, victim and suspect (new toLD 
#10- covered in W #30 in the past) 

• Services available to sexual assault victims (new to W # 10- covered in W #30 in the 
past) 

LD #11 - .Juvenile Law 
• Being a ward of the court 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Options available to a peace officer for the disposition of a juvenile case 

Conditions under which a juvenile may become a dependent of the court 

Emancipation and how it effects a juvenile's status under juvenile court law 

Appropriate level of confinement for the purposes of temporary custody 

Conditions in which a juvenile can be tried under the adult criminal system rather than 
juvenile court system 

LD #12 - Controlled Substances 
• Crime elements, classification and appropriate code section(s) of the following crimes 

1. Possession of drug paraphernalia 
2. Being present where a controlled substance is used 
3. Being under the influence of a controlled substance 
4. False representation to procure a drug 

(Other subtopics under this EO were covered previously) 

• Characteristics of a human body in a homeostatic state 

• Two nerve categories 

• · Inherent dangers of clandestine laboratories 
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• Characteristics of a clandestine laboratory 

• Required safety precautions when securing a clandestine laboratory 

LD #13 • ABC Law 
• Purpose of the ABC Act 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Responsibilities of the Departtnent of ABC 

Law enforcement officer's responsibility for enforcement of ABC Jaws 

Consequences of violations of the ABC Act 

Types of licenses by the Department of ABC 

Information displayed on an ABC license 

Conditions under which an ABC license is not required 

Possible threats to officer safety encountered when investigating ABC violations 

Methods for determining if a suspect liquid is an alcoholic beverage 

Appropriate methods for obtaining evidence to establish proof of a violation of ABC 
statutes 

• Procedures for establishing the age and identity of a suspect using legally accepted 
identification 

• Techniques and requirements for an investigation involving minors in possession of 
alcoholic beverages 

• General information to include in a written report involving a violation of ABC Jaw 

• Crimes most commonly associated with ABC Jaw violations 

LD #15 • Laws of Arrest 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Detention defmed 

Appropriate peace officer actions during a detention 

Scope and conditions for warrantless searches and seizures during a detention for the 
safety of the officer 

Conditions under which the use of force or physical restraint is appropriate during a 
detention 

4 
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• Arrest defined 

• Arrest vs. detention 

• Conditions under which the use of force or physical restraint is appropriate during an 
arrest 

• Exceptions to the powers to arrest 

LD #16 • Search & Seizure 
• Constitutional, statutory and case Jaw as the primary sources of search and seizure law 

(new toLD #16- covered in LD #5 in the past) 

• Constitutional protections guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment that guard persons from 
unreasonable searches and seizures by governrnent 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Reasonable expectation of privacy 

Standing and how it applies to an expectation of privacy 

Exclusionary rule applied to a peace officer's collection of evidence (new toLD 16-
covered in LD #17 in the past) 

Statutory grounds for issuance of a search warrant 

Requirements for establishing the reliability of information provided by an informant 

Components of an affidavit in support of a warrant to search for and seize property 

Appropriate actions for securing an area pending issuance of a search warrant 

Nexus rule application while conducting an authorized search 

LD #18 ·Investigative Report Writing 
• Definition of an investigative report -

• Legal basis for requiring investigative reports 

• Category vs. narrative report formats 

• Advantages and disadvantages of using category or narrative report formats 

LD #19. Vehicle Operations 
• Types of collisions involving Jaw enforcement vehicles 

5 



• Importance of initial and ongoing training in the effort to reduce the number and severity 
of collisions involving law enforcement vehicles 

• Three types of law enforcement driving and the purpose for each 

LD #20 • Use of Force 
• Specific topics and level of detail that should be included in an officer's report when 

force has been used in the line of duty 

LD #21 ·Patrol Techniques 
• Roles and responsibilities of the contact and cover officer (new toLD #21 - covered in 

LD #23 in the past) 

LD #22 • Vehicle Pullovers 
• Appropriate actiops for cover officers who are called to assist the primary officer during a 

high-risk vehicle pullover 

LD #24 • Handling Disputes/Crowd Control 
• Considerations officers should take into account before making a referral 

• Crimes associated with labor disputes, including: 

1. 
2. 

Loitering or trespassing in a posted industrial area 
Destruction of signs in a posted area 

• Civil disobedience defined 

LD #26 - Unusual Occurrences 
• Unusual occurrence defined 

• Mission of law enforcement when responding to an unusual occurrence 

• Actions for securing a scene where an explosive device has been located 

• Agencies with authority to investigate crashes involving civilian aircraft, commercial 
aircraft, and military aircraft 

LD #27 - Missing Persons 
• Classification of missing person cases, including: 

1. Dependent adult 
2. Catastrophic missing 
3. Lost 
4. Strangerabduction 

(Other subtopics under this EO were covered previously) 
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• Peace officer's primary responsibilities when responding to a missing person report 
involving abduction of a child by a parent/family member 

• Circumstances related to custody dispute situations when an officer may take a child into 
protective custody 

LD #28 • Traffic Enforcement 
• Benefits of enforcing traffic laws 

LD #29 - Traffic Accident Investigation 
• Motor vehicle defmed 

• Difference between: 

1. Traffic collisions 
2. Nontraffic collisions 

• Skidmark vs. tire impression 

• Ways of linking a tire mark with a particular vehicle 

• Three causes of skidmarks 

• Types of collision documentation, including: 

1. Collision investigative reports 
2. Collision reports 
3. Property damage only reports 
4. Counter reports 

• Collision sketch vs. factual diagram 

LD #30 - Preliminarv Investigation 
• Goal of a criminal investigation 

• Criteria for allowing crime scene photographs to be admitted as evidence by the court 
(new to W #30- covered in W # 17 in the past) 

• Criteria used to determine whether evidence is admissible in a court of law (new toW 
#30- covered in W #17 in the past) 

• Function of an officer's field notes (new toW #30- covered in W #18 in the past) 

• Statutory requirements for reporting incidents of suspected child abuse (new toW #30 • 
covered in W #9 in the past) 

7 



\ .. Information that should be included in an investigative crime report (new toLD #30-
covered in LD #18 in the past) 

LD #31 • Custody 
• Custody defined 

LD #32 • Lifetime Fitness 
• Lifetime fitness defined 

• Elements that determine an officer's ability to perform duties 

• Lifestyle conducive to lifetime fitness 

• Appropriate measures for improving an officer's performance within each of the five 
components of a personal fitness program 

• Individual and societal costs of inadequate fitness in peace officers 

LD #33 • Arrest and Control/Baton 
• Pririciples of weaponless defense as they pertain to: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Awareness 
Balance 
Control 

• Parts of an officer's body that are most vulnerable to serious injury 

• Parts of an officer's body that may be used as personal weapons to overcome resistence 
by a suspect or for self-defense 

• Rationale for using controlling force to gain advantage of a suspect 

LD #34 • First Aid and CPR 
• Components of the EMS system 

• · Assessment criteria for establishing priorities when assessing multiple victims at a single 
scene 

• First aid measures for a victim who is experiencing signs of poisons that have been 
ingested, inhaled, absorbed or injected 

LD #35 • Fireanns/Chemical Agents . 
• Basic safety guidelines to be followed at a firing range 

• Safety precautions for proper storage of a peace officer's firearms 
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• 

• 

Guidelines for the safe handling of all forms of ammunition 

Relationship between the distance traveled and the size of the shot pattern 

Three forms in which a person who has been struck by one or more projectiles can be 
incapacitated 

Factors that affect the size of the permanent cavity created by a projectile after impact 

LD #37 • Persons with Disabilities 
• Disability defined 

• Indicators that could lead an officer to believe that an individual is: 

1. A danger to self 
2. Dangerous to others 
3. Gravely disabled 

• Specific procedures of the law which apply to persons with disabilities and: 

1. Public access 
2. Use of service animals 

• Mental disorder defined 

• Developmental disability defmed 

LD #38 • Gang Awareness 
• Criminal street gang defined 

• Criminal activities commonly associated with gangs 

LD #39 • Crimes Against the Justice System 
• Crime elements, classification and appropriate Penal Code section for the following: 

1. Removing a firearm from an officer 
2. Removing any weapon, other than a firearm, from an officer 
3. Attempting to remove a firearm from a public officer 
4. Falsely personating another 

(Other subtopics under these EOs were covered previously) 
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LD #40- Weapons Violations 
• Crime elements, classification and appropriate Penal Code section for-discharging a 

firearm: 

1. From a motor vehicle 

(Other subtopics under this EO were covered previously) 

LD #42 - Cultural Diversity/Discrimination 
• Elements common to many cultures 

10 
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REGULAR BASIC COURSE 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LEARNING DOMAIN #23 
CRIMES IN PROGRESS 

April 1 , 1997 

I. INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS 

Attachment B 

The goals of instruction on Crimes in Progress are to provide students with: 

A. the skills and ability needed to effectively search a building or an open 
area for a suspect; 

B. an understanding of the factors affecting an officer's response to a crime
in-progress call; 

C. the skills and ability needed to effectively respond and investigate different 
types of crimes in progress; 

D. the skills needed to effectively respond to different high-risk situations 
demonstrating sound tactics; 

E. the skills needed to perform the role of contact officer and cover officer; 

F. an understanding of the capabilities and limitations of body armor; 

G. an understanding of the basic concepts of officer safety; and 

H. · an understanding of current patterns related to deaths and assaults on 
peace officers. 

II. REQUIRED TOPICS 

The following topics shall be covered: 

A. · General considerations for searching a building for suspects to include: 

1. Perimeter control 

2. Determining point(s) of entry 
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3. Owner contact 

4. Communication (e.g. announcement to potential suspects, contact 
with other units) 

5. Use of lighting 

6. Use of canine/special unit 

7. Use of cover officer 

8. Thorough and systematic search procedures 

B. General considerations for searching an open area for suspects to 
include: 

1. Perimeter control 

2. Selecting a starting point 

3. Initiating owner contact, if applicable 

. 4. Communication (e.g. announcement to potential suspects, contact 
with other units) 

5. Use of lighting 

6. Use of canines/special units 

7. Use of cover officers 

8. Thorough and systematic search procedures 

C. General factors affecting an officer's response to a crime-in-progress call 
to include: 

1. Observed v. dispatched 

2. Methods of response 

3. Approach 

4. Route selection 

5. Distance from the calVtime lag 
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6. Nature of the crime 

7. Geographic considerations 

8. Impact of agency policy 

D. Factors affecting an officer's response to specific types of crime-in
progress calls to include: 

1 . Prowler calls 

2. Burglary calls 

3. Robbery calls 

4. Shots-fired calls 

E. Considerations for tactically responding to specific high-risk situations to 
include: 

1 . Barricaded suspects 

2. Hostage situations 

3. Sniper assaults 

4. Firebomb assaults 

5. Contacts with persons under the influence of alcohoVdrugs 

F. Capabilities, limitations and proper use of body armor against firearms, 
knives and other penetrating weapons 

G. Roles and responsibilities of the contact officer and the cover officer to 
include: · 

1. Designating the contact officer and the cover officers 

2. Maintaining communication 

3. Assuming and maintaining proper position 

4. Appropriately delegating responsibilities 

5. Maintaining awareness of surroundings 
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H. Basic aspects of officer safety to include: • 1. Current patterns related to deaths and assaults on peace officers -

2. The concept of "will to survive' 

3. Officer actions after receiving a nonfatal wound 

4. Officer actions in officer-taken-hostage incidents 

5. Officer actions in officer-ambush incidents when officer is on foot 

6. Officer actions in officer-ambush incidents when officer is in a patrol 
car 

Ill. REQUIRED TESTS 

The following tests shall be administered: 

A. A scenario test that requires the student to demonstrate the skills 
necessary to effectively respond and investigate a simulated prowler 
incident as the assigned contact officer to include: 

' 1. Making a quiet and tactically sound·approach with the patrol car 

2. Making a silent, undetected approach on foot 

3. Effectively using cover and concealment during the approach on foot 
and communicating with the cover officer 

4. Searching for, locating, and detaining the suspect(s) 

5. Conducting a lawful search for weapons 

6. Interviewing the suspect(s) to establish sufficient probable cause for 
an arrest 

7. Using proper arrest techniques without endangering self or cover 
officer 

B. A scenario test that requires the student to demonstrate the skills 
necessary to effectively respond and investigate a simulated burglary-in 

··progress incident involving suspect(s) concealed in a building to include: 

1. Coordinating with other responding units 
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2. Making a quiet and tactically sound approach with the patrol car 

3. Making a silent and undetected approach on foot 

4. Effectively using cover and concealment during the foot approach 
and exterior area search 

5. Searching the exterior of the building and locating the point of entry 

6. Requesting resources 

7. Notifying assisting units/dispatch of current status and developments 

8. Securing the perimeter and ordering any possible occupants out of 
the building 

9. Using cover officer(s) and communicating a plan for the building 
entry/search 

10. Making a tactically sound building entry 

11. Using a systematic searching method 

12. Using safe tactics during the search 

13. Finding and arresting any suspect(s) 

14. Immediately removing any suspect(s) from the building 

15. Completing the building search after any suspect(s) have been 
removed 

C. A scenario test that requires the student to demonstrate the skills 
necessary to effectively respond and investigate a simulated robbery-in
progress incident to include: 

1. Coordinating with other responding units 

2. Making a quiet and tactically sound approach with the patrol car 

3. Making a silent and undetected approach on foot 

4. Using and maintaining cover and/or concealment 

5. Notifying assisting units and dispatch of current developments 
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6. Maintaining cover and/or concealment while surveying the incident 

7. Requesting and deploying additional resources to achieve full 
perimeter containment 

8. If appropriate, telephoning the location to direct any occupants out 

9. Ordering the exiting occupants to a position of disadvantage and 
handling them as suspects until identity is determined 

10. Demonstrating safe arrest techniques without endangering self or 
cover officer 

11. Securing the scene by completing a search of the premises 

D. A scenario test that requires the student to demonstrate the ability to react 
appropriately to a simulated ambush to include: 

1. Using and maintaining cover (attempting to exit the "kill zone" to the 
extent possible) 

2. Assessing the situation 

3. Locating the suspect(s) and responding with an appropriate level of 
force 

4. Communicating an action plan for the safe deployment of responding 
units 

IV. REQUIRED LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

A. The student shall participate in a learning activity that reenforces an 
understanding of law enforcement response to a variety of high-risk 
situations including: 

1. Person with a gun 

2. Shots-fired call 

3. Officer down 

4. Suspicious circumstances/unknown trouble 

5. Firebomb assault 
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6. Suicidal person 

B. The student shall be given a series of drawings, sketches, photographs or 
other visual depictions of locations where a crime is allegedly in progress. 
The student will indicate, either verbally or in writing: 

1. A suggested approach to the location 

2. An effective placement of perimeter units 

3. An acceptable scene search pattern 

V. HOURLY REQUIREMENTS 

Students shall be provided with a minimum of 16 hours of instruction on 
handling crimes-in-progress calls. 

VI. ORIGINATION DATE 

VII. 

July 1,1993 

REVISION DATES 

December 1 , 1994 
July 15, 1995 
April1, 1997 
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TRAINING AND TESTING 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR LEARNING DOMAIN #23 

CRIMES IN PROGRESS 

January 1, 2001 

I. LEARNING NEED 

Attachment C 

Peace officers must recognize that their first responsibility when responding to a crime in progress is to protect their own 
safety and that of others without taking unnecessary risks. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

A. Importance of wearing soft personal body annor while on patrol 

B. Officer safety vs. officer survival, including: 

I. Current patterns related to deaths and assaults on peace officers 
2. The concept of "will to live" 
3. Officer actions after receiving a nonfatal wound 
4. Officer actions in officer-taken-hostage incidents 
5. Officer actions in officer-ambush incidents when·on foot 
6. Officer actions in officer-ambush incidents when in a patrol car 

C. Roles and responsibilities of the primary unit and other supporting units that respond to the scene of a crime in progress, 
including: 

I. Designating the contact officer and cover officers 
2. Maintaining communication 
3. Assuming and maintaining proper position 
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4. Appropriately delegating responsibilities 
5. Maintaining awareness of surroundings 

11 LEARNING NEED 

) 

To respond effectively and safely to a crime in progress, patrol officers need to understand and utilize appropriate strategies 
and tactics, and must be able to execute them working as a coordinated team. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

A. Elements of a tactical approach to a crime scene involving a crime in progress, inciuding: 

I. Selection of a response route 
2. Distance from the calVtime lag 
3. Nature of the crime 
4. Geographic considerations 
5. Use and nonuse of warning lights and siren 
6. Approaching the immediate area 
7. Upon arrival 
8. Impact of agency policy 

B. Primary pu.poses for establishing crime scene perimeters 

c. Responsibilities of officers who are assigned to maintaining the integrity of a crime scene perimeter 

D. Appropriate actions when conducting a search for suspects, including: 

I. Preparing to enter the area to be searched 
2. Initiating owner contact, if applicable 
3. Communication (e.g., announcement to potential suspects, contact with other units) 
4. Use of lighting 
5. Use of canines/special units 
6. Use of cover officers 
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7. Making a tactical entry 
8. Conducting a systematic search 
9. Confronting a suspect during the search 

ill. LEARNING NEED 

The unique nature and risks associated with some types of crimes in progress require officers to plan and execute specific 
approach, arrival, and search tactics. Officer planning and patience are critical to achieving safe and successful outcomes in 
these incidents. 

LEARNING OBJEcnVES 

A. Appropriate officer actions for the safe and tactical response to and investigation of crimes in progress calls involving: 

I. Shots fired/calls involving unknown circumstances 
2. Prowlers 
3. Burglaries 
4. Robberies 

N. LEARNING NEED 

To ensure the highest chance of survival and the safest possible outcome for all involved individuals, officers must recognize 
the particular dangers associated with various high-risk situations and understand and employ appropriate tactics for dealing 
with each. 

LEARNING OBJECTNES 

A. Appropriate officer actions for the safe and tactical response to high-risk situations involving: 

I. Barricaded suspects/hostages 
2. Violent suspects 
3. Emotionally disturbed/suicidal suspects 
4. Officer ambush/sniper attack 
5. Officer-down calls 
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B. Factors that officers should consider before becoming involved in any law enforcement action while that officer is off
duty 

V. . REQUIRED TESTS 

A. A scenario test that requires the student to demonstrate the skills necessary to effectively respond and investigate a 
simulated prowler incident as the assigned contact officer to inClude: 

I. Making a quiet and tactically sound approach with the patrol car 
2. Making a silent, undetected approach on foot 
3. Effectively using cover and concealment during the approach on foot and communicating with the cover officer 
4. Searching for, locating, and detaining the suspect(s) 
5. Conducting a lawful search for weapons 
6. Interviewing the suspect(s) to establish sufficient probable cause for an arrest 
7. Using proper arrest techniques without endangering self or cover officer 

;lr :: · T"·:~--,., r-··--, X '"~:,":\·_;~.-::t ftL . X ~ B. t.q<~·-· - A scenario test that requires the student to demonstrate the skills necessary to effectively respond and investigate a 
simulated burglary-in-progress incident involving suspect(s) concealed in a building to include: 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

I. Coordinating with other responding units 
2. Making a quiet and tactically sound approach with the patrol car 
3. Making a silent and undetected approach on f'!"t 
4. Effectively using cover and concealment during the foot approach and exterior area search 
5. Searching the exterior of the building and locating the point of entry 
6. Requesting resources 
7. Notifying assisting units/dispatch of current status and developments 
8. Securing the perimeter and ordering any possible occupants out of the building 
9. Using cover officer(s) and communicating a plan for tbe building entry/search 
10. Making a tactically sound building entry 
II. Using a systematic searching method 
12. Using safe tactics duririg the search 
13. Finding and arresting any suspect(s) 
14. Immediately removing any suspect(s) from the building 
15. Completing the building search after any suspect(s) have been removed 
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C. A scenario test that requires the student to demonstrate the skills necessary to effectively respond and investigate a 
simulated robbery-in-progress incident to include: 

I. Coordinating with other responding units 
2. Making a quiet and tactically sound approach with the patrol car 
3. Making a silent and undetected approach on foot 
4. Using and maintaining cover and/or concealment 
5. Notifying assisting units and dispatch of current developments 
6. Maintaining cover and/or concealment while surveying the incident 
7. Requesting and deploying additional resources to achieve full perimeter containment 
8. If appropriate, telephoning the location to direct any occupants out 
9. Ordering the exiting occupants to a position of disadvantage and handling them as suspects until identity is 

determined · 
10. Demonstrating safe arrest techniques without endangering self or cover officer 
I I. Securing the scene by completing a search of the premises 

D. A scenario test that requires the student to demonstrate the ability to react appropriately to a simulated ambush to 
include: 

I. Using and maintaining cover (attempting to exit the "kill zone" to the extent possible) 
2. Assessing the situation 
3. Locating the suspect(s) and responding with an appropriate level of force 
4. Communicating an action plan for the safe deployment of responding units 

VI. REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES 

X I X l.lll!llill A. The student shall participate in an instructional activity that reinforces an understanding of Jaw enforcement response to 

X 
X 

a,. 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

a variety of high-risk situations, including: 

I. Person with a gun 
2. Shots-fired call 
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3. Officer down 
4. Suspicious eircumstances/unknown trouble 
5. Firebomb assault 
6. Suicidal person 

B. The student shall be given a series of drawings, sketches, photographs or other visual depictions of loctions where a 
crime is allegedly in progress. The student will indicate, either verbally or in writing: 

I. A suggested approach to the location 
2. An effective placement of perimeter units 
3. An acceptable scene search pattern 

Vll. HOURLY REQUIREMENTS 

Students shall be provided with a minimum number of instructional hours on crimes in progress. 

Vill. ORIGINATIONDATE 

January I, 2001 

IX. REVISION DATE 

None 
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Attachment D 

POST ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL 

COMMISSION PROCEDURE D-1 

BASIC TRAINING 

Purpose 

1-1. Basic Training Specifications: This Commission procedure implements that portion of the Minimum 
Standards for Training established in section I 005(a) and that portion of the Reserve Officer Minimum Standards 
established in section 1007(b) of the Regulations which relate to Basic Training. Basic Training includes the 
Regular Basic Course, Specialized Investigators' Basic Course, Public Safety Dispatchers' Basic Course, 
Investigation and Trial Preoaration Course, and Coroners' Death Investigation Course. 

Training Requirements 

1-2. Requirements for Basic Training: The minimum standards for basic training are described in sections !-3to 
1-7. The Law Enforcement Code of Ethics shall be administered to students taking the Regular Basic Course, and 
Specialized Investigators' Basic Course. Requirements for certification and presentation of these courses are 
specified in Regulations 1052 through 1056. Instructional methodology is at the discretion ofindividual course 
presenters unless specified otherwise in an incorporated training specification document developed for the course. 

1-3. Regular Basic Course Def'mitions and Requirements: The terms used to describe testing and training 
requirements are defined in section 1-3(a). Testing and training requirements vary by delivery format and are 
described in section l-3(bg), stantklrdformat; section l-3(e), modular formaJ; section l-3(df), transition program
pilot format; and section l-3(eg), reserve format. Requirements for reporting successful course completion are 
contained in Commission Regulation 1 OSSG). 

(a) Regular Basic Course Terminology 

(I) Learning Domain. An instructional unit that covers related subject matter. Training 
specifications for each learning domain include insb:ucl:iomd goats learning needs. topia 
learning objectives, and hourly requirements. Training specifications for a domain also 
may include lew uing instructional activities and testing requirements. 

(2) Insb: uctional Goal. A gcacud statement of the tesuits that instruction is 
supposed to pt oducc. Learning Need. A general statement justifving the 
training for a specific learning domain. 

(3) 'l'opie Learning ObJective. A word or phrase that succinctly describes subject matter 
associated with au iusttuctionai goai learning need. 

(4) Leaming Instructional Activity. An activity designed to achieve or facilitate one or 
more iusttuctiomd goais learning needs. Students participating in an 1cmning 
instructional activity may be coached and/or provided feedback, but unlike tests, lcmrring 
instructional activities are not graded on a pass-fail basis. 
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(5) Academy. A state or local government agency that is capable of presenting!!!! 
components of the T•aiaiag Speetficutionsjm flat Regula; Bwic Evu;se Training and 
Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses specified for the Regular Basic 
Course (RBC) and meeting the requirements for POST course certification as specified 
in Regulations 1051·1054. OnlJ academics flld) picscnt a POST certified Rtgulm Basic 
Coutsc in the standu;JjmnurJ, Oiltlodulc Din the ;ese; Pt}innmt, oz patt2 iu the 
t;woizion p; ug;am pilot f.;; mat, ot lx\cll in the moduEu; fa; mat. 

(6) Delivery Formats. The formats for delivering the Regular Basic Course include the 
standard format, the modukzr format, the transition program-pikztformat, and the 
reserve format. 

(A) Standard Format. The Regular Basic Course is delivered in a one-part instruc
tional sequence. Testing and training requirements are prescribed in section 1-
3(bs!). Except as provided for in section 1-3(b)ffl, the course sbaU be delivered 
by a single academy. 

<&ID Modular Format. The Regular Basic Course is delivered in a three-part 
instructional sequence. Completion of the Level ill, Level ll and Levell 
Modules, as set forth in Regulation 1007, constitutes satisfaction of the Regular 
Basic Course training requirement Testing and training requirements are 
prescribed in section 1-3(e). The Levell Module is instruction delivered by an 
academy. Except as provided for in section l-3(b)t97,the h:ocl I Module~ 
of the certified courses shall be delivered by a single academj wesenter. 

(C) Transitiou Program-Pilot Format. Part I is a series of POST -certified 
Administration of Justice (AJ) or Criminal Justice (CJ) courses delivered by a • 
California conununity college. Part I is required prerequisite training for . ,. .J 

admission to a POST comprehensive examination and part 2. Completion of -
part 2 constitutes satisfaction of the Regular Basic Course training requirement. 
Part 2 is instruction delivered by an academy. Testing and training requirements 
are prescribed in section l-3(di). 

(B-:0 Reserve Format. Modules A, B and C, as set forth in Regulation I 007 are 
required prerequisite training for admission to Module D. Completion of 
Module D constitutes satisfaction of the Regular Basic Course training 
requirement. Except as provided for in section l-3(b)t97 the Module D course 
shall be delivered by a single academy. Testing and training requirements are 
prescribed in section 1-3(eg). 

(7) Test. An evaluation of the extent to which students have achie oed satisfied one or more 
ittShactiomd goals learning objectives. Tests are graded on a pass/fail basis. Depending 
on the delivery format, five types of tes~ may be used in the Regular Basic Course: 

(A) POST -Constructed Knowledge Test. A POST -constructed, paper-and-pencil 
test that measures acquisition of knowledge required to achieve one or more 
itJSb: uctiomd goais learning objectives in a single learning domain. 

(B) POST-Constructed Comprehensive Test. A POST-constructed, paper-and
pencil test that measures acquisition of knowledge in multiple learning domains. 

(C) Scenario Test. A job-simulation test ibat measures acquisition of complex 
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psychomotor and decision making skills required to aehicoc satisfy one or more 
insh uetional goals learning objectives. 

(D) Physical Abilities Test. A POST-developed test of physical abilities described 
in the Basic Academy Physical Conditioning Manual- 1996. 

(E) Exercise Test. Any test other than a POST-constructed knowledge test, POST
constructed comprehensive test, scenario test, or physical abilities teSt that 
measures the acquisition of knowledge and/or skills required to achieve one or 
more insb uctionzd goals learning objectives. There are two kinds of exercise 
tests:(!) A POST-developed report writing test wliicb is administered and 
scored under POSTs direct supervision, and (2) All other exercise teSts which 
are administered and scored by the training presenters. 

(8) Test .. Use and Security Agreement. An agreement between a Rcgulw Basic Couue 
training presenter and POST that identifies the terms and conditions under which a 
presenter may acquire and use specific POST-constructed knowledge. am:! 
comprehensive. scenario and exercise tests. Failure to accept or abide by the terms and 
conditions of such agreement is grounds for decertification in accordance with POST 
Regulation I 057. 

(91i) Single AadcmJ Presenter. "fl:IC Regulm Basic Cowsc Each course presentation shall be 
completed under the sponsorship of one aeadcao oresenter unless POST has approved a 
contractual agreement dividing responsibility for delivering the Regalw Basic Comsc training 
between m1 acadttllj m:td othu multiple training presenters. All courses in the modular format 
represents a separate course presentation. All modular format courses do not have to be taken 
through the same presenter. 

(ill£} AcadeifiJ Training Presenter Requirements. POST has established minimum, statewide 
training standards for the Regular Basic Course and its various deliverv formats. However, local 
conditions may justify additional training requirements or higher performance standards than 
those established by POST. This may include, but is not limited to, the use of higher mininwm 
passing scores on POST -constructed law w ledge teSts. 

(b!!) Testing and Training Requirements for the Standard Format 

The teSting and training requirements in this section apply to Regular Basic Courses that POST 
has certified for presentation in the standard format [defined in section 1-3(a)(6)(A)]. 

(I) 'fupies Learning Ob!ectives. Academics shall provide instruction on all topics learnjng 
objectives specified for the Regular Basic Course (R.BCl in TraiaingSpeclfieatioasfm 
the Re;salUI Basic Cou;se Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic 
Courses. 

(2) Hourly Requirements. The minimum number of hours of instruction that shall be 
delivered for each learning domain is specified in T: aiaing Specijicmions jo1 the Regula» 
Basic Coa1 se Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. The 
total minimum hourly requirement for the Regular Basic Course is 664 hours. 

(3) Testing Requirements. The tests listed below are graded on a pass/fail basis. Students 
who fail a test on the first attempt shall: (a\ be provided with an opoortunity to review 
their test results jn a manner that does not compromise test security: Cb\ have a 
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reasonable time. established by the academy. to prepare for a retest: and (c) be provided 
with an opponunity to be retested with an alternate form of the same test. If the student 
fails the second test. the student fails the course. 

& POST .. Constructed Knowledge Tests. As specified in T;ui;zi;zg Specijicatio;u 
fo; the Regalw Basic Coa;se Training and Testing Specifications for Peace 
Officer Basic Courses. POST -constructed knowledge tests are required in some, 
but not all, learning domains. Where a POST -constructed knowledge test is 
required, students must earn a score equal to or greater than the minimum 
passing score established by POST. Students nho fail a POS'f cotabucted 
lawwledgc twt on the fitst attentpt shall. (a? be ptocided with mJ oppmtunity to 
tcwicw thch test zesults in a Ulhi111U that docs not cmnptourisc test secmity, (b) 
hate a ztZGonablc time, established by the acadcncy, to ptcpme fw a zctcsty mtd 
(c) be ptocided with an uwm tanit) to be te~stcd with a POS'T=consb:ucted. 
zdtwnatc ftnm of the smnc test If a student fails the second test; the student 
fails the course. 

Scenario Tests. As specified in T; aining Specificatio;u fv; t•\e Regula; Basic 
CoaiJe Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses, 
scenario tests are required in some, but not all, learning domains. Where a 
scenario test is required, students must demonstrate their proficiency in 
performing the tasks required by the tesL Proficiency means that the student 
performed at a level that demonstrates that he or she is prepared for entry into a 
field training program. This determination shall be made by the academy. 
Students nbc fail to elcml; dunonstratc ptoficiency when fnst tested shail be 
p1ovided with wr owoxtauit) to be xetcstcd. H a student fails to dcmousbatc 
pioficiencJ on the second test; the student faiJs the cowse. 

Exercise Tests. As specified in 1';ubzing Specificutiv;ufv; the Regula; Bwic 
Goa; se Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. 
exercise tests are required in some, but not all, learning domains. Where an 
exercise test is required, students must demonstrate their proficiency in 
performing the tasks required by the tesL Proficiency means that the student 
performed at a level that demonstrates that he or she is prepared for entry into a 
field training program. This determination shall be made by the academy. 
Students who fail to elattlj denMrsbatc pxoficieiieJ when fnst tested shzdl be 
ptovided with wt oppwtanit) to be Jetcsted: Ha student fails to dunoustrate 
pioficiency on the second test; the studwil fails the eouue. 

(~ Ixcnning Instructional Activities. As specified in T;ubtbzg SpecificatiVJufo• e'tt 
Regukz; Bwic Coa;se Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic 
Courses. learning instructional activities are required in some, but not all, learning 
domains. Where an Jemniug instructional activity is required, each student must pani
cipate in that activity. A student who does not panicipate in an !em trlng instructional 
activity when given the opponunity, fails the course unless the academy determines that 
there were extenuating circumstances. Students who do not panicipate in an lcmtrlng 
instructional activity due to extenuating circumstances shall be given a second 
opponunity to panicipate in the same or ln:Omparable Jemning activity. If a student fails 
to panicipate in an lemtriug instructional activity after being given a second opponunity, 
the student fails the course. 
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(9-2.) Physical Conditioning Program. Students must complete the POST physical 
conditioning program as described in the Basic Academy Physical Conditioning Manual 
- 1996. 

(82) Physical Abilities Test Battery. At the conclusion of the POST physical conditioning 
program, students must pass a POST-developed physical abilities test battery as 
described in the Basic Academy Physical Conditioning Manual- 1996. The use of 
alternatives to the POST -developed physical abilities test battery is subject to approval by 
POST. Course presenters seeking POST approval to use alternative tests shall present 
evidence that the alternative tests were developed in accordance with recognized profes
sional standards and that the alternative tests are equivalent "to the POST -developed tests 
with respect to validity and reliability. Evidence concerning the comparability of scores 
on the POST-developed tests and the proposed alternative tests is also required. 

(e) Testing and Training Requirements for the Modular Format 

The testing and training requirements in this section apply to the three-part modular format [as 
defined in section 1-3(a)(6)(SID] for completing the Regular Basic Course. Successful 
completion of Level ill and ll is a required prerequisite for admission to an entrance examination 
for Level I. Successful completion of the three-part format fulfills the requirements for the 
Regular Basic Course. 

(1) Two-part Level m Module. The two-part Level ill Module consists of the PC 832 
Arrest and Firearms course and the Level ill course. Successful completion of the PC 
832 Arrest and Fueanns course as specified in Regulation !080(b) and !081(a)(l) is a 
prerequisite for the Level m course. 

(A) ~Learning Objectives. Presenters shall delrter provide instruction on all 
PC 832 and Level m~ learning objectives specified in T1 ainutg 
Specificwiwufo; zlzt Re6uJa; Bwic Cvu;se Mvduku Tmmat Training and 
Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses fm the twvpmtLcael 
IH !vludtdt. 

(B) Hourly Requirements. The minimum numbet of hours of instruction that shall 
be delivered for each PC 832 and Level m learning domain is specified in 
T•abzing Specificutimufv• the Regula» Bwic CoaJse 1'doalalw Foaatd 
Training and Testin• Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. The total 
minimum hourly requirement for the two-part Level m Module is 162 hours~ 
hours for PC 832 and 98 hours for the I.evel ill Course. 

(C) Testing Reouirements. The tests listed below are graded on a pass/fail basis. 
Students who fail a test on the frrst attempt shall: (a) be provided with an 
opportunity to review their test results in a manner that does not compromise 
test securitv: (b) have a reasonable time. established by the wesenter. to prenare 
for a retest: and (c) be provided with an opporrunity to be retested with a POST
constructed alternate foun of the same test. If a student fails the second test. the 
student fails the I.evellll Module. 

POST-Constructed Tests. Students who complete the Level m 
Module instruction specified in section 1-3(e)(l) must pass the 
following two POST -constructed tests before advancing to the Level ll 
Module. 
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A POST-Constructed Knowledge Test [as defined in section 
I -3(a)(7)(A)] for learning domain 34, First Aid and CPR. 
Students must earn a score equal to or greater than the 
minimum passing score established by POST. The test shall 
be administered and scored by POST or its agents in 
accordance with POST-specified procedures. Students who 
fail tite Fhst Aid mtd CPR POST cunsttacted lawwledge test 
ou the fast attempt shall. (a1 be ptovided nith m1 opprntunitJ 
to Itciew the1 test tesult:s in a mmme1 that does not 
eotnptonrisc test secmicyy (b) have a tmonablc tina:, 
csbl'Mished b) the pt cscntet, to pt cpm c fw a 1 etcst, mtd (c) be 
procidcd: with an owottunicy to be tctcstcd nith a POST 
consttueted ultctnatc fmm of the smnc test If a student fails 
the second test; the student emmet advmtcc to the lx:tcl H 
uwdale. 

2:!!ll A POST -Constructed Comprehensive Test [as defined in 
section 1-3(a)(7)(B)]. Students must pass a POST-constructed 
comprehensive test before advancing to the Level ll Module. 
The POST -<:anstructed comprehensive test may assess 
knowledge of any of the~ learning objectives specified in 
learning domains 2, 5, 3 I, and 36. Students must earn a score 
equal to or greater than the minimum passing score 

, established by POST. The test shall be administered and 
scored by POST or its agents in accordance with POST
specified procedures. Students who fail the POS"f 
constt acted wn:qnehensi ;c test mt the fust attempt shalt. (zt1 
be pto•itied witit mt oppmtunit) to te•iew tbeh test Jesuits in 
a nmmw titat dm not contpionrlse test seem it"], (b) hawc 
Jeasonable thne, established by the ptcsenteJ, to ptcpwe £01 a 
Itlesl, mtd (e) be piUwidcd witit an oppmtuniLJ to be tetcstcd 
niti1 a POS"faeoasb:ucted, allCinate fwm of the SWIJC test. H a 
student fails the second test; the student emmot ad; mtcc to the 
Le • ci H fdodalc. 

Exercise Tests. As specified in T; ainbzg Specificatimu j01 the 
Regalw Basic Coa;se l.:Vdula; Fonnat Training and Testing 
Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses, exercise tests are 
required in some, but not all, PC 832 and Level m learning domains. 
Where an exercise test is required, students must demonstrate their 
proficiency in performing the tasks required by the tesL Proficiency 
means that the student performed at a level acceptable to the presenter. 
Students who fail to clcmlJ dcmonst:latc pioficiency when fnst tested 
shall be pic tided wit:h rut oppwtuniLJ to be tctcsted. If a student faiis 
to dentoust:late ptofieicuey on tbc second test; the student fails tbe 
h:;cl HI Jdodulc. 

Lemning Instmctional Activities. As specified in T1ainiug Specifications fin 
the Regalw Busic Cowse lrfodala; Fo;maz Training and Testing 
Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. lcmning instructional activities 
are required in some, but not all, PC 832 and Level m learning domains. Where 
an Iemning instructional activity is required, each student must participate in 
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that activity. A student who does not panicipate in an Jemning instructional 
activity when given the opponunity, fails the Level Ill Module unless the 
presenter determines that there were extenuating circumstances. Students who 
do not participate in an lemning instructional activity due to extenuating 
circumstances shall be given a second opponunity to panicipate in the same or 
comparable lcmning activity. If a student fails to participate in an lcmniug 
instructional activity after being given a second opponunity, the student fails the 
Level ill Module. 

(2) Level ll Module. 

(A) Prerequisite. Each applicant to a Level II Module must present proof of the 
following prerequisites to the training presenter's satisfaction. 

I. Successful completion of the Level ill Module. 
2. Current (within the last 3 years) in First Aid and CPR training 

requirements for public safety pen;onnel as prescribed by the 
Emergency Medical Services Authority (EMSA) and set fonh in the 
California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Division 9, Chapter 1.5, 
§I 00005-§ I 00028. 

3. Current (within the last 3 years) in PC 832 training requirements. 

(B) 'fqrics Learning Objectives. Presenters shall deliTcr provide instruction on all 
~learning objectives specified for the Level II Module in T1 ainbtg 
Specifications fo• the Regula; Busic Co a; se }r1udulu; Po; mat Training and 
Testing Specifications for Peace Offlcer Basic Courses fm the b:tcl H l'tfodalc. 

(C) Hourly Requirements. The minimum number of hours of instruction that shall 
be delivered for each Level II learning domain is specified in T1 aining 
Speciftcatimufo; tftc Regula; Basic CoaJJt lt.1vdu/u; Fo;;szat Training and 
Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. The total minimum 
hourly requirement for the Level II Module is 224 hours. 

(D) Testing Reauirements. The tests listed below are graded on a pass/fail basis. 
Students who fail a test on the first attempt shall: (a) be provided with an 
opportunity to review their test results in a manner that does not compromise 
test security: (b) have a reasonable time, established by the presenter. to prepare 
for a retest: and (c) be provided with an opoonunity to be retested with a POST
constructed alternate form of the same test. If a student fails the second test the 
student fails the Level II Module. 

POST -Constructed Comprehensive TesL Students who complete 
instruction specified for the Level II Module must pass three POST
constructed comprehensive tests [as defined in section 1-3(a)(7)(B)] 
before advancing to the Level I Module. Students must earn a score 
on each test that is equal to or greater than the minimum passing score 
established by POST. The first POST -constructed comprehensive test 
may assess knowledge of any of the~ learning objectives specified 
in learning domains 6, 7, 8 and 39. The second POST -constructed 
comprehensive test may assess knowledge of any of the topics learning 
objectives specified in learning domains 15, 16, 17 and 20. The third 
POST -constructed comprehensive test may assess kno~ledge of any of 
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the ~learning objectives specified in learning domains 9, 10, 37 
and 40. Each test shall be administered and scored by POST or its 
agents in accordance with POST-specified procedures. Students who 
fail a POST consttuctcd cumpxelwnsive test 011 the first attempt slta:ll. 
{a) be pwvided.nitb rut oppwtunit) to xcriew tisch test I Walts iu a 
liWliiitt that does not compromise twt sccaz it) , Eb) ha; c 1 casonable 
time, cslltblished by dtc pieseutct, to ptcpwc for a Jctest, zutd (e) be 
ptovided with w1 oppmtunil:) to be tctested with a POS'f' consttuctcd; 
altcznate fmm of the smnc test. If a student fails dit second test; die 
student cannot ad ;mice to dte l:x:td I ldod:ule. 

Exercise Tests. As specified in 1'1 ainiag Specificmions fJJ the 
Reg ala; Bwic Cuu; se 1~lodulu; Fm nmt Training and Testing 
Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. exercise tests are 
required in some, but not all, Level n learning domains. Where an 
exercise test is required, students must demonstrate their proficiency in 
performing the tasks requfred by the test. Proficiency means that the 
student performed at a level acceptable to the presenter. Students who 
fail to clcmlJ dcmonsb:atc pioficiehtJ when fitst tested shall be 
ptovided witb m1 oppmtunit) to be tctcstcd. If a student fails to 
dcmonsttate ptoficicncy 011 the second test; the student fails tl:ae Ix:ucl 
H;Modale. 

· lxa1 ninginstructionaJ Activities. As s}:>eCifiCd in T; aining SpeclfictAio;u fo; 
the Regula; Busic Cua;se },fudul:w To; nad Training and Testing 
Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. lemning instructional activities 
are required in some, but not all, Level n learning domains. Where an leauriug 
instructional activity is required, each student must participate in that activity. A 
student who does not participate in an lemtriug instructional activity when given 
the opportunity, fails the Level ll Module unless the presenter determines that 
there were extenuating circumstances. Students who do not participate in an 
lemtring instructional activity due to extenuating circumstances shall be given a 
second opportunity to participate in the same or comparable lemtriug activity. If 
a student fails to participate in an leauriug instructional activity after being given 
a second opportunity, the student fails the Level n Module. 

(3) Level I Module. 

(A) Prerequisites. Each applicant to a Level I Module must present proof of the 
following prerequisites to the training presenter's satisfaction. 

I. Successful completion of the Level ill and Level ll Modules 
2. Current (within the last3 years) in First Aid and CPR training 

requirements for public safety personnel as prescribed by the 
Emergency Medical Services Authority (EMSA) and set forth in the 
California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Division 9, Chapter 1.5, 
§I 00005-§ I 00028. 

3. Current (within the last 3 years) in PC 832 training requirements. 
4. Passage of a POST -constructed Level I Entrance Examination. 

(a) POST -Constructed Level I Entrance Examination. 
Students who complete the Level ill and n instruction 
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specified in section l-3(e)(l) and 1-3(e)(2) must pass a POST· 
constructed comprehensive test [as defined in Section 1-
3(a)(7)(B)} before advancing to the Levell mModule. The 
POST -constructed comprehensive test may assess knowledge 
of any of the topio learning objectives specified in the 
following Level ill and Level II Learning Domains: 2, S 
through 10,15 through 17,2031,36, 37, 39, and40. Students 
must earn a score equal to or gneater than the minimum passing 
score established by POST. The test shall be administered and 
scored by POST or its agents in accordance with POST
specified procedures. Students who fail the test on the fJTSI 
attempt shall: (a) be provided with an opportunity to review 
their test results in a manner that does not compromise test 
security; (b) have a minimum of 15 calendar days (from date 
notification of results) to prepare for a retest; and (c) be 
provided with an opportunity to be retested with a POST
constructed, alternate form of the same test. If a student fans 
the second test, the student cannot advance to the Levell 
Module. 

( 1) Eligibility. Students who successfully complete 
Levels II and ID of the Regular Basic Course -
Modular Format are eligible to take the POST Levell 
Entrance Examination; passage of this examination is 
required prior to admittance into the Levell Module. 

(2) Application. Persons seeking to take the POST 
Level I Entrance Examination shall make written 
request to a POST -approved Levell presenter and 
provide the presenter with verifiable infotiiialion of 
eligibility {see subsection D-l-3(e)(3)(A)). 

(3) Use of Examination Results: Presenters may require 
applicants !o pass the POST Levell Entrance 
Examination immediately prior to admittance to the 
Level I mModule, or may accept the results achieved 
by the applicant during a previous tes! administration. 
Level I Entrance Examination test results arc valid for 
a period of one year from the date of testing. 

(4) Reqnalification: Any person who does nO! en~ a 
Level I mModule within one year of passing the 
POST Level I Entrance Examination must requalify to 
enter Level I by passing the POST Lccel I Enttmrce 
Exmniuation meeting the prerequisites defined infsce' 
subsection D-1-3( e )(~(BA)t. 

(B) 'fopics Learning Objectives. Presenters shall ddm:r provide instruction on all 
topio learning objectives specified for the Level I Module in 1'• aining 
Specifications fm the Reg ulu; Basic Co a• se }Jvdala; F01 mat Training and 
Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses fm the lz well hfodulc .. 
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(C) Hourly Requirements. The minimum number of hours of instruction that shall 
be delivered for each Level I learning domain is specified in T1 aining 
Spec£fieatio;LJjo; Jlze Regalw Basic Cou;se 1'ilodulw To;nzut Training and 
Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. The total minimum 
hourly requirement for the Level I Module is 344 hours. 

{D) Testing Requirements. The tests listed below are graded on a pass/fail basis. 
Students who fail a test on the first attempt shall: <a) be provided with an 
opportunity to review their test results in a manner that does not compromise test 
security: (b) have a reasonable time. established by the presenter. to prepare for a 
retest: and (c) be provided with an opportunity to be retested with a POST
constructed alternate fonn of the same test. If a student fails the second test. the 
student fails the Level I Module. 

l.. POST-Constructed Knowledge Tests. As specified in TJUbaiug 
Spec(ficuiiDltJ/OJ the RcgaEa; Basic Cou;se bfodulu; Fo;mui Training· 
and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. POST
constructed knowledge tests are required in some, but not all, Levell 
learning domains. Where a POST -constructed knowledge test is 
required, students must earn a score equal to or greater than the 
minimum passing score established by POST. Students who fail a 
POST=cousb acted knowledge test on the fnst attuupt sludl. W be 

. pic tided with rut oppmtunil") to tcvicw thch test tesalts it* a manna that 
dow not eOitipion;tisc test sccWitJ, b) have a Ieasouablc lime, 
eslabti:shed b) the aeadctnJ, to p1epme fat a Jctest, mtd (e) be pte tided 
nith rut uppwtaaity to be tetested with a POST cousb:aeted, tdtun8te 
fww of the smttc test H a student falls the second test; tbe student fails 
the Lc f eJ lltfodalc. 

Scenario Tests. As specified in T;abting SpecrjicatiwofVJ the Regalw 
Bwic Cou; sr: l&oJalu; Po; mat Training and Testing Specifications for 
Peace Officer Basic Courses, scenario tests are required in some, but 
not all, Levell learning domains. Where a scenario test is required, 
students must demonstrate their proficiency in performing the tasks 
required by the test Proficiency means that the student performed at a 
level that demonstrates that he or she is prepared for entry into a field 
training program. This determination shall be made by the academy. 
Students who fail to clearly demonsb:ate pxoficiency when fitst tested 
shall be ptovided with &J oppmtanity to be tetested. If a student fails to 
demonsb:ate ptofieicuc) ou the second test; the student faifs the Ixvel I 
Moduie. 

Exercise Tests. As specified in T1 aining Sptcificatiousfo; the Regulu; 
Bwic Coal se lrfudulu; Po; mat Training and Testing Specifications for 
Peace Officer Basic Courses. exercise tests are required in some, but not 
all, Level I learning domains. Where an exercise test is required, 
students must demonstrate their proficiency in performing the tasks 
required by the test. Proficiency means that the student performed at a 
level that demonstrates that he or she is prepared for entry into a field 
training program. This determination shall be made by the academy. 
Students who faH to clew}) dcmmisb:ate ptoficicnc) when fitst tested 
shaH be piO¥ided with an oppmtunity to be tctcstcd. Ha student faiis to 
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demons bate pioficiciit) Oil the second test, the student fails the Lcoell 
:Pttodule. 

(6g) Lcax uiug Instructional Activities. As specified in T1 aining Specijicazioas fv; 
the Regula; Basic Co a; se Modalw Po; mat Training and Testing Specifications 
for Peace Offlcer Basic Courses. Ianning instructional activities are required in 
some, but not all, Level I learning domains. Where anlemtring instructional 
activity is required, each student must participate in that activity. A student who 
does not participate in an I em ning instructional activity when given the 
opponunity. fails the Level I Module unless the academy detennines that there 
were extenuating circumstances. Students who do ilOt participate in an lC81uing 
instructional activity due to extenuating circumstances shall be given a second 
opponunity to participate in the same or comparable lem tting activity. If a 
student fails to participate in an lem~tiug instructional activity after being given a 
second opponunity, lbe student fails tbe Level I Module. 

(Hf) Physical Conditioning Program. Students must complete the POST physical 
conditioning program as described in the Basic Academy Physical Conditioning 
Manlltll • 1996. 

(IQ) Physical Abilities Test Battery. At the conclusion of the POST physical 
conditioning program, students shall pass a POST -developed physical abilities 
test battery as described in section 1-3(b!!)(SQ). 

(df) Testing and Training Requirements for the Transition Program-Pilot Format 

The testing and training requirements in this section apply to the courses that POST has certified 
for presentation in the transition program-pilot format [defined in section 1-3(a)(6)(C)]. 
Successful completion of pan I is a required prerequisite for admission to a comprehensive 
examination and pan 2. Completion of pan 2 constitutes satisfaction of the Regular Basic Course 
training requiremenL 

(I) l'~Leaming Objectives. Instruction shall be dclioued provided on all~ 
learning objectives specified in :P;ui;zilzg Specificutiu;ufm the Regula; Basic Coa;se 
Trmni11g and Testing SIN'dfications for Peace Officer Basic Courses as described below: 

(A) Part 1. Instruction on~ learning objectives specified for the Regular Basic 
Course <RBCl in learning domains I through I 0, 15 through I8, 31, 34, 36, 37, 
39, 40, and 42 shall be delivered in AI or CJ courses [as defined in section 1-
3(a)(6)(C)]. 

(B) Part 2. Instruction on ti::Jpia learning objectives specified for the Regular Basic 
Course <RBCJ in learning domains II through I3, 19 through 30, 32, 33, 35, 38, 
and 41shall be delivered by an academy. 

(2) Hourly Requirements. The minimum number of hours of instruction that shall be 
delivered for each learning domain is specified in T• abzbtg SpecificatiUJufo; the Regula; 
Busic CoaJJe Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. The 
total minimum hourly requirement for pan I of the Transition Program. Pilot Format is 
211 hours and 453 hours for pan 2. 
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(3) Papc1 and PuscH 'fwts Testing Requirements. The tests listed below are rnded on a ~. 
pass/fail basjs. Students who fail a test on the first attempt shall: (al be provided with an ___.., 
opportunity to review their test results in a manner that does not compromise test security; 
(b) have a reasonable time. established by the oresenter. to prepare for a retest: and (c) be 
provided with an opoortunitv to be retested with a POST-constructed alternate form of the 
same test. If a student fails the second test in part I of the instructional seouence. the 
student cannot advance to part 2 of the instructional sequence. If the student fails the 
second test in Part 2 of instructional sequence. the student fails the course. 

(A) Knowledge Tests Administered During Part 1 of the lnstnlctionai Sequence. 

(B) 

As specified in T;uining SpecificationJ/v• the Regula; Basic Coa;ae Training 
and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. a POST -constructed 
knowledge test is required in some, but not all, learning domains. Where a 
POST-constructed knowledge test is required in learning domains 1 through 10, 
IS through 18, 31, 36, 37, 39, 40, or42, these required tests are waived in lieu of 
the POST -constructed comprehensive test that must be passed before entering 
part 2 of the instructional sequence. However, a POST -constructed knowledge 
test is required for learning domain 34, First Aid and CPR, which is in the part 1 
instructional sequence. Students who faii the Fitst Aid mtd CPR POST 
consttucted lawwledgc test on the fhst attempt slaztH. (zt? be ptovidcd with rut 
oppmtunil) to Jt tie n theh test tcsults in a umnncr that dues not compzoxnisc test 
sccutit.)·, Eb7 lmwc a Icasonuble time, established by the comsc insbuctot, to 
p1cpme fm a Ittcst, Wid (e) be p:totidcd with an oppwtunil) to be Ietestcd with 
lui :i:dtunatc fmm of the sinnc test. If a ·student fails the second test, the student 
emmet advmltt to pmt2 of the insbuet:iomrl sequence. 

POST -Constructed Comprehensive Test. Students who complete the 
instruction specified in section 1-3(cf)(I)(A) must pass a POST-constructed 
comprehensive test [as defined in section l-3(a)(7)(B)) before advancing to part 
2 of the instructional sequence. The POST -constructed comprehensive test may 
assess knowledge of any of the ~learning objectives specified in learning 
domains I through 10, 15 through 18, 31, 36, 37, 39, 40, and 42. The test shall 
be administered and scored by POST or its agents, not by an academy or · 
community college. Students who fail the POS'f eonsbaeted eompiehutsive test 
011 tbe fust attunpt shtdi. (zt3 be p1o oidcd with infotnmtion about tbeh test 
peifozmance that docs not eompiomisc test sccwity, (b) have a nriuimum of 38 
calendai dd)s (ftom date notification of tesults is mail~ to p1cpme fm a Ietest, 
m1d (c) be provided with rut oppwtunity to be Ictcsted with a POS'f=consbactccl, 
zdtunatc fmnt of tbc smne test. H a student fails the second test; the student 
emmet advmtcc to pAil 2 of the insbuctiomd: sequence. 

(C) POST-Constructed Knowledge Tests Administered During Part 2 of the 
Instructional Sequence. As specified in 11 ainiag SpecificatiOJu fJi the Regulu; 
Basic Cou;se Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic 
Courses, POST-constructed knowledge tests are required in some, but not all, 
learning domains. Where a POST -constructed knowledge test is required in 
learning domains !1 through 13, 19 through 30, 32, 33, 35, 38, or 41, it shall be 
administered by an academy during part 2 of the instructional sequence. Students 
must earn a score on each knowledge test that is equal to or greater than the 
minimum passing score established by POST. StudeuiS who fail a POST 
cooshuctcd knowledge test on the fhst attempt shall. («)be pta ;idcd with m• 
UWW tanilj to IC ;jc W theh test IeSuliS in a JJiilllliU that dow not CUlhptWUisc lest 
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seeu&itj, (b) haec a teasoaable time, established bj the academy, to ptepme fur a 
tctest, and ~c) be ptu;idcd with an oppottunitj to be tctcstcd with a POST 
consb acted, zdtct nate fm m of the same test. If a student fails the second twt; the 
student fails pm t 2 of the insb uctiunzd sequence. 

( 4) Other Tests. 

(A) POST-Developed Report Writing Test. Students who complete the instruction 
specified in section 1·3(df)(I)(A) sha11 be required to pass a POST-developed 
report writing test before advancing to part 2 of the instructional sequence. The 
report writing test assesses the knowledge and skilis required to write Jaw 
enforcement repons. The test shall be administered and scored by POST or its 
agents, not by an academy or community co11ege. Students who fail the POST
developed report writing test on the first attempt shall: (a) be provided with 
information about their test performance that does not compromise test security; 
(b) have a minimum of 30 calendar days (from date notification of results is 
mailed) to prepare for a retest; and (c) be provided with an opportunity to be 
retested with a POST -developed, alternate fonn of the same test. If a student 
fails the second test, the student cannot advance to part 2 of the instructional 
sequence. 

(B) Scenario Tests Administered During Part 2 or the Instructional sequence. 
Where a scenario test is required, students must demonstrate their proficiency in 
performing the tasks required by the test. Proficiency means that the student · 
performed at a level that demonstrates that be or she is prepared for entty into a 
field training program. This determination shaH be made by the academy. 
Students who fail to clearly demonstrate proficiency when first tested shall be 
provided with an opportunity to be retested. If a student fails to demonstrate 
proficiency on the second test, the student fails part 2 of the instructional 
sequence. 

(C) Exercise Tests Administered During Part 1 or the Instructional sequence. 

(D) 

As specified in T•uiaing Specificmiunsfv• the Regalw Bwic Coa;se Training 
and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses, exercise tests are 
required in some, but not all, learning domains. Where an exercise test is 
required in learning domains I through 10, 15 through 18, 31, 34, 36, 37, 39, 40, 
or 42, it shall be administered in conjunction with AJ or CJ courses [as defined in 
section 1·3(a)(6)(B)]. On each required exercise test, students must demonstrate 
their proficiency in performing the tasks required by the test. Proficiency shall be 
determined by the course instructor. Students wbo fail to clearly demonstrate 
proficiency when f'lfSt tested shall be provided with an opportunity to be retested. 
If a student fails lo demonstrate proficiency on the second test, the student cannot 
advance to part 2 of the instructional sequence. 

Exercise Tests Administered During Part 2 of the Instructional Sequence. 
Where an exercise test is required in learning domains II through 13, 19 through 
30, 32, 33, 35, 38, or 41, it shall be administered by an academy. On each 
required exercise test, students must demons.trate their proficiency in performing 
the tasks required by the test. Proficiency means that the student performed at a 
level that demonstrates that be or she is prepared for entry into a field training 
program. This determination shall be made by the academy. Students who fail to 
clearly demonstrate proficiency when first tested shall be provided with an 
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(5) 

opportunity to be retested. If a student fails to demonstrate proficiency on the 
second test, the student fails part 2 of the instructional sequence. 

Leat uiug Instructional Activities in Part 1 of the Instructional Sequence. As 
specified in T; aiaing Specifications fm the Regalu; Basic Cow se Training and Testing 
Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses.lemning instructional activities are 
required in some, but not all, learning domains. Where anlemuing instructional activity is 
required in learning domains 1 through 10, 15 through 18, 31, 34, 36, 37, 39, 40, or 42, 
the opportunity to participate in that activity shall be provided in conjunction with AJ or 
CJ courses [as defined in section l-3(a)(6)(B)]. Students who do not participate in an 
Jcmning instructional activity due to extenuating circumstances shall be given a second 
opportunity to participate in the same or" comparable lemuing activity. If a student fails 
to participate in an leaming instructional activity after being given a second opportunity, 
the student cannot advance to part 2 of the instructional sequence. 

' (6) beat uiug Instructional Activities in Part 2 of the Instructional Sequence. Where an 

(7) 

lemning instructional activity is required in learning domains 11 through 13, 19 through 
30, 32, 33, 35, 38, or 41, the opportunity to participate in that activity shall be provided by 
an academy during part 2 of the instructional sequence. A student who does not 
participate in an lemniug instructional activity when given the opportunity, fails part 2 of 
the instructional sequence unless the academy determines that there were extenuating 
circumstances. Students who do not participate in an lemning instructional activity due to 
extenuating circumstances shall be given a second opportunity to participate in the same 
or a-comparable leazning activity. If a student fails to participate in an lcmuing 
instructional activity after being given a second opportunity, the student fails part 2 of the 
instructional sequence. 

Physical Conditioning Program. Students shall complete the POST physical 
conditioning program at an academy during part 2 of the instructional sequence. 
Requirements for completing the program are described in the Basic Academy Physical 
Conditioning Manual- 1996. 

(8) Physical Abilities Test Battery. At the conclusion of the POST physical conditioning 
program, students shall pass a POST-developed physical abilities test battery as described 
in section 1-3(bg)(S2). 

(9) Additional Criteria for Applicants Entering Part 2 of the Instructional Sequence. In 
addition to other minimum requirements for attendance of a Regular Basic Course, 
apP.licants to part 2 of the instructional sequence must receive a minimum passing score 
on the POST -constructed comprehensive test and the POST -developed report writing test. 
Presenters of part 2 shall verify with POST that these minimum testing scores have been 
met. Academies may establish additional criteria for entering part 2 of the instructional 
sequence. 

(10) Additional Requirements for Completing Part 2 of the Instructional Sequence. 
POST has established minimum, statewide training standards for completing the Regular 
Basic Course in the transition program-pilotfonnat. However, local conditions may 
justify additional training requirements or higher performance standards than those 
established by POST. This may include but is not limited to the use of higher minimum 
passing scores on POST -constructed knowledge tests. 
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(II) Administration, Scoring, and Processing of the POST -Constructed Comprehensive 
Test and the POST -Developed Report Writing Test. The procedures for taking the 
POST -constructed comprehensive test and the POST -developed report writing test are 
described below: 

(A) Requirements for Taking the Tests. To be eligible to take the POST
constructed comprehensive test and the POST -developed report writing test. 
students must successfully complete part I of the instructional sequence. In 
addition, the student must provide an official copy of his/her community college 
transcript(s), indicating successful completion of all AJ/CJ courses that 
incorporate POST -certified part 1 testing and training requirements specified in 
sections 1-3(df)(l) to 1-3(df)(5), inclusive, and an attestation signed by the 
community college AJ/CJ department head that the student met or exceeded these 
part I testing and training requirements. 

(B) Application to Take the Tests. A request to take the tests must be submitted to 
POST in writing. The request must include the applicant's full name, social 
security number, mailing address, and telephone number. The request must also 
include the name of the community college(s) where the part 1 curriculum was 
completed and the dates of attendance. Applicants must arrange for the 
community college(s) to send the applicant's community college transcript(s) 
directly to POST. The transcript(s) must be accompanied by an attestation(s) as 
described in section (df)(II)(A). Both the transcript(s) and attestation(s) must 
include the applicant's full name, social security number, and mailing address. 
Receipt by POST of the written request, the applicant's transcript(s) and the 
community college AJ/CJ department head's attestation(s) completes the 
application process. 

(C) Notification of Eligibility. POST shall notify applicants that they are either 
eligible or ineligible to take the tests within 30 calendar days of the day on which 
the application process is completed. If the applicant is not eligible to take the 
test. the notification shall state the reasons for the applicant's ineligibillty. 

(D) Scheduling. Applicants who are eligible to take the tests shall be scheduled for 
the tests within 90 calendar days of the day on which the application process was 
completed. Applicants shall be notified of the time and date of the tests at least 
30 calendar days prior to the day on which the tests will be administered. 

(E) Notification of Test Results. Applicants shall be notified in writing of their test 
results, pass or fail, within 30 calendar days of taking the tests. For examinees 
who failed the test, POST shall identify those areas where the examinees' 
performance was below average. 

(F) Failure on the First Attempt. Examinees who fail either or both tests on their 
first attempt may submit a written request to be retested. The request to retest 
must include the applicant's full name, social security number, mailing address, 
and telephone number. The request must also include the date and location 
where the examinee was originally tested. 

(G) Retesting. POST shall retest examinees who fail a test on their rust attempt no 
later than 90 calendar days after the examinee has submitted a written request to 
be retested. 
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(H) Notification of Retest Results. Examinees shall be notified of their test results 
within 30 calendar days of the day on which they were retested. 

(I) Failure on the Second AttempL Examinees who fail either test on their second 
attempt shall not be retested and cannot advance to part 2 of the instructional 
sequence. 

(eg) Testing and Training Requirements for the Reserve Format 

The testing and training requirements in this section apply to the four-part reserve format [as 
defined in section 1-3(a)(6)(B-Q)] for completing the Regular Basic Course. Successful completion 
of these four training modules fulfills the requirements for the Regular Basic Course. 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

ModuJe A. Course content is specified in Commission Procedure H-5, incorporated by 
reference into Commission Regulation 1007. 

ModuJe B. Course content is specified in Commission Procedure H-5, incorporated by 
reference into Commission Regulation 1007. Module A is a prerequisite to Module B. 

ModuJe C. Course content is specified in Commission Procedure H-5, incorporated by 
reference into Commission Regulation 1007. Module B is a prerequisite to Module C. 

ModuJe D. Course content is specified in Training Specifications for the Reserve 
Training Module "D". ' 

(A) Module D Terminology 

L Learning Domain. An instructional unit that covers related subject 
matter. Training soecifications for each learning domain include 
instructional goals, topics. and hourly requirements. Training 
specifications for a domain also may include learning activities and 
testing reauirements. 

,6,. Instructional Goal. A general statement of the results that instruction 
js supoosed to produce . 

.l. Topic. A word or phrase that succinctly describes subject maner 
associated with an instructional goal. 

4. . Learning Activity. An activity designed to achieve or facilitate one or 
more instructional goals. Students participating in a learning activity 
may be coached and! or nrovided feedback, but unlike tests, learning 
activities are not graded on a pass-fail basis. 

2. TesL An evaluation of the extent to which students have achieve one or 
more instructional goals. Tests are graded on a pass/fail basis. There 
are four types of tests that are used in Module D: 

00 POST -Constructed Knowledge TesL A POST -constructed. 
paper-and-penciltestthat measures acquisition of knowledge 
required to achieve one or more instructional goals. 
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ill Scenario Test. A job-simulation test that measure acquisition 
of complex psychomotor and decision making skills required to 
achieve one more instructiona1 goals. 

1£1 Physical Abilities Test. A POST -developed test of physical 
abilities described in the Basic Academy Physical Conditioning 
Manual- 1996. · 

!!!l Exercise Test. Any test other than a POST -constructed 
!cnowledge test. scenario test. or physical abilities test that 
measures the acquisition of knowledge and/or skills required to 
achieve one more instructional goals. There are two kinds of 
exercise tests: ()) A POST -developed reoort writing test which 
is administered and scored under POSTs direct suoervision. 
and (2) All other exercise tests which are administered and 
scored by the academv. 

6. Test-Use and Security Agreement. An agreement between a Regular 
Basic Course presenter and POST that identifies the terms and 
conditions under which a presenter may acquire and use soecific POST
constructed !cnowledge. scenario and exercise tests. Failure to accept or 
abide by the terms and conditions of such agreement is grounds for 
decertification in accordance with POST Regulation 1057 . 

.all Prerequisites. Each applicant to a Reserve Training Module "D" course must 
present proof of the following prerequisites to the training presenter's 
satisfaction. 

1. Successful completion of reserve modules A, B and C with a combined 
minimum total of 222 hours. 

2. Successful completion (within the last 3 years) of the First Aid and CPR 
training requirements for public safety personnel as prescribed by the 
Emergency Medical Services Authority (EMSA) and set forth in the 
California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Division 9, Chapter 1.5, 
§100005-§10()028. 

(Bg Abbreviated Course. Module "D" may be presented in an abbreviated course of 
fewer hours than specified in Training Specifications for the Reserve Training 
Module "D"- 1995, when an academy presenter demonstrates through submittal 
of a course outline comparison that the hours in Module "D" can be reduced 
because some required topics and hours, learning activities, scenarios, or 
exercises in the academy's previously presented Modules A, B and C have 
included the Module "D" required topics and hours, learning activities, scenarios, 
or exercises. All students accepted to an abbreviated Module "D" course shall 
have previously satisfied the omitted Module "D" requirements in their Modules 
A, B and C training. 

(€ill Topics. Academies shall deliver instruction on all topics specified in Training 
Specifications for the Reserve Training Module "D". 

Hourly Requirements. The minimum number of hours of instruction that shall 
be delivered for each domain is specified in Training Specifications for the 
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Reserve Training Module "D". The total minimum hourly requirement for 
Module D is 442 hours. 

(EEl POST -Constructed Knowledge Tests. As specified in Training Specifications 
for the Reserve Training Module "D", POST-<:onstructed knowledge tests are 
required in some, but not all, learning domains. Where a POST -<:onstructed 
knowledge test is required, students must earn a score equal to or greater than the 
minimum passing score established by POST. Students who fail a POST
constructed knowledge test on the ftrSt attempt shall: (a) be provided with an 
opportunity to review their test results in a manner that does not compromise test 
security; (b) have a reasonable time, established by the academy, to prepare for a 
retest; and (c) be provided with an opportunity to be retested with a POST
constructed, alternate form of the same test. H a student fails the second test. the 
student fails Module D. 

(FQ) Scenario Tests. As specified in Training Specifications for the Reserve Training 
Module "D", scenario tests are required in some, but not all, learning domains. 
Where a scenario test is required, students must demonstrate their proficiency in 
performing the tasks required by the test. Proficiency means that the student 
performed at a level that demonstrates that he or she is prepared for entry into a 
field training program. lbis determination shall be made by the academy. 
Students who fail to clearly demonstrate proficiency when ftrSt tested shall be 
provided with an opportunity to be retested. H a student fails to demonstrate 
proficiency on the second test, the student fails Module D. 

(6!!) Exercise Tests. As specified in Training Specifications for the Reserve Training 
Module "D", exercise tests are required in some, but not all, learning domains. 
Where an exercise test is required, students must demonstrate their proficiency in eJ 
performing the tasks required by the test. Proficiency means that the student ) 
performed at a level that demonstrates that he or she is prepared for entry into a 
field training program. lbis determination shall be made by the academy. 
Students who fail to clearly demonstrate proficiency when firSt tested shall be 
provided with an opportunity to be retested. H a student fails to demonstrate 
proficiency on the second test, the student fails Module D. 

(H!) Learning Activities. As specified in Training Specifications for the Reserve 
Training Module "D", learning activities are required in some, but not all, 
learning domains. Where a learning activity is required, each student must parti
cipate in that activity. A s.tudent who does not participate in a learning activity 

. when given the opportunity. fails Module D unless the academy determines that 
there were extenuating circumstances. Students who do not participate in a 
learning activity due to extenuating circumstances shall be given a second 
opportunity to participate in the same or a comparable learning activity. If a 
student fails to participate in a learning activity after being given a second 
opportunity, the student fails Module D. 

(f!) Physical Conditioning Program. Students must complete the POST physical 
conditioning program as described in the Basic Academy Physical Conditioning 
Manual-1996. 
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D-1-4 continued 

(:fK) Physical Abilities Test Battery. At the conclusion of the POST physical 
conditioning program, students shall pass a POST -developed physical abilities 
test battery as described in section I -3(b!!)(~. 

1-5. Specialized Investigators' Basic Course Definitions and Requirements: The tenus used to describe testing 
and trairrlng requirements are defined in paragraph 1-S(a). Testing and trairrlng requirements are described in 
paragraph 1-S(b). Testing, trairring, content and hourly requirements are provided in detail in Training and Testing 
Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses and Training Specifications for the Specialized Investigators' Basic 
Course. Requirements for reporting successful course completion are contained in Comtrrlssion Regulation 1055(i). 

(a) Def"mitions of Terms Used to Describe Testing and Training Requirements 

(!) 

(2) 

(~ 

(52) 

Learning Domain. An instructional urrit that covers related subject mallet. Trairring 
specifications for each learning domain include instructional goals or learning needs. 
topics Or Jearrring objectives, and hourly requirements. Trairrlng specifications for a 
domain also may include learning or instructional activities and testing requirements. 

Instructional Goal. A general statement of the results that instruction is supposed to 
produce. · 

Learning Need. A general statement justifying the training for a specific learning 
domain. 

Topic or Learning Objective. A word or phrase that succinctly describes subject mallet 
associated with an instructional goal or learning need: 

Test. An evaluation of the extent to which students have achieved one or more 
instructional goals or learning objectives. Tests are graded on a pass/fail basis. Three 

. types of tests may be used in the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course: 

(A) POST -Constructed Knowledge Test. A POST -constructed, paper-and-pencil 
test that measures acquisition of knowledge required to achieve one ot more 
insb ucliomd goals learning objectives in a single learning domain. 

(B) Scenario Test. A job-simulation test that measures acquisition of complex 
psychomotor and decision making skills required to.achieve one ot more 
insb uctionzd gotds learning objectives. 

(C) Exercise Test. Any test other than a POST -constructed knowledge test or 
scenario test that measures the acquisition of knowledge and/or skills required to 
achieve one or more instructional goals or learning objectives. There are two 
kinds of exercise tests:(!) a POST-developed report writing test which is 
administered and scored under POSTs supervision, and (2) All other exercise 
tests are admirristered and scored by the trairrlng presenters. 

Learning or Instructional Activity. An activity designed to achieve or facilitate one or 
more instructional goals or learning objectives. Students participating in a learrring m: 
instructional activity may be coached and/or provided feedback, but unlike tests, learrring 
or instructional activities are not graded on a pass-fail basis. 
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(6]) Test-Item Security Agreement. An agreement between a training presenter and POST ... 
that identifies the terms and conditions under which the training presenter may acquire and 
use specific POST-constructed knowledge. scenario and exercise tests. Failure to accept 
or abide by the terms and conditions of such agreement is grounds for decertification in 
accordance with POST Regulation 1057. 

(b) Testing and Training Requirements 

(1) Topics. Training presenters shall provide instruction on all topics and learning objectives 
as specified in Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses and 
Training Specifications for the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course. 

(2) Hourly Requirements. The minimum number of hours of instruction that shall be 
delivered for each learning domain js specified in the Training and Testing Specifications 
for Peace Officer Basic Courses and Training Specifications for the Specialized 
Investigators' Basic Course. The total minimum hourly requirement for the Specialized 
Investigators' Basic Course is 587 hours. 

ill Testing Reauirements. The tests listed below are graded on a pass/fail basis. Students 
who fail a test on the first attemot shall: Cal be orovided with an oooortunity to reyiew 
their test results in a manner that does not compromise test security: (b) have a reasonable 
time, established by the training presenter. to prepare for a retest: and (c) be provided with 
an opoortunity to be retested with an alternate form of the same test. If the student fails 
the second test. the student fails the course. 

POST -Constructed Knowledge Tests. As specified in Training and Testing 
Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses and Training Specifications for 
the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course, POST -<:onstructed knowledge tests 
are required in some, but not all, learning domains. Where a POST -<:onstructed 
knowledge test is required, students must earn a score equal to or greater than the 
minimum passing score established by POST. Students who faiJ a POS'F 
coustrueted lawwlcdge test on the fnst attempt shaH. (a) be p1owitied with WI 
oppoztanil) to Itticw theh test tcsuits in a nmmw that dow not tWI4'IOIIiise test 
s"wil:), (bJ ha•c a teasonablc time, csbtblishcd by the ttaining ptcsentu, to 

p1epmc fcit a tetest, mid te) be pta ;ided with au oppwtunity to be tetestcd with a 
POS'f=consttucted, altunatc fozni of the smne test H a student fails the second 
test; tbc student fails the eowse. 

fflll.. Scenario Tests. As specified in Training and Testing Specificatians for Peace 
Officer Basic Courses and Training Specifications for the Specialized 
Investigators' Basic Course, scenario tests are required in some, but not all, 
learning domains. Where a scenario test is required, students must demonstrate 
their proficiency in perfonning the tasks required by the test. Proficiency means 
that the student performed at a level acceptable to the presenter. Students who 
fziil to clanly dcnronsbhtc pioficieuey when fitst tested shall be ptotiticd with Ali 

oppm tunity to be tctwtcd: If a student fails to dwnousttatc pzoficieucy on the 
second test, the studw1t fails the coaiSe. 

~- Exercise Tests. As specified in Training and Testing Specifications (or Peace 
Officer Basic Courses and Training Specifications for the Specialized 
Investigators' Basic Course, exercise tests are required in some, but not all, 
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learning domains. Where an exercise test is required, students must demonstrate 
· their proficiency in performing the tasks required by the test. Proficiency means 
that the student performed at a level acceptable to the presenter. Students who 
fail to clcatlj dcJnonsbate pioficicucy wlitJJ fitst tested shzrll be p;ovidcd with m1 

oppmtuuits to be retested. If a student fails tv dcmoust:tatc pzoficienq on tbe 
second twt, dJC student fails the coutse. 

(3-!) Learning or Instructional Activities. As specified in Training and Testing 
Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses and Training Specifications for the 
Specialized Investigators' Basic Course, learning or instructional activities are required in 
some, but not all, learning domains. Where a learning or inStructional activity is required, 
each student must participate in that activity. A student who does not participate in a 
learning or instructional activity when given the opponunity. fails the course unless the 
training presenter determines that there were extenuating circumstances. Students wbo do 
not participate in a learning or instructional activity due to extenuating circumstances shall 
be given a second opponunity to participate in the same or a comparable lemning activity. 
If a student fails to participate in a learning or instructional activity after being given a 
second opponunity, the student fails the course. 

('T2) Training Presenter Requirements. POST has established minimum, statewide training 
standards for the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course. However, local conditions may 
justify additional training requirements or higher performance standards than those 
established by POST. This may include but is not limited to the use of higher minimum 
passing scores on POST -constructed knowledge tests. 

Single Presenter. The Svecialized Investigators' Basic Course shall be completed under 
the sponsorship of one presenter unless POST has approved a contractual agreement 
dividing responsibility for the deHvering the training between multiple presenters. 

Subparagraph 1-1 adopted and incorporated by reference into Commission Regulation I 005 effective September 26. 
!990, amended January 14, 1994, August 7, 1996;and September 25, 1998 and * 

Subparagraph 1-3 adopted and incorporated by reference into Commission Regulation !005 on April IS, 1982, and 
amended on January 24, 1985, September 26, 1990, January 14, !994, July 16, 1994, December 16, 1994, August 
16, 1995, August 7,1996, November 27, 1996, February 22, 1997, August 17, 1997, and December4, 1997'"'. an...,.d __ 

* 

Subparagraph 1-5 adopted and incorporated by reference into Commission Regulation 1005 on October 20, 1983, 
and amended on September 26, 1990, October 27, 1991, January 14, 1994, and May 7, 1995 and * 
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Attachment E 

Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training 

POST ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL 

1005. Minimum Standards for Training 

All text continued 

PAM section D-1-1 adopted effective September 26, 1990 and amended January 14, 1994, and August 7, 
1996 and • is herein incorporated by reference. 

PAM section D-1-3 adopted effective April15, 1982, and amended January 24, 1985, September 26, 1990, 
January 14, 1994, July 16, 1994, December 16, 1994, August 16, 1995, August 7, 1996, November 27, 
1996, February 22, 1997, August 17, 1997, and December 4, 1997 and • is herein 
incorporated by reference. 

PAM section D-1-5 adopted effective October 20, 1983, and amended September 26, 1990, October 27, 
1991, January 14, 1994 and May 7, 1995 and • is herein incorporated by reference. 

The document, T;uiaiag Speclficutiwu F01 the Regalw Basic Coal se July 199:1 adopted effective 
Jauuwy 14, 1994 and wnw&dcd Juiy 16, 1994, Deccnrbet 16, 1994, m1d Augastl2, 1995 is hctcin 
incmpwatcd bj tcfcrcuce. Hris document was Icp.ublishcd inl995 as T;abzi;zg Specificatio;u Fe• The 
Regula; Basic Coa;se adopted cffccti;c August 16, 1995, and mncnded cffccti;c August29, 1995, August 
~. 1995, Scptcmbw 28, 1995, ?iowentbet 18, 1995, Febiamy 17, 1996, lulmch 29, 1996, :MUJ 17, 1996, 
Deccnrbez 13, 1996, Februmy 12, 1997, ltfmch IS, 199i\ lvfay 16, 1997, Julj 5, 1997, JmtUWJ 14, 1998, 
Aptilll, 1998, and Oetobu 27, 1998 is hweiu iuempozated by zcfczcnec. 

The document. Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. adopted effective 
* is herein incomorated by reference. 

The document, Training Specifications for the Specialized Investigators' Basic Course- 1995 adopted 
effective May 7, 1995, and amended • and • is herein incorporated by 
reference. 
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Attachment F 

Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training 

POST ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL 

1007. Reserve Officer Minimum Standards and Waiver of Training Requirements for 
Modules B and/or C. 

All text continued 

PAM Section D-1-1. adopted effective July I, 1999 ;;anwdL!!lami!!Eenwd.!>e;yd __ •;_ __ is herein incorporated by 
reference. 

PAM Section D-1-3. adopted effective July I, 1999 ;;anwdL!!lami!!Eenwd.!>edi!L.. __ •;_ __ is herein incorporated by 
reference. 

PAM Section D-1-5. adopted effective July I, 1999 ;;anwd"-"!ami!!Eenwd.!>edi!L.. __ •;_ __ is herein incorporated by 
reference. 

The document, 'F;ainiag Specificutiu;ufv; the Regalw Bwic CoaJJt Afodul:w FOJnwt adopted cffccthc 

The document. Training and Testing Specifications for Peace Officer Basic Courses. adopted effective 
* is herein incomorated by reference. · 
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COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 
Agenda Item 
Report and Presentation on Basic Course Workbook Project July 20, 2000 

Bureau 
Basic Training Bureau Mickey Bennett 

Date 
June 27, 2000 

Financial Impact: Yes (See Anelysls for details) 

0 Information Only Qtatus Repon 

ISSUE 

This is the fmal report and presentation on the Student Workbook Instruction System development. 

BACKGROUND 

In June 1993, a Management Fellow began research into the use of student workbooks in the Regular Basic 
Course. The results of that research were included in a report, Basic Course Student Workbook Project. The 
report was presented at the January, 1994 Commission meeting. 

At the July 1994 meeting, the Commission approved a Request for Proposal (RFP) be prepared to obtain cost 
estimates for developing workbooks for six learning domains. 

At the November 1994 meeting, the Commission approved a contract with International Computers and 
Teleco=unications (ICT) to develop the six pilot workbooks. 

At the July 1996 meeting, the Commission received a report on the pilot workbook project and authorized 
converting the instructional materials from the Regular Basic Course to the Student Workbook Instruction 
System. 

At the November 1996 meeting, the Commission was presented with a Report and Recommendations to 
Expand the Student Workbook Pilot Project. The report included: 

"The pilot workbooks have exceeded initial expectations despite the development delays. Because of the 
obvious utility of the workbooks, staff and training presenters are enthusiastic about the potential of the system 
to meet emerging training demands. Many of the advantages to the .student workbooks are consistent with the 
directions emerging from the strategic planning process. Student workbooks and accompanying instructor 
guides will: 

• Provide the student and instructor with professionally designed curriculum and lesson plans that 
standardize the delivery of instruction 
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• Discourage instructor lectures and as an alternative provide student learning activities based on 
adult learning strategies 

• Be a cost-effective method of supporting basic training and provide an opportunity to market 
POST training nationwide 

• Provide a new method to deliver basic training in the field training program 

• Aid the development of tests which is a critical step in moving from stan(iards based upon 
training requirements to standards based upon competency 

• Upgrade other existing basic training programs" 

The Commission upon receipt of the report authorized a RFP to convert all of the Regular Basic Course 
instructional materials to the Student Workbook Instructional System. 

At the January 1997 meeting, the Commission authorized a contract with JWK International Corporation 
to develop the Student Workbook Instructional System. The contract was to convert the remaining 35 
learning domains within a three-year period. At the same meeting, the Commission also authorized a 
contract with the Office of State Publishing (OSP) for printing, packaging and distribution of basic 
training instructor materials to academies. The instructor package provides instructors with all the 
materials needed to teach the course including 30 minute training videos. 

At the March, 1999 meeting, the Commission expanded the role of the Office of State Publishing to 
include: 1) video duplication, printing, packaging, and distributing basic training instructor materials to 
Jaw enforcement academies, 2) developing a pilot program to deliver selected student workbooks and 
instructor materials to academies and law enforcement agencies using CD-ROM techllology and the 
Internet, and 3) developing a Digital Archive System to store and track instructional curriculum. 

At the July 1999 meeting, the Commission approved the expansion of the Basic Course Student 
Workbook Instructional System to include four additional student workbooks for the Specialized 
Investigator's Basic Course (SIBC). The proposed workbooks to be developed for specialized training 
materials are: LD 60- Vehicle Operations and Surveillance, LD 61- Administrative Procedures, 
Affidavits, Court Orders, and Warrants, LD 62 - Case Management and Sources oflnformation, and LD 
63 - Computer Crime/Seizure. 

Under the stewardship of Associate Government Program Analyst Shirley Paulson and Senior 
Consultant Jody Buna, the three year contract with JWK International was brought to a successful 
conclusion. The contract was completed within budget. All82 documents (41 Student Workbooks and 
41 corresponding Instructor Guides) have been delivered to POST. 

ANALYSIS 

The success of the workbooks is directly related to the intense and dedicated work from hundreds of 
academy subject matter experts, the JWK consultants, and POST staff. The combined efforts created a 
new instructional system and the workbooks marked the beginning of a new era. The workbooks are 
specifically designed for today's students and focus on their learning needs. In the past, the POST Unit 
Guides frequently only documented the changes which the field had already implemented in their Basic 
Course presentations. Now the Student Workbook Instructional System drives all the changes to ., 
curriculum, instructional techniques, and testing. The workbooks are the central focus of the Basic '-J 
Course. 



.The workbooks have incorporated today's instructional methodology, including Adult Learning C .::oncepts. Adult learning principles are embedded in the eight key elements which include: chapter 
· learning need; chapter objectives; chapter content; examples and non-examples; synopsis; learning 

activities; self assessment exercise; and glossary. 

The Basic Course Student Workbook Instructional System has received overwhelming support from the 
Basic Course Consortium, instructors and students. The support has been generated because: 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

~. 
• 
• 
• 
• 

For the first time, students have training documents for every portion of the Regular Basic 
Course 

A statewide, standardized training presentation system has been created 

Workbooks support instructor's lecture, discussions and learning activities 

Workbooks reduce lecture time and increase opportunity for learning activities 

Each workbook is available at the low cost of $3.80 

The workbooks are shipped within 5 days of an order 

All students have easy and equal access to study materials 

Remediation training is now easier 

All POSTRAC test questions are aligned to the workbooks and defendable 

Academy Directors report that test scores have improved 

Ensures that legislative mandated training is presented 

There is now an instructor support system, including videos 

Workbooks are being sold to out-of-state trairiers and recouping some development costs 

The success of the program is demonstrated by the increase in sales to our clients since OSP began 
publishing the workbooks. Since the workbooks are voluntary support documents to the Regular Basic 
Course and not required, the increase of sales is reflective of the value provided to the academy students. 
OSP has sold workbooks for two fiscal years. The total number sold is: 

• 1998/1999-92,161 workbooks 
• 1999/2000- over 250,000 workbooks 

POST has also received numerous student workbook inquiries from other state POST organizations. 
Most recently POST was visited by Wyoming Peace Officer Standards and Training. POST has also 
received inquiries from Canada and Great Britain. 

This report is provided for the Commission's information and comment. 
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COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 
llem 

Report on Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Command College August 23, 2000 

for Leadership Development Ken Whitman Staff 

r 21-tl) August 8, 2000 

Financial Impact 0 VM (See Analpla tar dallllla) 

0 ln1Drrn811on Only 0No ' 

ISSUE: 

The Commission directed staff to study the cost-benefits of the Law Enforcement Command 
College and to provide a report at the August 2000 meeting. 

BACKGROJJND: 

At the January 2000 meeting, Commissioner Hunt requested that staff study the cost-benefits of 
the Command College. The review focused on the Command College, but also included the 
Robert Presley Institute of Criminal Investigation (ICI), the Master Instructor Development 
Program (MIDP), and the Sherman Block Supervisory Leadership Institute (SBSLI). The report 
was presented to the Long Range Planning Committee at its April 7, 2000, meeting and to the 
Commission at its April27, 2000 and July 20,2000 meetings. 

The staff report provided instructional and presentation costs for each of the programs for the 
period from FY 1994/95 through FY 1998/99, excluding the cost of reimbursement The 
analysis included total program costs, including per student and per student-hour costs, and a 
.description of graduates of each program. A contract with the San Diego Regional Training 
Center (SDRTC) provides administrative support for several of executive training programs. 
The Command College is one of the programs that is administered through the contract 

ANALYSIS: 

After discussion at the July 20, 2000 meeting, staff was directed to gather additional information 
on Command College costs. Attachment A contains a description of the budget categories for 
the Command College program for Fiscal Years 1994 through 2000. Attachment A-1 provides a 
summary of the expenditures for the Command College program for fiscal years 1994 through 
2000. 
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~.. The Command College is generally perceived as a high profile, executive training program. 
However, the guidelines, policies and requirements concerning costs and reimbursement for all 
mandated and in-service, technical training apply equally to the Command College. 
Reimbursement for travel and per diem is fixed for all training courses, including the Command 
College, and is paid without regard for the rank or assignment of a student. Each year, as a new 
contract with the SDRTC is proposed, the Commission has the opportunity to review 
expenditures for the Command College. Historically, accommodations, resources, and 
expenditures for the Command College program are consistent with those that available for other 
training programs. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

This report is for information and discussion. 



-. . 

ATIACHMENT A 

LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMAND COLLEGE BUDGET CATEGORIES 

During each fiscal year the delivery of the Command College program is supported by a contract 
with the San Diego Regional Training Center (SDRTC). Command College administration and 
support is one element of the contract that includes other executive training programs. Budget 
categories for the Command College are described in the following paragraphs. 

CONfERENCE/FACILITIES RENTAL 

This category includes the rental of meeting rooms at Quails Inn in San Marcos. The cost is 
$250 per day and includes the main meeting room and two smaller breakout rooms. In addition, 
Quails Inn secures and stores all computer and projection equipment between sessions at no 
additional cost. 

CURRICULUM DE\fELOPMENTIREVISIQNS 

This category includes the costs that are associated with instructional design and revisions to 
curriculum. Each faculty member is required to regularly review their material in preparation for 
each new session to make sure it is updated and reflects current events. In addition, lead 
instructors and POST staff meet regularly to ensure consistency and coordination with the 
curriculum. Significant costs were generated in this area during the 1995/1997 fiscal years as the 
Command College program was completely revised and the new format developed 

PROGRAM SUPPORT EXPENSES 

This budget category includes all costs that are necessary to deliver the program. The costs 
include instructor travel and per diem, printing, subscriptions, research books, Internet service, 
the application and selection process, journal and article review, communications with the 
student and agencies, POST membership in professional organizations, and the grsduation. 

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY 

This category includes all of the Instructor/Faculty costs to provide instruction and to coordinate 
and facilitate each class session. These Instructor/Faculty costs are reviewed annually. The daily 
rates range from $250 to $1 500 which are comparable with industry-wide standards. 

REIMB!JRSEMENI 

The daily reimbursement rate for the Command College is the same as for all other training 
courses. The current rate, effective July I, 2000, is $124 per day which includes $84 for lodging 
and $40 for meals and incidentals. The Quails Inn charges the state rate of $84 per night for 
those trainees attending the Command College program. 



(. PER STUPENT COST 

POST staff reviewed the costs for two separate Command College classes. One of the classes 
was presented under the original 320-hour format (Class 21) and the other class was presented 
under the new 240-hour format (Class 28). 

Original Format (FY 93-95) 
Class #21 Presentation Costs: $59,641 Graduates: 27 

New Format (FY 98-99) 
Class #28 Presentation Costs: $65,786 Graduates: 20 

Student Cost: $ 2,208 
Hourly Cost: 6 

Student Cost: $ 3,289 
Hourly Cost: 12 
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ATTACHMENT A-1 

LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMAND COLLEGE BUDGET CATEGORIES 

Fiscal Year 1994195 
Conference/Facilities Rental 
Curriculum Development/Revisions 
Support Expenses 
Instructional Delivery 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Fiscal Xear 1995196 
Conference/Facilities Rental 
Curriculum Development/Revisions 
Support Expenses 
Instructional Delivery 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Fiscal Xear 1996/97 
Conference/Facilities Rental 
Curriculum Development/Revisions 
Support Expenses 
Instructional Delivery 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Fiscal Year 1997/98 
Conference/Facilities Rental 
Curriculum Development/Revisions 
Support Expenses 
Instructional Delivery 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Fiscal Year 1998/99 
Conference/Facilities Rental 
Curriculum Development/Revisions 
Support Expenses 
Instructional Delivery 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

$ 14,730.24 
$ 12,371.00 
$76,575.16 
$63,376.50 

$167,052.90* 

$ 10,835.65 
$ 16,171.38 
$80,663.38 
$42,157.50 

$149,827.91* 

$ 16,021.26 
$24,210.49 
$63,690.56 
$61,347.74 

$165,270.05* 

$ 16,582.23 
$ 10,204.19 
$34,376.57 
$73,657.10 

$134,820.09* 

$ 16,497.93 
$ 9,333.75 
$38,782.90 
$62,594.25 

$127,208.83* 



(. 
LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMAND COLLEGE BUDGET CATEGORIES 

Fisal Year 199912000 
Conference/Facilities Rental 
Curriculum Development/Revisions 
Support Expenses 
Instructional Delivery 
Course Manager (New Category) 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

$ 16,329.05 
$ 9,707.50 
$ 33,650.49 
$53,432.50 
$ 9,831.25 

$122,950.79• 

• Includes Indirect Contract Administration Cost of 10% 
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COMMISSiON ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

on Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Command College July 20, 2000 

Steff 

19,2000 

Financial Impact 0 Yes (See Analysla far Delalll 

D Decision Requesled "D!!' Information Only 0 StaiUs report 

ISSUE; 

The Commission directed staff to study the cost-benefits of the Law Enforcement Command Co~Iege amd to 
provide a report at the July 2000 meeting. 

BAGKGRQUND: 

At the January 2000 meeting, Commissioner Hunt requested a study of the cost-benefits of the C(,111111'Wl<f 
College. The review focused on the Command College, but also included the Robert Presley IDstitute of 
Criminal Investigation (ICI), the Master Instructor Development Program (MIDP), and the Sherman Block 
Slltlle!'Visol:V Leadership Institute (SBSLI). The study was completed and a report was presemed to the Long 
IWtJ~e Planning Committee at its April 7, 2000 meeting. 

The staff report provided instructional and presentation costs for each of the programs for the period fi:om FY 
1994/95 through FY 1998/99, excluding the cost of reimbursement. The analysis included total program al&ts. 
including per student and per student-hour costs, and a description of graduates of each program. The 
consensus of the Committee was to suggest tha~ staff explore less costly training coumes as an alternative to the 
MIDP. After discussion, the. Committee received and approved the report. 

At the April 27, 2000 meeting there was further discussion on this issue and Commissioner Co'bb requested tftat 
the report be brought before the full Commission for further discussion at the July 2000 meeting. 

ANALYSIS; 

The Law Enforcement Command College is one of four POST -presented programs developed to provide a 
training continuum that spans all levels of law enforcement personnel. The report to the Long Range Planning 
Committee provided the review of all four programs. A copy of the report is included as Attacln:nentA. 

During the Long Range Planning Committee meeting much of the discussion centered arolilld the MIDP. The 
committee was also briefed on a planned review of the MIDP. At the April2000 meeting the Commission 
approved the amendment of the existing MIDP contract to redirect funds to an intensive evaluation of the 
program. The comprehensive in-depth evaluation of the program has begun and the review will be fucused on: 
( 1) the alignment of process and curriculum with program goals and outcomes, and {2) quality of candidate 
recruitment, selection, and retention activities. The San Diego Regional Training Center (SDRTC) will also 
conduct an extensive survey of master instructors that have completed the program. The focus of this part of 
the evaluation will be assessment of the degree to which master instructors have been and continue to be 
involved in training activities. SDRTC will also perform a self-assessment of recruitment, selection. and 
retention activities. 



As part of the overall instructor development issue POST, in collaboration with the Santa Rosa Training Center and 
the Chancellor's Office of Community Colleges, presented Symposium 2000, a conference for public safety 

.tructors on May 8-10, 2000. The Symposium, designed to assist instructors in the development of their teachiD' 
Wills, was attended by approximately 175 instructors. The workshops at the Symposium also showcased the MIL 

since the majority of the workshop instructors were MIDP graduates. Evaluations repeatedly cited the greatest 
strength of the program as the "knowledgeable instructors." 

A recent article in the California Peace Officers NETWork magazine highlighted the MIDP and stated that "agencies 
have greatly benefitted having POST trained "Master Instructors" among their ranks. A copy of the article is include 
as Attachment B. 

BECOMMENJ)ATIQN: 

The report is provided for information and discussion . 

• 

• (, 
~·:·' 



State of California Department of Justice 

• Memorandum 

' 

To: e Planning Committee Date: April7, 2000 

Kii~IBTH J. O'BRlEN, Executive Director 
From: ommission OD Peace omc:er Standards and Training 

Subject: REPORT ON COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF THE COMMAND COLLEGE 

The Commission directed staff to study the cost-benefits of the Command College. The review 
was requested by Commissioner Hunt. 

The review focused on the Law Enforcement Command College, the Robert Presley Institute of 
Criminal Investigation (ICI), the Master Instructor Development Program (MIDP), and the 
Shennan Block Supervisory Leadership Institute (SBSLI). Each of these programs is certified by 
POST and presented through a series of contracts with training presenters statewide. 

The Law Enforcement Command College program is one of four POST -presented programs 
·developed to provide a law enforcement training continuum that spans all levels of law · 
enforcement personnel fi:om the peace officer recruit through the supervisory, management, aDd 
executive levels. ·All four programs are POST -developed and managed by POST staff. The 
programs are directed at a specific target audience and require intensive resources to support their 
delivery to the field. As the research was being conducted on the Command College program it 
afforded staff the opportunity to examine the three other programs to provide a hahmced review 
on costs during the five fiscal years from 1994/95 through 1998/99. 

This informational report summarizes the information fi:om the program reviews. Each program 
is described and cost information is contained in the attachments. -

Law Enfon;ement Command College 

Attachment A provides an overview and summary of the costs associated with presenting the 
Command College during a five-year period fi:om 1994 to 1999. The Command College began 
in 1982 and has graduated 569 managers and executives to date. The attachment also outlines 
costs associated with the original presentation format prior to 1997 and with costs associated 
with the revised presentation format presented after 1997. The average cost for the current 
program is approximately $3,030 per manager and the average hourly cost is $11. 



lbrough the reinforcement and discussion of these and other issues they understand, from a 
realistic perspective, the direction they must take to become effective leaders and supervisors. 
The supervisors return to their respective agencies and hopefully utilize the tools from this • 
program to influence changes in the organization and becoming an effective leader and 
courageous follower. This program has proven very effective since its inception. 

Master Instructor DeveJOJUDMt Pmmm 

Attachment C provides an overview and summary of costs associated with pxese •ding the Master 
Instructor Development Program during a five-year period from 1994 to 1999. The MIDP was 
established in 1991 and approximately 112 instructors have graduated from 10 classes. The 
average cost for the current program is approximately $16,955 per student and the average homly 
cost is approximately $84. This cost is unusually high and is solely the result of the small size of 
the class that completed the program. The details of this program are included in the attac:brnent 
To provide some context for these costs, the 1 0-year average program costs are significantly 
lower, approximately $11,000 per student; $55 per hour. 

Since its inception in 1991, the MIDP has steadily fulfilled its goal of preparing a cadre ofhigbly 
skilled instructors capable of developing and presenting effective training and providing 
assistance. to regional academies, agencies, other presenters, and instructors. Beyond their 
training and mentoring contributions to agencies statewide, MIDP graduates also provide POST 
with assistance as facilitators/mentors at numerous programs of special interest to POST. Master 
instructors have served as facilitators during the POST Strategic Planning workshop process and 
routinely facilitate information harvesting at Training Mmlagers Workshops. Master instructors 
also served 8s pilot instructors in the Voluntary Basic Course Instructor Certification Program • 
and have assumed a lead role in the "Symposium 2000", a special seminar designed for statewide 
instructors seeking to enhance their training skills. Master instructors also have assumed a vital 
role as mentors in the Robert Presley Institute from Criminal Investigation. 

Substantial contribution to the training and crime prevention bodies of knowledge bave resulted 
from MIDP graduates' literary and course development efforts. Numerous master instructors 
have published articles in mainstream professional public&tions such as Police Chief, FBI Lizw 

· · · ·Enforcement Bulledn; and Law Enforcement Trainer. A number of the "tum-key". training .. 
projects developed in the course of the MIDP have evolved to POST -certified comses in direct 
satisfaction of training needs statewide and at a substantial development savings to POST. 

Robert Presley Institute ofCrimjnal Investigation 

Attachment D provides an overview and summary of costs for presenting the Robert Presley 
Institute of Criminal Investigation during a five-year period from 1994 to I 999. The ICI was 
established in 1989 and has graduated approximately 2100 investigators from the core program. 
The average cost for presenting the current program is approximately $2,875 per investigator aud 
the average hourly cost is approximately $12. 

• 



• AtTACHMENT A 

LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMAND COLLEGE 

The original Law Enforcement Command College was established in 1982 to pro'ride a sbategic: 
manasancnt course with a futures perspective to prepare law enforcement .leaders of today fOr 
the filtuze. Tbe program focuses on leadership principles to influence the fbtwe clirectioD of the 
organimtion, strategies to identify emerging issues and develop a proactive response tD diose 
issues, methods and benefits of sharing information through networlcing, and attaining the skills 
and knowledge ~suy to anticipate and prepare for the future. 

Participan~ must possess or be eligible for a POST Management Certificate ami fie ewzently 
employed in a management position or higher level in an agency in the POST program. 
Approximately 4,700 swom personnel are eligible to participate in the Commend College. To 
date, 569 managers have graduated from 27 classes and 59 are atteDding the tmee d"''S now ia. 
session. 

Prior to 1997, the Command College was presented in a 320-hour, 10-week woricsflop fbrmat 
that spanned approximately two years. In 1997 the Commission implemented a new 264-bourr 
seven session format that is completed in approximately one year. lbc chart below mustzates the 
costs associated with delivering Command College during a five-year period froml994 tD 1999. 

Fiscal Year 

1994-95 s 443,512 s 
1995:96 s 369,870 s 
1996-97 s 320,421 s 
1997-98 

Summary: 

Original Format (prior to 1997): 
Class #21 Presentation Costs: $124,349 

New Format (after 1997): 
Class #28 Presentation Costs: S 60,615 

Graduates: 27 

Graduates: 20 

Studeat Cost:~ 
Boarly Cost: S lC 

Student Cost: 53,630 
Hourly Cost: S ll 



• 

ATI'ACHMENrB 

SHERMAN BLOCK SUPERVISORY LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE 

The Shennan Block Supervisory Leadership Institute (SBSU) was established illl98!. The 
SBSLI was cJesjped to enhance the leadership abilities of first-line peace officer supervisors ill 
California. The eight month propam is inteDse, hlgbly expaiential.lll1d desipecl for hi&bly 
motivated supervisors. The curriculum is desiglw! to teach the eft"ective integnltion of 
man•glllDleDt skills with leadership qualities and to enhance attn"butes such as respcmsibiJitr. 
integrity, courage, and supportive:ness within the organization. 

Participants must be a supeMso"f peace officer, have completed the POST Supervismy Course 
or have a POST Supervisory Certificate, and have a least two years offiill-time supervisory 
experience. Approximately 8,540 swom personnel are eligible to participate in tbe SBSIJ. To 
date. approximately 2201 supervison have graduated fiom 96 classes. Another 192 are cw•e•rtl)
attending classes or have been assigned to classes scheduled in tbe future. The SBSLI is 
presented in a 192~hour, eight workshop format presented over eight months. The chart below 
illustrates the casts associated with delivering the Sherman Block Supervisory Leadership 
Institute during a five-year period from 1994 to 1999. 

Fiscal Year 

1994-95 s 
1995-96 s 
1996-97 s 
1997-98 s 

Summary: 

Fiscal Year 1994/95: 
SBSLI Graduates: 65 

Fiscal Year 1998199: 
SBSLI Graduates: 120 

Letter of Acnemeat; Room; 
Eqalpmeat Reatal 

250,318 s 
294,017 $ 

343,318 $ 

411,536 $ 

Presentation Costs: S 88,510 

Presentation Costs: $161,752 

Stadeat Cost: 51;!61 
Hour Cost: S 7 

Stucfeat Colt: 51,347 
Hourly Cost: S 7 

• 

• 

• 
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AlTACHMENTC 

MASTER INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

The POST Muter Instructor Development Program (MJDP) was establishecl in 1991. 1be MIDP 
program is desjgned to prepaze a cadre of highly skilled trainers capable of clcve1opiDg ad 
pus 1 •ding eft'ective training in POST -certified programs. The curriculum focuses onldult 
learning concepts, instnlctional design and course development, research methods, emeqing 
instructional technology and coaching and meJ1torins strategies. Each class includes I 1-20 
participants and is pm 1 nted twice annually. Participants are experienced Jaw CDf'on:ement 
iDstructors that are highly motivated and committed to completing the program to enhance law 
enfon:ement 1rainiDg at regional academies, agencies, and otbe:r training pr:vrtcn in Ca1Uomia.. _.. 

- "-

The MIDP is presented in a 200-bour, five workshop fonnat over a period of one year. The five 
workshops range from 24 to 80 hours each. To date approximately 112 pcrsoDJJd have gradmrted 
1iom I 0 classes. Another 24 are currently attending the course. 

The chart below illustrates the costs associated with delivering the Master InStructor 
Development program during a five-year period 1iom 1994 to 1999 • 

JlbaJYear Coatractual Costs Letter of ApeemeDt; Room; 

1994-95 s 51,569 $ 

1995-96 s 1-06,663 s 
1996-97 s 191,342 $ 

1997-98 s 181,173 s 

Summary: 

Fiscal Year 1995/96: 
MIDP Class ##5 Graduates: 10 Presentation Costs: $158,628 Student Costs: sts.BB 

Hourly Costs: S 19 

Fiscal Year 1998199: 
MIDP Class #10 Graduates: 9 Presentation Costs: $152,596 Student Costs: Sl6,95S 

Hourly Cost: S 84 
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ATTACHMENTD 

ROBERT PRESLEY INSTITUTE OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION (ICI) 

The Robert Presley Institute of Criminallnvestigation (ICI) was established in 1989. The IO is 
designed to improve tbe effectiveness of individual investigators through a structured training 
program. The JCI courses use adult experience-based techniques of leamillg. ParticipaDts are 
cballeuged through the use of realistic and practical applicatious. Each core class CODSists of24 
students. Participants are experienced full-time investigators and must have the approval oftb 
agency's chief executive to attend the course. The JCI consists of a Core Course, 12 Fonncfatiom 
Speciality Courses, and a series of related elective COW'SCS designed for investigator specialist,_ 
Investigators who complete a specified series of courses receive a certificate in 111. investigative 
specialty (i.e. robbery). 

Each Investigator muSt attend the core course (80 hours), one foundatioll81 speciahr cowsc (40 
or 80 hours each), and three elective courses (40 bows each) to complete the program and 
receive a certificate. Candidates may take up to five years to complete the ICJ program. 'I'IIae 
are 3,686 personnel statewide that are eligible to participate in the program. To date, 
approximately 2100 investigative personnel have completed the core course. Otheriavestigatcmr 
have attended many of the JCJ designated courses. From 1993 through 1999 approximatdy SSQ 
investigators graduated from the ICI program and received a certificate. 

The chart below illUstrates the costs associated with delivering and supporting the Rollert Pu:sre,r 
Institute of Criminal Investigation during a five-year period from 1994 to 1999. 

Fllcal Year 

1994-95 s 
1995-96 s 
1996-97 s 
1997-98 s 

Suuunary: . 

Contractual CosU 

244,568 s 
367,806 

Letter of Agreement; a-; 
Rental 

A typical ICI class of 24 investigators that completes the program (core, finmdaticm 
specialty, and three electives) for a certificate costs approximately $69,000. The individual 
costs are approximately: 1) $33,600 for the core c:oune ($1,400 per student); l) 519,200 for 
an SO-hour foundation specialty course ($800 per student); and 3) $16,200 for the three 

• 

• 

elective c:ounes ($675) per student). The average cost for the complete program is • 
approximately $2,875 per investigator and the average hourly cost is approximately SU-
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· Master Instructor training 
·eprogram stresses adult learning 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

fftclent training Is a priority In 
ur agency, then this article may be 
ur answer. I became actively 
In training In 1997 when I became 

• Survival SkiDs Instructor for the Loa 
Medanos CoUe&e Crlmlnal Justice Traln1ng 
Center In Pittsburg, Calllomla. 

Like many of you I bad attended numerous 
mandated department-training updates, In 
addition to several speclalty scbools Cor the 
various I!SSignmeats I have held. As 1 now 
reflect on all of those schools and depart
meat tra1nln&. I have always Cound one thing 
to be true, and I'm sure thla Is something we 
an commonly ask ourselves when we com
plete our training "Did I actually walk away 
more knowlecJ&eable than when I arrived?" 
This Is a question everyone who Is Involved 
In the training and learning process should 
ask himself or herself, from the InstrUctor 
on down to the student. If you can't answer 
"yes" to this question, then you or your 
a&ency are not taking full advanta&e of the 

f11-dult learning process. 

This has been my frustration about how 

; 

. we view training as law enforcement trainers 
and students, In which we commonly just 
throw a few handouts and a video, and 
lecture bedtime stories to our sleepy col
leagues who have just ftnlshed a graveyard 
shift. This has been an all too typical 
scenario for mnny years In our profession, 
and I think we can all agree there are no 
winners when learning Is not occurring In 
the classroom. 

As law enforcement officers, adtnlnlstra
tors, and training managers, we all should 
recognize that to overlook these Issues could 
be a potentially cosdy llablllty. Unfortunately 
this Is something we typically overlook. 

I wanted to do my part in addressing 
these concerns, In the Reid of curriculum 
design and adult learning specific to law 
enforcement. I found exacdy the program I 
was looking for in 1999, while discussing 
this Issue with a colleague. The program Is 
called the "Master Instructor Development 
Program." The program Is funded and 

~fncilltated hv the Commission on Peace 
\ll}~Offlcers Sta;.dards and Training. It was 
· ~:':··· designed as a course. to produce extremely 

prollcicnt law enforcement trainers. The 

"Master Instructors" are skiUed In the area 
of adult learning and curriculum design 
specific to law enforcement tralnlDg needs. 
POST used thla progam to 1111 the tralnlDg 
gap In law enforcement and has akiUfully 
used these Master Instructor graduates ta 
design curriculum and training for POST. 
Agencies have gready benefited having 
POST trained "Master Instructors" among 
their ranks. 

• By Matdlew W•ll: t leJ' 
• 
• 
• lh•;-.,.JNN"Dal'lo•••• 1,1'1, .. _"' lrr 

. ·~-"· : ~,._D 3 WW.&tfll 
, Ptaalw&~ ......... 
• ~ tauUI: tj 1 • 
• a.r-. bup L 'Mnllftt!Y : ,__,,_.. ... ,. .. _,. 
. ,. -" ......... '""""""" • ,_,.,., oon ; Be . .......... ... ....,_,.,."' 

H this program sounds like a remedy Cor • .,. ,_ .11 , _ cm..mar 
your agency tralnl.ng needs, let me ftrst teU : ~ 'n'a1n6t4 CMir fa 
you about the extreme demands of the • ~..,.,. .. _ ... & 

program. First, you must be curready In the • - 5 r MUla r 5 

•· Be fa 
law enforcement field. Your executive officer • ~a....,.. ... the 
and training manager must also recommend : M_,__lk fop-

you for the pro~--. 1\vo letters of recom· • -.Pn4•=" epo •:~ ~ ,.._ • POST. Ho-&e"r ..... lod..-
mendation to the "Program Coordinator" • (NS) zsz 1!166 
must CoUow up these recommendations. AD • 
Interview by an assigned mentor "Master : 
Instructor" wiD foUow. • 

• 
The "Master Instructor" program Is a one- • 

year commltmenL It Is dedicated to the : 
advanced practices and principals of adult • 
learning concepts, Instructional system 
design, presentation skllls and curriculum • 
design. Half of the program Is 
dedicated to extensive 
research In the adult learn
ing process. You then are 
required to present this 
research and demonstrate 
your expertise In the adult 
learning process to a POST 
panel of experts .. 

The second half of the 
year Is dedicated to designing 
and presenting a POST 
certifiable course, which does 

Agencies have 
greatly benefitecl 

having POST 
trained ••Master 

Instructors'• 
·among their 

ran b. 

not currendy exist. Both projects are require- • 
ments to graduate from the program. Addl- • 

• tlonally there are four quarterly workshops 
Involved with the program. Before you particl- • 
pate In the program, your executive officer is · : 
required to sign a contract comtnlttlng you to • 
the program. The cost is covered by POST as • 
a schedule N reimbursement plan. • 

• 
For more Information and a brochure on 

this program contact Program Coordinator • 
Michelle Thompson of the San Diego Regional • 
Training Center in San Diego at (858) 792-6501. 
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Contractor: lTD- San Diego Regional Training Center 
Contract#: 99-011-01 

1 

1. San Diego Regional Training Center, hereafter referred to a8 Contractor agrees to provide 
for the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, hereafter referred to as 
POST, Command College workshops, instructors, facilitators, management consultants, 
materials, equipment and training sites for seminars, and development of courses as 
described in Attachment A (Description of Services and Budget), which by reference is 
incorporated and made a part of this agreement. Contractor and POST will identify the 
above; however, final selection will be made by POST. 

2. The total amount of this agreement shall not exceed $747,566.00. Indirect costs for 
general administration of the agreement by the Contractor shall not exceed ten percent 
(10%) of the total direct costs of$679,606.00 or $67,960.00. 

3. Compensation for services to POST pertaining to this agreement shall include 
consultant/instructor fees and reimbursement for travel and per diem (at rates set in 
accordance with the State Administrative Manual, Section 0774). Instructor fees and 
consulting service contracts require prior POST approval before any funds are expended . 
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4. Invoices for payment shall be submitted in triplicate to the attention of Judy Sallee, 
Commission on POST, 1601 Alhambra Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95816-7083. Please 
put contract number on invoices. Contractor is entitled to recover actual costs only. 
With prior POST approval, program costs shown on Attachment A and identified as 
Items 1, 2, and 3, may be exceeded without requiring a contract amendment, providing 
funds are available within the total agreement amount. 

5. The project coordinator at POST is Alicia Powers. 

6. The term of this agreement shall be July 1, 2000, through June 30, 2001, or when an 
approved copy of this contract is received from Department of General Services -Legal 
Division, except that either party may cancel the agreement upon thirty (30) days prior 
written notice. 

7. This agreement may be amended by mutual written consent. 

8. Contractor shall give priority consideration in filling vacancies in J?OSitions funded by this 
agreement to qualified recipients of aid under Chapter 2 commencmg with Section 11200 
of the Welfare and Institutions Code, in accordance with Article 3.9 commencin~ with 
Section 11349 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. (Public Contract Code Section 
10353.) This requirement shall not interfere with or require a violation of a collective 
bargaining agreement, a federal affirmative action obligation for hiring disabled veterans 
of the Vietnam era, or nondiscrimination compliance laws of California and does not 
require the employment of unqualified recipients of aid . 

9. 

10. 

Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, any dispute concerning a question 
of fact arising under this agreement which is not disposed of by compromise shall 
be decided by POST, who shall reduce its decision in writing and mail or 
otherwise furnish a copy thereof to Contractor. Contractor has fifteen ( 15) 
calendar days after receipt of such a decision to submit a written protest to POST 
specifying in detail in what particulars the agreement requirements were 
exceeded. Failure to submit such a protest within the period specified shall 
constitute a waiver of any and all right to adjustment in agreement terms and 
POST's decision shall be final and conclusive. Pending final decision of a dispute 
hereunder, Contractor shall proceed diligently with the performance of this 
agreement, upon receipt of written order from POST to do· so. 

During the performance of this contract, contractor and its subcontractors shall not 
unlawfully discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of 
race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry, physical handicap, medical condition, 
marital status, age (over 40) or sex. Contractors and subcontractors shall insure that the 
evaluation and treatment of their employees and applicants for employment are free of 
such discrimination. Contractors and subcontractors shall comply with the provisions of 
the Fair Employment and Housing Act (Gov. Code, Section 12900 et seq.) and the 
applicable regulations promulgated thereunder (Cal. Admin. Code, Tit. 2, Section 7285.0 
et seq.). The applicable regulations of the Fair Employment and Housing Commission 
implementing Govermnent Code, Section 12990, set forth in Chapter 5 of Division 4 of 
Title 2 of the California Administrative Code are incorporated into this contract by 
reference and made a part hereof as if set forth in full. Contractor and its subcontractors 
shall give written notice of their obligations under this clause to labor organizations with 
which they have a collective bargaining or other agreement. . 

This contractor shall include the nondiscrimination and compliance provisions ofthis 
clause in all subcontracts to perform work under the contract. 
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11. Contractor agrees that the awarding agency or its delegatee will have the right to 
review, obtain, and copy all records pertaining to performance of the contract. 
Contractor agrees to provide the awarding department or its delegatee with any 
relevant information requested and shall permit the awarding agency or its 
delegatee access to its premises, upon reasonable notice, during normal business 
hours for the purpose of interviewmg employees and inspecting and copying such 
books, records, accounts, and other material that may be relevant to a matter under 
investigation for the purpose of determining compliance with P.C. 10115 et seq., 
GC 8546.7 and 2 CCR 1896.60 et seq. Contractor further agrees to maintain such 
records for a period of three (3) years after final payment under the contract. 

Contractor shall comply with the caveats and be aware of the penalties for violations of 
fraud and for obstruction of investigation as set forth in P.C. 10115.10. 

12. By signing this contract, Contractor or grantee hereby certifies under penalty of peijury 
under the laws of the State of California that Contractor or grantee will comply with 
requirements of the Drug Free Workplace Act of 1990 (Government Code Section 8350 
et seq.) and will provide a drug-free workplace by taking the following actions: 

1) Publish a statement notifying employees that unlawful manufacture, distribution, 
dispensation, l>OSsession, or use of a controlled substance is prohibited and 
specifying actions to be taken against employees for violations, as required by 
Government Code Section 8355 (a). 

2) Establish a Drug-Free Awareness Program as required by Government Code 
Section 8355 (b) to inform employees about all of the following: 

a) 
b) 

c) 

d) 

. the dangers of drug abuse in the workplace; 
the person's or organization's policy of maintaining a drug-free 
workplace; 
any available counseling, rehabilitation and employee assistance 
programs; and 
penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations. 

3) Provide, as required by Government Code Section 8355 (c), that every employee 
who works on the proposed contract: 

a) 
b) 

will receive a copy of the company's drug-free policy statement; and, 
will agree to abide by the terms of the company's statement as a condition 
of employment on the contract. 

Failure to comply with these requirements may result in suspension of payments under 
the contract or termination of the contract or both and Contractor or grantee may be 
ineligible for award of any future state contracts if the department determines that any of 
the following has occurred: (I) Contractor or grantee has made false certification, or (2) 
violates the certification by failing to carry out the requirements as noted above. 

13. By signing this contract, Contractor assures the state that it complies with the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, (42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq.), which prohibits 
discrimination on the basis of disability, as well as all applicable regulations and 
guidelines issued pursuant to the ADA. 

14. By signing this agreement, Contractor does swear under penalty of peijury that no more 
than one final unappealable finding of contempt of court by a Federal Court has been 
issued against Contractor within the immediately preceding two-year period because of 
the Contractor's failure to comply with an order of a Federal Court which orders 
Contractor to comply with an order of the National Labor Relations Board (Public 
Contract Code Section 1 0296). 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

The Contractor shall certify in writing under penalty of perjury, the minimum, if not 
exact, percentage of recycled content, both post-consumer waste and secondary waste as 
defined in the Public Contract Code (P.C.), Sections 12161 and 12200, in materials, 
goods, or supplies offered or products used in the performance of this agreement, 
regardless of whether the product meets the required recycled product percentage as 
defined in the P.C. 12161 and 12200. The Contractor may certify that the product 
contains zero recycled content. (P.C. 10233, 10308.5, and 10354). 

Contractor certifies that no foreign-made equipment, materials, or supplies furnished to 
the State pursuant to the contract will be produced ·in whole or in part by forced labor, 
convict labor, or indentured labor under penal sanction. The contractor agrees to comply 
with the requirements of Public Contract Code, Section 6108. 

Any contractor contracting with the state who knew or should have known that the 
foreign-made equipment, materials, or supplies furnished to the state were produced in 
whole or part by forced labor, convict labor, or indentured labor under penal sanction, 
when entering into a contract pursuant to the above, may subject to P.C., Section 6108, 
subdivision (c), have any or all of the following sanctions imposed. · 

a) The contract under which the prohibited equipment, materials, or supplies were 
provided may be voided at the option of the state agency to which the equipment, 
materials, or supplies were provided. 

b) The contractor may be assessed a penalty which shall be the greater of one 
thousand dollars ($1,000.00) or an amount equaling 20 percent of the value of the 
equipment, materials, or supplies that the state agency demonstrates were 
produced in whole or in part by forced labor, convict labor, or induced labor under 
penal sanction. 

c) The contractor may be removed from the bidder's list for a period of not to exceed 
360 days. 

All financial, statistical, personal, technical, and other data and information relating to the 
. State's operations which is designated confidential by the State and made available to the 

contractor in order to carry out this Agreement, will be protected by the contractor from 
unauthorized use and disclosure by the observance of the same or more effective 
procedural requiren1ents as are applicable to the State. The identification of all such 
confidential data and information as well as the State's procedural requirements for 
protection of such data and information from unauthorized use and disclosure will be 
provided in writing to the contractor by the State. The contractor shall not, however, be 
required, by this paragraph to keep confidential any data for information which is or 
becomes publicly available, is already rightfully in the contractor's possession, is 
independently developed by the contractor outside the scope of this Agreement, or is 
rightfully obtained from third parties. 

The Contractor recognizes the importance of child and family support obligations and 
shall fully comply with all applicable state and federal laws relating to child and family 
Support enfiorcement 'nc'ud'-~ ""'not 1 imi•~d •o -l:sc'os"~~ nf:nformot:on ond , ! ! J. lU,5: ..lw&.L 1 ...... <. J ,_.,~ ._ ........ ..,. >J4. .............. ., ..,.., ...... -.. .. 

compliance with earnings assignment orders, as provided in Chapter 8 (commencing with 
section 5200) of Part 5 of Division 9 of the Family Code. 

The Contractor, to the best of its knowledge is fully complying with the earnings 
assignment orders of all employees and is providing the names of all new employees to 
the New Employee Registry maintained by the California Employment Development 
Department. 
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I. 

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES AND BUDGET 
Attachment A 

Contractor will provide Command College workshops, instructors, facilitators, training 
sites, equipment, and continuous development costs for Classes 29 through 33. There are 
fourteen (14) sessions scheduled between July 1, 2000, and June 30, 2001. 

A. Command College Workshops Costs 

Defining the Future 
Class 32 December 4-8, 2000 $ 10,000 
Class 33 May 7-11,2001 10,000 

Enhanced Leadership 
Class 31 July 24-28, 2000 16,500 
Class 32 February 12-16,2001 16,500 

Social and Political Issues 
Class 31 September 18-22,2000 7,000 
Class 32 April 9-13, 2000 7,000 

Technological Issues/Environmental Issues 
Class 31 November 13-17, 2000 7,000 
Class 32 June 18-22, 2001 7,000 

Futures Forecasting and Economic Issues 
Class 30 August 21-25, 2000 7,000 
Class 31 January 22-26, 2001 7,000 

Futures Planning Tools 
Class 30 October 23-27, 2000 8,000 
Class 31 March 19-23,2001 8,000 

Politics of Change 
Class 29 Sept. 20-22, 2000 2,000 
Class 30 March, 2001 2,000 

Workshop Total $124,075 

B. Conference Site 14 Sessions @ $1,250 17,500 

c. Computer Equipment 8, 000 

D. CC/Program Support Committees 25,000 
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San Diego Regional Training Center 

2. 

3. 

4 . 

t 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

Program Selection Screening 

Continuous Course Development 

Project Review 

Contract Manager 

Attachment A, Page 2 
99-011-01 

4,000 

25,000 

12,500 

75,330 

Total Command College $291.405 

Development and presentation of two-to-five day executive seminars for 
chiefs, sheriffs, and senior managers. 

Presentation of six sessions of the Executive Development Course 

Leadership Symposium 

Total Direct Costs 

117,000 

141,570 

129,631 

679.606 

Indirect Costs@ 10% 67,960 

CONTRACT TOTAL $747.566 
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COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 

Agenda Item Title Meeting Date 

REGULATORY REVIEW AND CLEAN UP August23,2000 
Bureau Reviewed By Researched By 

Informa~ Services./ Bureau Paul Harman, Bureau Chief Anna Del Porto, Associate Analyst 

Date of Approval -"A 

i-U -cv 
Date of Report 

P!i'rp lse: f Financiallmpact: 0 
Yes (See Analysis for Details) 

~Decision Requested D Infonnarion Only D Status Report 0 No 

In the space provided below, briefly describe the ISSUE, BACKGROUND, ANALYSIS, and RECOMMENDATION. Use additional sheets if required. 

ISSUE: 

Should the Commission approve various cleanup changes to Regulations 1020 through 1 080? 

BACKGROUND: 

Executive Order W -131-96, issued by former Governor Pete Wilson, required all state agencies to identify 
unnecessary or redundant regulations. A second Executive Order, W-144-97, followed requiring the sunset 
review of regulations by all state agencies. Along with these Orders, there has been a desire of POST 
management to do a thorough clean up of Commission Regulations to assure clarity, consistency, accuracy, 
etc. The goal of this agenda item is to add, amend, and/or delete regulations as necessary to comply with the 
Executive Orders and to accomplish the cleanup. This agenda item is part 2 in a series of agenda items that 
will be submitted to accomplish the completion of Commission Strategic Plan Objective F.6- ''Review all 
existing regulations by January 1, 200 1". 

ANALYSIS: 

The recommended changes in this agenda item will focus primarily on Regulations 1020-1080: 

Regulation 1020, Reimbursement for Purchase of Satellite Antenna: Clean up only, no changes in 
requirements. 

Regulation 1021, Reimbursement for Purchase oflnteractive Multimedia Training Delivery System: 
Clean up only, no changes in ~equirements. · 

Regulation 1051, Course Certification Program: Clean up and the removal of text relating to 
reimbursement. 

Regulation 1052, Requirements for Course Certification: Clean up only, no change in requirements. 

Regulation1053, Course Certification Request and Review Process: Added text that requires persons or 
organizations requesting course certification to contact a POST training delivery consultant prior to sending in 
the certification request package. Added text that requires expanded course outlines to be in sufficient detail 
to indicate technical information in the subject areas. Other changes are clean up. 

Regulation 1054, Requirements for Course Budget: Clean up. Text added to clarify that student workbooks 
are not considered handouts. Text has been deleted that relates to training presentation reimbursement and 
subventions. 

POST l-187 (Rev. 8/95) 
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Regulation 1055, Requirements for Course Presentation: Clean up. Text has been added to expand the 
Publicity section to state that: No course may be publicized prior to course certification and the POST 
certification number shall be shown on all materials being publicized. Text was deleted relating to 
subventions and concurrent sessions. 

Regulation 1056, Annual Recertification: Current procedures describing the recertification process have 
been added to this regulation to provide clarity. 

Regulation 1057, Decertification: Clean up only, no changes in requirements. 

Regulation 1058, Appeals Process: No change. 

Regulation 1080, PC 832 Arrest and Firearms Course Examination and Requalification 
Requirements: Clean up. Substantial amount of text added for clarity. Text was added that states only 
service in a peace officer position for which PC 832 training is required by law maintains the currency of an 
individual's PC 832 certification. Text was also added that exempts the necessity for a new criminal history 
clearance if there has been a lapse ofless than 180 days since the last clearance. 

The review of the Commission regulations and the recommended amendments in this agenda item was 
accomplished through the establishment of a Regulation Review Committee made up of representatives 
from many of the POST bureaus. The Committee reviewed each regulation, recommended amendments to 

• 

improve the regulation and then discussed the amendments until final language was proposed. The • 
Committee members were strongly committed to improving the Regulation language for the benefit of ' 
POST's clients, as well as, for POST staff who must implement the programs and enforce the requirements. 
The analysis of the Regulation Review Committee was that many of the current regulations need amending 
for clarity and currency. A few sections of regulation are obsolete and because they lack necessity to POST 
programs they should be deleted. All proposed changes are shown in underline/strikeout format in 
Attachment A. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that the Commission approve, subject to results of a public review process, the 
amendments to Regulations 1020-1080 and that they be adopted subject to the approval by the Office of 
Administrative Law. 

2 
• ... 
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1020. 

REGULATION CLEAN UP 
REGULATIONS 1020-1081, DRAFT #3 

Reimbursement for Purchase of Satellite Antenna. 

(a) The Commission will reimburse any eligible agency, Penal Code S§ection 13523 Penal Code, for: 
I) the purchase of a steerable C/Ku Band Television Receive Only Satellite Ground Terminal 
(herein referred to as a satellite antenna}, 2) the upgrade of an existing antenna to make that 
antenna a steerable C/Ku band type, and 3) the purchase of an encryption decoder module (herein 
referred to as a decoder) as specified by POST. 

(b) Documentation Required for Reimbursement 

1n order to receive reimbursement, an eligible agency must submit the following documentation to 
POST: 

(I) For satellite antenna and decoder purchases, a purchase invoice(s) reflecting the 
date, and the total cost of the purchase. 

(2) For an upgrade of an existing antenna, a purchase invoice(s) reflecting the date, 
and the total cost of the antenna and equipment to upgrade the antenna to a 
steerable C/Ku band type. 

(3) A letter signed by the agency head, or authorized agency representative, 
attesting that the jurisdiction has paid the purchase amount on the submitted 
invoice(s), has installed the satellite antenna, decoder, or upgraded antenna at 
an agency facility, and will use the satellite antenna for POST satellite training 
of full-time, regularly paid employees of the eligible agency. The letter must 
also include a statement that the satellite antenna or upgrade is a steerable C/Ku 
Band Television Receive Only Satellite Ground Terminal or for purchases of a 
decoder it must state that the decoder meets POST specifications. 

The letter must also include, for multiple reimbursement requests made under 
the provisions stated in subparagraph (c)(2)(A), a description of the locations 
where the antennas and decoders are installed, and an attestation· that the 
locations are regularly used for in-service training, and that the antennas are 
dedicated to the delivery of training programs. 

(c) Reimbursement Restrictions 

(I) Costs associated with installing or maintaining a satellite antenna system, decoder, or upgrade are 
not reimbursable. 

(2) Reimbursement for the purchase of a satellite antenna, decoder, or the upgrade of an existing 
antenna is limited to one antenna, one decoder, or one upgrade, and one decoder with the following 
exception: 

(A) Participating agencies that have multiple locations where agency personnel regularly convene 
for in-service training, may apply and be reimbursed for one satellite antenna, one decoder, or 
one upgrade for each location. 

(3) Invoices must indicate the place of purchase and may have a date of purchase prior to the effective 
date of this regulation. 



(d) Reimbursement Rates 

(1) The rates of reimbursement shaH be determined by the Commission. These rates may not cover 
actual costs. 

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of these regulations, reimbursement will not be paid unless the 
Commission has concluded that sufficient funds are available for that purpose. 

(e) Purchase Not Required 

Nothing in this section shall be construed to require eligible agencies to purchase and claim reimbursement 
for a satellite antenna and decoder. 

• 

• 

• 
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(a) The Commission will reimburse any eligible agency, Penal Code ~Section 13523 Penal Code, for the 
purchase of an interactive multimedia training delivery system (herein referred to as a multimedia system), 
which must be capable of running POST multimedia courseware. 

(b) Documentation Required for Reimbursement 

In order to receive reimbursement, an eligible agency must submit the following documentation to POST: 

(I) For multimedia system purchases, a purchase invoice(s) reflecting the date; and the total cost of the 
multimedia system purchase. 

(2) A letter signed by the agency head, or authorized agency representative, attesting that the jurisdiction 
has paid the purchase amount on the submitted invoice(s), has installed the multimedia system at an 
agency facility, and will use the multimedia system for POST training of full-time, regularly paid 
employees of the eligible agency. 

The letter must also include, for multiple reimbursement requests made under the provisions stated in 
subparagraph (c)(2)(A), a description of the location(s) where the multimedia systems are installed, 
and an attestation that the locations are regularly used for in-service training, and the multimedia 
systems are dedicated to the delivery of training programs. 

(c) Reimbursement Restrictions 

(I) Costs associated with installing or maintaining a multimedia system are not reimbursable . 

(2) Reimbursement for the purchase of a multimedia system is limited to one multimedia system with the 
following exception: 

(A) Participating agencies that have multiple locations where agency personnel regularly convene 
for in-service training, may apply and be reimbursed for one multimedia system 
for each location. Written approval from POST is required prior to an agency purchasing 
multiple multimedia systems. 

(B) Written requests for approval of multiple systems shall be sent to the Commission on POST, 
Training Program Services Bureau. Within 14 days of receiving the request, POST will inform 
the applicant if any additional information or clarification is necessary. A written notification 
of approval or disapproval shall be mailed within 45 days from the date of the receipt of the 
request. 

(3) Invoices must indicate the place of purchase and may have a date of purchase prior to the effective 
date of this regulation. 

(d) Reimbursement Rates 

(I) The rates of reimbursement shall be determined by the Commission. These rates may not cover actual 
costs. 

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of these regulations, reimbursement will not be paid uuless the 
Commission has concluded that sufficient funds are available for that purpose . 

(e) Purchase Not Required 

Nothing in this section shall be construed to require eligible agencies to purchase and claim reimbursement 
for a multimedia system. 



AR'fiCLE 3 

R£GULA:TORYPROCEBURES 

1051. Course Certification Program. 

(a) The Commission administers the Course Certification Program to provide needed and quality training to law 
enforcement personnel. The Connrrissionntay ccitify cowses. "Certification" References to a course being 
"POST -certified" means that the Commission has approved presentation of the course in accordance with 
Regulations 1052-1055. and cligiblcjmisdictions nruy be zcirnbwscd by POST in accmd-ancc with 
R:egalation 1615. 

• 

• 

• 



• 1052. Requirements for Course Certification 
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(a) Each request for course certification shall be evaluated in accordance with the following factors: 

( 1) Course content 
(2) Qualification of instructors and coordinators 
(3) Physical facilities appropriate for the training 
( 4) Cost of course 
( 5) Potential clientele and volume of trainees 
( 6) Need and justification for course 
(7) Methods of course presentation 
(8) Availability of staff to administer the course 
(9) Course evaluation processes 
( 1 0) Instructor/trainee ratios 
(11) Provisions for student safety 

(b) In addition to the factors specified in Regulation 1052(a), each request for certification of a Regular Basic 
Course presented by an academy [as defmed in Commission Procedure D-1-3(a)(5)] shall be evaluated in 
accordance with the following factors: 

( 1) Each academy shall designate an academy director whose qualifications, based upon education, 
experience, and training shall include a demonstrated ability to manage an academy. 

(A) Academy management responsibilities shall include: 

1. Integrating and sequencing instruction; 

2. Managing instructional methods, testing, and remediation; 

3. Hiring, assigning, and evaluating performance of the instructor(s), coordinator(s), training 
officer(s), and staff; 

4. Coordinating, budgeting, and controlling academy resources; and 

5. Maintaining academy discipline. 

(2) Each academy shall designate an academy c~ordinator whose qualifications, based upon knowledge, 
experience, and training, shall include a demonstrated ability to coordinate the instruction and 
management of the Regular Basic Course instructional system. 

(A) Regular Basic Course instructional system coordination responsibilities shall include: 

1. Developing sequenced instructional schedules; 

2. Overseeing and evaluating instructional, technological, testing, and remediation methods; 

3. Participating in the hiring process ofinstructor(s), training officer(s) and staff, and making 
recommendations for their selection and assignment; and 

4. Evaluating instructor(s') and training officer(s') performance . 

(3) Each academy shall be supervised at all times by an academy director or coordinator when instruction is 
being conducted. 



(4) Each college academy shall institute an advisory conunittee oflaw enforcement officials to assist in 
providing logistical support and validation of the training. 

(c) Only those courses for which there is an identifiable and unmet need shall be certified. 

(d) Courses for which POST has established curriculum requirements must comply with those requirements. 
(Sec R:cgulatiun 1981) 

(e) Training presented in conjunction with association meetings or conferences may be certified subject to the 
requirements set forth in Regulations 1051-105.2_!!, along with the following conditions: 

(I) Training shall not be certified as POST reimbursable. 

(2) Training presented by an association or in conjunction with an association meeting or conference 
shall not be certified if attendance is restricted to association members. 

(f) The Conunission shall only endorse or co-sponsor courses, seminars or conferences when POST has assisted 
in planning the event, developing the subject matter or program, and selecting instructors or speakers. 

(g) No course shall be certified which restricts attendance to a single agency, unless the purpose of the course is 
to improve that agency and attendance by non-menibcxs non.agency personnel would jeopardize the success 
of the course. 

(h) The presenter of a POST-certified course shall review all audio-visual training materials prior to use in the 
classroom. The review of audio-visual training material shall emphasize the avoidance of materials which 
depict situations, tactics, and procedures that could lead a trainee to take inappropriate actions on 

• 

the job. The review shall also include careful examination of depictions oflaw enforcement work to assure 
consistency with existing law and accepted practices. (For reference see "POST Guidelines for Reviewing • 
Audio-Visual Training Materials"). 

(I) For the purposes of this regulation, "audio-visual training materials" are dermed as: audio tapes, 
videotapes, films, slides, and other similar media. Classroom hand-out materials are not included. 

(2) Regulation 1052(gh) shall be effective July 14, 1993 and shall apply to all audio-visual training 
materials being considered for use in POST-certified courses commencing after that date. The 
regulation shall apply to materials previously used by the course presenters only as they are considered 
for re-use in POST -certified courses. 

(3) Audio-visual materials cataloged on the "POST:Approved Media List," maintained by the Conunission 
on Peace Officer Standards and Training, need not be subjected to the review process described in this 
section. 

(4) Publicly available broadcast material pertinent to current training topics need not be subjected to the 
review process described in this section. 

• 



• 1053. Course Certification Request and Review Process. 
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(a) Course Certification Request. Any person or organization desiring to have a course certified shall first 
telephonically contact a POST Training Delivery consultant for an evaluation of the factors described in 
Regulation I 052 (a). If the evaluation is favorable p1epme and submit a complete course certification request 
file package shall be submitted to POST. Submission of the following forms and related materials shall 
constitute a complete file certification package: 

(I) Course Certification Request f'orm (POST 2-103 rev. 7/92) 
(2) Instructor Resume(s) 
(3) Course Budget (POST 2-106 rev. 7/93), if the proposed course will require a tuition 01 is being 

ptcscntcd by an agency pzcscntCI seeking Itimbwscment fro trahring presentation costs. <Reference 
Regulation I 054. Requirements for Course Budget) 

( 4) Expanded €£ourse egutline which minimally includes subject topics to the third level of detail 
sufficiently to indicate technical information in the subject areas 

(5) Hourly distribution schedule indicating, by day of the week, the instructors and topics scheduled during 
each course hour. (Example formats are available from POST) 

( 6) Student Safetv policies and procedures Ffor courses that include manipulative skills training, a copy of 
the ptcscntw's policies and pioccdwcs concerning student safety. (Reference POST Guidelines tor 
Student Sa(ety in Certified Courses). The policies and procedures must minimally address: 
(A) Rules of Safety and Conduct, 
(B) Reporting and Handling Injuries, 
(C) Ratios of Instructional Staff to Students, and 
(D) The Presenter's Commitment to Adhere to the POST-Approved Expanded Course Outline.--(See 

"POS'F Gaidctincs fm Student Safety in Certified Cowses.") 

(b) Course Certification Review . 

(I) Within 14 calendar days of receipt of a course certification request me, the Commission shall review 
the documents included in the me and notify the requestor, in writing, that the file is either complete or 
incomplete. In event the file is incomplete, the Commission shall inform the requestor of the 
document(s) which must be submitted before further action will be taken to consider certification of the 
course. 

(2) The Commission shall review each complete course certification request me and base its decision on 
evaluation of those factors enumerated in Regulation I 052. Within 60 calendar days of receipt of a 
complete me, the requestor shall be notified, in writing, of the Commission's decision to approve or 
disapprove certification of the course. 

(3) Any requestor not satisfied with a certification action may submit an appeal to the Commission in 
accordance with Regulation I 058 . 



1054. Requirements for Course Budget. 

The following tcquizcmcnts tuition and budget requirements and limits are to be used in completing the Course 
Certification Request <POST 2-103) and Course Budget (POST 2-106) by l! course coordinators presenting or 
planning to present either! POST~certified:_ tuition-based courses 01 cuwscs for which ttaining pzcscntation 
zchnbwswncnt is bchtg sought. These guidelhtcs and tcquhenrents identify the expenses that umy be appto;eJ ht 
establishing cowsc budgets fm tuition 01 hainiug pxcscntation tcimbmsczncnt, and axe to be used in completing the 
Cowsc Certification Request (POST 2 183) and Cowsc Budget (T'OST 2 106, Rx;. 7/93) nhcn tcqucsting initial 
certification 01 rccettification. Allowable per presentation costs for establishing pcz ptcscnttttion tuition and course 
budgets fm b:ahring ptcscntation rcimbwscmcnt are as follows: 

(a) 

{b) 

Instructional Costs. Up to $35 per hour, except as noted below, for each hour of instruction, per instructor, 
may be claimed. Fringe benefits and instructor preparation shall be included in this amount. Up to $90 per 
instructional hour may be approved in instances of special need for particular expertise, based upon written 
justification from the presenter. On those limited occasions where it may be necessary to obtain special 
expertise to provide training, the maximum of $90 per instructional hour may be exceeded upon prior 
approval of the Executive Director; 

Development Costs for Tuition-Based Courses. When POST has specifically requested development of a 
new cour8e or revision of an existing course, presenter development costs may be negotiated with POST the 
piCscutct. When approved by the Executive Director, such costs shall be prorated as a portion of tuition for 
an agreed-upon number of presentations. 

(c) Coordination. POS'f wH:l: aHow costs fm C1:00rdination costs may be requested based on the type of services 
performed. Coordination is categorized as: 

{I) General Coordination, and 
(2) Presentation Coordination. 

General Coordination: General Coordination is the performance of tasks associated with the development, 
pre-planning, and maintenance of any certified course. Maintenance includes: scheduling, selecting 
instructors, eliminating duplicative subject matter, providing alternate instructors/instruction as necessary, 
allocating instructional time to each subject, evaluating instructors, selecting training sites, supervising 
support staff, and administrative reporting. General Coordination costs may be charged at the rate of $55 per 
8 hours of instruction but may not exceed $440 per presentation. 

Presentation Coordination: Presentation Coordination is the performance of tasks related to course quality 
coi)trol, i.e., observing and evaluating instructors at the instructional site; identifying the need and 
arranging for the appearance of alternate instructors, when assigned instructors are not available; and 
being responsible for the development of a positive learning environment. It is required that the Presentation 
Coordinator be in the classroom, or its immediate vicinity, to resolve problems that may arise relating to the 
presentation of a course. Approved rates for presentation coordination, per instructional hour, may range 
from $15 to $25. Rates that exceed $15 per hour must be supported by written justification that substantiates 
the higher cost of the coordinator . 

. (d) Clerical Support. Actual hourly rates for clerical support may be allowed up to $15 per instructional hour in 
accordance with the following formula: 

Course Length 

24 hours or less 
25 to 40 
Over 40 hours 

Maximum Hours of 
Clerical Support Permitted 

24 hours 
40 hours 
100 hours 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(e) Printing/Reproduction. The !*Ctual expenses cost for printing 01 xcpxoductiou ofbrochures and handouts 
may be allowed. Requests for rf<:eproduction expenses costs shall not exceed 9 cents per page. Student 
workbooks are not considered handouts. 

(f) Books/FilmsNideotapesllnstructional Materials/Equipment. Actual expenses may be allowed, provided each 
expense is identified. Expendables, such as programmed texts, may be allowed in the same manner. A one
time expenditure for purchase of textbooks may be allowed, provided the textbooks will be used in future 
course presentations. Films, videotapes, and instructional aids should be rented or obtained without charge. 
When rental costs for multiple presentations will exceed the cost of acquisition, purchase may be authorized 
by POST. If a film/videotape, instructional material, or equipment purchase is authorized by POST in 
advance, such materials shall be used in future course presentations and will remain the property of POST. 
Purchase cost shall be prorated over a reasonable number of presentations based on the item's anticipated 
service life. If the course is decertified, or if the purchased books, films, videotapes, instructional materials, 
or equipment are no longer necessary for use in the course, they shall be delivered to POST. 

(g) Paper/Office Supplies/Mailing. Actual expenses may be allowed, provided each expense is identified. 

(h) Coordinator/lnstructor(s) Travel. An estimate is to be made of necessary travel expenses for advance budget 
approval. Expenses for local area travel are allowable only when travel exceeds 25 miles one way, or if 
travel is necessary to an additional course site. If a course presentation is authorized outside of a 25-mile 
radius of the presenter's principle place of business, travel expenses may be allowed in accordance with 
existing State regulations covering travel and per diem. 

(i) Miscellaneous. Any other cost of materials and other direct items of expense may be approved by POST, 
based upon documented costs . 

(j) Indirect Costs. Indirect costs are allowable for expenses not assignable as direct costs. Indirect costs may not 
exceed 20% of the total direct costs. 

(k) Calculation of tuition. All budgeted costs (direct and indirect) are added to determine the total cost. The 
tuition cost per student shall be determined by dividing the total cost by the maximum number of students 
approved per presentation (See Regulation 1055(:!)). For each presentation, course presenters may exceed the 
maximum enrollment up to 20% to compensate for unavoidable under-enrollments due to late cancellations. 

However, it is the presenter's responsibility to monitor over-enrollment so that by the end of the fiscal year, 
the total number of students does not exceed the approved maximum number established by the terms of 
certification. In the event over-enrollment is not properly managed and adjusted during the fiscal year, the 
Commission may: 

(I) Reduce the course tuition, 

(2) Requiie the presenter to conduct presentation(s) without tuition, 

(3) Require the presenter to provide prorated refunds to trainees, or 

( 4) Decertify the course. 

(I) Sub" cntions. 

Agency ptcsentczs seeking hahring pzescntation Ithnbwscntcnt shall include on the Cowsc Budget tpOST 2c 
186, rev 7lJJ) anj outside sabvcntious [1cfez to R:cgulatiun 1981(c)] pio;idcd to sappOit pzcsentation of the 
ptoposed comsc . 

(m) f;faxhuwn 'ftai:ning Ptesentation Rx:hnbwscmcnt. 

hz accotdanee with Regulation 1 815(d) (1), the amount of hainhtg ptesenbltion tehnUwsemcnt shall not 
exceed the actual cost fm ptesenting a cuwsc [xcfet to Fh;galation 1961(c)]. 



1055. Requirements for Course Presentation. 

(a) Term of Certification: Course certification shall be made on a fiscal year basis, subject to annual review. A 
course shall be certified for a specific number of presentations during a fiscal year. It shall be subject to the 
restrictions or stipulations specified by POST. 

(b) Certification Non· Transferable: A course that has been certified is valid for presentation only by the 
presenter receiving the certification and is not transferable to another presenter. 

(c) Publicity: A certified course, if publicized, must use the exact title as certified by POST. No course may be 
publicized prior to course certification. The POST certification number shall be shown on all materials being 
publicized. Presenters shall clearly indicate on any course announcements, brochures, bulletins, or 
publications that POST has certified the individual course offering. 

(d) Changes to Course or Course Budget: A course, once certified under the conditions specified in the Course 
Certification Request, shall not be changed or modified without prior POST approval. Changes in 
subventions £om outside sowccs tcceivcd to suwwt eowses fm which hahring ptcsentation tchnOwscment 
has been apptoved shall be zcpmtcd in wtiting to POST within 36 days of the change. 

(e) Course Announcements: A Course Announcement (POST 2-110 Rev. 8/89) shall be submitted to POST for 
each proposed course presentation. The Course Announcement must be submitted to POST at least 30 
calendar days prior to the presentation of th~ course. An hourly distnbution schedule must be attached to 
each Course Announcement. A course control number, issued by POST upon approval of the presentation, 

· must be used when making references pertaining to a particular course offering. 

(f) Limitations on Course Emollments. The Commission shall designate the maximum number of students that 
may attend each course during a fiscal year. 

(g) Concwzcnt Sessions. m those instances ;;bote two ptcscntations lithe Sdllit cwtifi:cd cowsc me scbedaled 
to twt concwtently, two Cowsc Announcctucnt fmniS must be submitted. hr the comments section of each 
Cowse Atmowtcement; a zenmzk shaH be mdc to the effect that the pzesentation is one of two pzcsenta:tions 
of the same cowse behxg conducted concmtently. 

(h) Modification Procedures: If, subsequent to the Commission having approved a Course Announcement, the 
course coordinator becomes aware of the need to make any changes related to presentation of the 
course, such as dates of presentation, scheduled thnes, location, or hours of presentation, the 
Commission must be notified and contacted to approve such changes prior to the presentation. 

(i) Cheating: Students who cheat. Cheating as defmed in Commission Regulation !OO!(h), shall be ptohibited 
subject to discipline and possible dismissal in the following entry-level, mandated training courses: the 
Arrest & Firearms Course (Commission Regulation (C.R.) 1081(a)(l)]; Aviation Security Course [C.R. 
108l(a)(2)]; Reserve Peace Officer training courses, Modules A, B, and C and D [C.R. 1081(a)(ll)]; 
the School Peace Officer Course [C.R. 108!(a)(20)]; and all basic training courses (Commission Procedure 
D·l-1). Any student who engages in cheating sind:l be subject to discipline up to and including dismisszd 
fwm the cowsc in which he/she is emuHed. 

G) Required Documents to be Submitted Upon Completion of Presentation: A completed Course Roster (POST 
2-111, Rev. 7/96) shall be prepared and submitted to the Commission after completion of each certified 
course presentation. The following documents shall accompany each Course Roster: 

(I) A Course Evaluation Instrument (POST 2-245 Rev. 9/81) completed by each trainee, 

(2) POST Course Evaluation Control Sheet (Scantron Form No. F-374-POST Rev. 1/94), 

• 

• 

(3) Any Training Reimbursement Requests (POST 2-273 Rev. 8/93) that are provided to the presenter by • 
trainees, and 

(4) A written statement from the course coordinator explaining how successful completion was 
accomplished when a trainee is reponed as completing the course, but has missed more than five 



• 

• 

•. ; 

percent of the certified hours of the Regular Basic Course (or modules of any of its formats) or ten 
percent of the certified hours of any other POST-certified course. 

All documents must he submitted to the Commission no later than I 0 calendar days following the ending date 
of the presentation. Subsequent to submission of these documents, the coordinator shall contact the 
Commission about needed corrections. 

(k) Expanded Comsc Outlines Retention of Certification Documents: For any POST-certified course, lesson 
plans/expanded cowsc oatlhtcs a current copy of the documents required by Regulation 1 053(a} must be kept 
on file at the presenter's facility for inspection by POST . 



1056. Annual Recertification. 

Each certified course is reviewed prior to the beginning of a new fiscal year. Every presenter shall receive a Course 
Certification Report from POST for each certified course (excluding telecourses and interactive videodisc training 
courses which are automatically recertified). These reports shall be reviewed and signed by the agency training 
coordinator and returned to POST to ensure certification for the proceeding fiscal year. The A POST review shall 
include evaluation of the continuing need for the course, currency of curriculum, and adherence to requirements for 
course certification (See Regulation I 052) and course presentation (See Regulation I 055). 

• 

• 

• 



• 1057. Decertification. 

• 

Courses may be decertified by action of the Commission when: 

(a) There is no longer a demonstrated need for the course; or 

(b) There is failure to comply with the requirements set forth in Regulation 1052-1055; or 

(a£) There are other causes warranting decertification as determined by the Commission . 



1058. Appeals Process. 

(a) Any course certification/decertification decision may be appealed to the POST Executive Director. The 
appeal, and all documentation the appellant believes supports the appeal, must be submitted in writing to the 
Executive Director within 30 calendar days of the date of the certification/ decertification notice. 

Within 30 calendar days of the receipt of the appeal, the Executive Director shall respond to the appellant in 
writing with a decision and associated reasons upon which the decision is based. 

(b) The Executive Director's decision may be appealed to the Commission. The appeal, and all documentation 
the individual believes supports the appeal, must be submitted in writing to the Commission within 30 
calendar days of the date of the Executive Director's decision. 

Appeals received at least 45 calendar days prior to the next scheduled Commission meeting will be heard at 
that meeting. Appeals received with less than 45 calendar days remaining prior to the next scheduled 
Commission meeting will be heard at a subsequent meeting. The Commission shall notify the appellant 

of the date, time, and location of the hearing within 10 calendar days of the receipt of the appeal to the 
Commission. The appellant or appellant's designated representative(s) shall have the right to present 
evidence at the hearing. 

The Executive Director shall notify the appellant in writing of the Commission's decision within I 0 calendar 
days following the conclusion of the hearing. 

• 

• 

• 



• 1080. PC 832, Arrest and Firearms Course Examination and Requalification Requirements. 

• 

(a) PC 832 Course Examination(s) Requirement for Students: The examination requirements described in 
sections I 080 (a) and (b) are for stand-alone PC832 courses only. There are examination requirements for PC 
832 when the training is part of a larger POST-certified course. however, those requirements are within the 
training specifications of the larger course. Pwsaaut to section 832(a) of the Penal Code, i!ndividuals who 
receive PC 832, Arrest and/or Firearms training as a stand-alone POST-certified course 01 as pmt ofa lmger 
POS'f-ecrtified comse shall demonstrate satisfactory completion of the training by passage of a POST
developed or POST-approved examination{ll or emcinatiuns. pursuant to Penal Code section 832. Training 
is presented as two components and individuals may select to attend either Arrest Procedures. Firearms. or 
both. Passage of a written examination shali be required for the cognitive (knowledge) curriculum;, 
pPassage ofn£g performance examinations shall be required for the noncognitive (skills) curriculum. 'fhis 
tcgulation docs not apply to htdieiduals nho satisfactozily complete the POST R:cgulm Basic Comsc. enfy 
those ptcsentets designated by POST shaH be authmized to ad:nrinistu the PC 832 R:cquatification 
Examination. · 

(+Ji) Exmrcination Procedmes Requirements for Administering PC 832 Exams 1n Stand-Alone Courses: 

<*D All exantinations required by subsection 1080(a) shall be administered immediately following the 
conclusion of the required PC 832 instruction. tBJ The Commission may waive the requirement 
that all original examinations be administered immediately following the conclusion of training in 
those instances where the training is certified retroactively and the examinations were not 
administered as part of the training. 

( 4£))---fP'EO~SR'f:;.**t>pD:prrco"'''eedd-EE:XA'll:mmmnrir' raaltiti<>:onsmr:-.' The use of alternatives to the POST -developed examinations is 
subject to approval by POST. Course presenters seeking POST approval to use alternative 
examinations shall present evidence that the alternative tests were developed in accordance with 
recognized professional standards, and that alternative examinations are equivalent to the POST
developed exantinations with respect to curriculum validity and test reliability. Evidence of tests 
score equating is required. Applications for approval of alternative examinations will be processed 
within seven days from receipt of original request. 

(€I) Acl:whrisb:ab:on and scming ofzdi examinations shaH be delegated to Only qualified course 
presenters who have received training in the administration of the examinations and who agree to 
abide by the terms of a formal POST test security agreement; may administer and score 
examinations. A:ll examinations shall be administered and scored in accordance with POST
specified procedures and passing scores. 

(Bi) All exantinations shall be scored pass/fail. 

(r.2.) Exmnination Results. The examination results shali be provided to each examinee by the course 
presenter within five working days of the date of each examination. 

(3-.2) Retesting. Individuals failing the written examination shall be permitted one retest and shall be 
permitted reasonable time to prepare for the retest Retests shall be administered by the course 
presenter within 90 days of the date of the original examination. 1n order to continue to pursue 
satisfaction of course requirements, individuals who fail to achieve " passing score~ upon retesting 
for Arrest Procedures of cithct the wtittcn 01 sk:iiis examination shall be required to repeat the 
related Arrest Procedures training: and individuals who fail to achieve a passing score upon 
retesting for Firearms shall be required to repeat Firearms training. Individuals who repeat the 
related training shall be considered as new students for testing purposes. 

(b£) PC 832. Arrest and Firearms Course Requalification Requirements and Exemptions: 

ill Three-year Rule: Regualification ofPC832 is required before exercising peace officer powers 
when: 

!A} Any individual wlm does not become employed as a peace officer within three years of 
successfully completing PC 832 training, or 



An individual. subsequent to completing PC 832 training. whe has a three-year:or:longer 
break in service as a peace officer.:. subsequent to successfully completing PC 832 
hahring, nrust tequai:ify to exercise the puncts of a peace officer. 

Only service in a peace officer position for whlch PC832 training is required by law maintains the 
currency of an individual's PC832 certification. The three-year period begins on the date the 
course was completed. or the individual's last date of service in the ·peace officer position. 

(2) Exemptions to the Three-Year Rule: W An individual who meets any of the following criteria 
listed below. as specified in Penal Code section 832(e)(2), is exempt from the PC 832 Course 
Requalification Requirements (Regulation 1080 (c) Clll: 

(tJ+: Is retorning to a management level law enforcement position at the second level of 
supervision or hlgher. 

@r Has successfully completed the Basic Course Requalification Process as provided for in 
Commission Regulation 1008. 

(Q7. Has maintained proficiency by teaching the course described in PC 832 (a). 

L R:equhed cmricalmn fm the PCB32 cowsc is conrpriscd of two sepwatc modtrlcs 
An est Ptoccwcs and FtcarniS. Accmdlligly, Under this provision an individual 
may seek exemption andcz this pro vision for the either module, Arrest Procedures 
modale mrly; 2! the Firearms nroduic urdy, or both modules the entizc PCB32 
cowsc fboth Ancst Proccd~cs and Fitcarms. 

For the purpose of granting an exemption on the basis of teaching experience, 
"maintained proficiency" shall be defmed as having taught the entire module( s) for 
whlch an exemption is being soughL Additionally, exemptions shall be granted 
only for recent teaching experience that was gained within three years of the 
exemption request. 

@>t: Has been employed continuously, with no more than a 60-day break in service between 
law enforcement employers, in another state or with a federal agency as a peace officer. 

illtB7 Documentation of Exemption: Written documentation determined by the department head as 
satisfying any of the exemptions listed in !080 (be) (2) (A)-(D) above shall nrinimaHy be retained 
by the employing agency for at least the duration of the individual's employment with the 
department. This retention period is recommended so that the employing agency can provide 
supporting documentation of the. exemption, if it is requested during a POST inspection. 

(3) The presenter shaH tnainta:ht; as a rnattcr ufzccord; ail ducwucnts suUmitted Oy an individuai who 
pm ticipatcs hx the PC 832 R::equai:ificalion Exmnination. 

@ Requalification Ootions: Requalification may be accomplished by one of two methods as follows: 

(!) jgepeating and satisfactorily completing PC 832 training as a stand-alone course or completing 
within a larger POST-certified course whlch includes PC 832 trajnipg, e-:gj,&, the Regular Basic 
Course, Part 1 of the Level ill Module, Fxguiat Basic Cumsc J\!lodalat Fonuat; Reserve Training 
Module D, Specialized Investigators' Basic Course. Basic Course Regualification Course [for 
eligibility refer to I 008 (b) and Procedure D-1 OJ. or 

• 

• 

(2) Qdemonstrating continued mastery of PC 832 training material by passing the examinations • 
enumerated in P8S'F Regulation 1080 (a). This can be accomplished through the completion of the 

·PC 832 Requalification Examination Process [for eligibility refer to !080(e)].Ui the Basic Cowsc 
R:cqualificacion Pxocess described in 1888 fbj and D I 8. nris subsection; 1686 (b) , docs not apply 
to indi 1<iduals who quaH:fy for an cxenlption as specified in Pctnrl Codt 832 (c)(2) and dcsczibcd in 



• 

• 

1888 f\>1(2) . 

(Bi) Eligibility to be 'fested for PC832 Requalification Examination Process: Only individuals who have 
previously completed POST-certified PC 832 training, as a stand--alone course or within a larger POST
certified course as defmed specified in I 080(b!!lil), are eligible to participate in the PC 832 
Requalification Examination Process. Presenters shaH verify aH docwncnts, [1888(d)(l)(D)], subnrittedby 
applicants. 

ill Individuals seeking to be tested shall receive written notification from the presenter regarding 
eligibility to be tested within 30 days of receipt by the presenter of all documentation required per 
in subsections 1080ID(l)CA\-CC) (*)above below. 

illT: Individuals receiving notification that they are ineligible to be tested shall be given an explanation 
for ineligibility of why they me ineligible. An individual may submit a new request with the 
additional documentation, which will be processed according to subsection 1080 (B)~ 
below. POST shall have fmal approval or disapproval of the eligibility of any individual seeking 
adotission to any part of the testing process. All applicable examination fees wiJI be returned. with 
the notification. to those individuals who are determined. either by the presenter or by POST. to be 
ineligible for testing. 

(if)~ Requalification Examination Process Proccdwcs: The zcqaatification examination process shaH 
De the smnc as stated in 1888(0 {a)(3) aboPe. 

(*I) Application: An ifudividuals seeking to testing regualify PC 832 training through the examination 
process shall submit; a written request to a POST-approved PC 832 Requalification Examination 
Presenter; a written wquest that includes: 

The individual's full name, mailing address, daytime phone number, and social security 
number; 

ill}r. A copy of the individual's PC 832 Course completion certificate or other verifiable 
documentation showing prior successful completion of a PC 832 Course. This 
documentation shall include the individual's name, the name of the presenting institution 
presenter where the haining was cvnrplcted, the number of hours completed. and the 
ending date of the training; 

(Q3-: A certified check or money order payable to the presenter (see F£ below for fees); 

ill}t: A criminal history clearance from the Department of Justice. • 

• All requests to test for the firearms component from applicants who are not sponsored 
by a local or other law enforcement agency, or who are not peace officers employed by a 
state or local agency, department or district, shall include a criminal history clearance in 
compliance with PC 13511.5 prior to admission to firearms testing. No frrearms testing 
shall be administered to any applicant prior to receipt of the Department of Justice 
criminal history clearance form. The criminal history clearance need not be redone 
where there has been a lapse ofless than 180 days since the last clearance. 

(£F) Examination Fees: The presenter shall charge fees for all examinations administered. The 
appropriate fees shall be determined by the Commission and shall not exceed actual test 
adotinistration costs. 

Applicable examination fees follow: 

Vhittcn cxmn. latest Si188 
Perfonuance cxanm. Fhcartas $158* 



• 

Arrest Procedures: 
Written exam $100* 
Performance exam $1 00* 

Firearms: 
Performance exam $150* 

No charge for innnediate retestin& 
Failure to appear for testing or retesting shall result in forfeiture of all applicable 
examination fees and Joss of eligibility to be tested. 

(C~ Adtnhrisb:arion of Examinations. 

Q)t: Requirements for Administering the Regualification Exam: hid:i 'iduals eligible to be adnrittcd to the 
cxanrination ptoccss shall. The Regualification Exam shall be administered by a POST-aonroved 
presenter as described in I 080(b)(2)-( 4) and as follows: 

Cf.a) .All regualification applicants shall be tested at a POST-approved location within 90 days 
of notification of eligibility to take the requalification exam. 

@b) Aat least 30 days in advance of the test eligible regualification applicants shall be notified 
~s to the specific date, time and location of testing at least 39 d-ays in advance of the test 

Individuals desiring to be tested after failure to appear for a scheduled regualification exam 
must reestablish eligibility to be tested by completing the requirements described in 
Regulation 1080 (bf) (1) (A)-CD). 2.Failmc to appem lm testing m retesting shaH result in 
forfcitm c of aH applicable examination fees and loss of eligibility to be tested. 

:r. AH: examinations sha-H be ad:ministercd by p:tcscatcrs nbc hav c been approved by POST 
[sec scrbsection 1989 (a) (1) (C)j. 

>t:(ill All examination results shall be mailed to POST by the examination administrator, 
postmarked within five working days of the date of testing. 

(BID Notification Pwccdwcs. The presenter shall notify all examinees in writing as to 
examination results, postmarked within five working days of requalification examination 
completion. The presenter shall also issue a completion certificate within five working 
days showing that the individual successfully completed the PC 832 Requalification 
Examination. 

(EE) The presenter shall maintain, as a matter of record, all documents submitted by an 
individual who participates in the PC 832 Regualification Examination. 

(1E) Requalification Examination Retesting: One requalification exam retest shall be permitted for any 
test failed, contingent upon advance payment• of any applicable examination feeli [see (Fot~, below 
above]. Such retesting must occur within 90 days of the requalification examination. For firearms 
and arrest performance examinations, individuals will have the option of either retesting 
immediately or schedaiing"a tetcst wi~ 90 days. 

• 

• 

LtJ Individuals who fail to achieve a passing score upon requalification exam retesting, or who fail 
to appear for requalification exam retesting, shall be required to successfully complete the 
appropriate PC 832 training (i.e., Arrest Procedures, Firearms, or both) in order to meet the PC 
832 Course requalification requirements ofPeual Code S§ection 832(e). • 



COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 
Tide 

Fitness Minimum 

Jilaoadallmpoct: 

o-Report 

ISSUE 

Should the Commission authorize a contract for services of a Special Consultant (Management Fellow) to research 
and identify strategies to implement a physical fitness minimum qualification in support of strategic plan objective 
AS: Minimum Qualifications for Entering Basic Academies? 

BACKGROUND 

The current POST strategic plan calls for increasing selection standards in the area of physical abilities. At the 
present time POST has no guidelines or standards in the area of pre-academy screening of physical abilities. 

P.C. 13 51 O(b) obliges POST " ... to conduct research concerning job-related educational standards, and job-r-elated 
llection standards to include vision, hearing, physical ability, and emotional stability. Job-related standards which 

supported by this research shall be adopted by the Commission prior to January 1, 1985-". In the area of 
phy1sical ability, POST developed the Work Sample Test Battery (WSTB) as an agility test that is administered after 
a twelve week physical conditioning program. The test has been validated by a follow-up validation study and the 
job tasks that the test measures have been validated by a job task analysis (1,2). 

1. Physical Abilities Test Follow-up Validation Study, 1993 
2. Entry-Level Uniformed Patrol Officer Job Analysis: Task Analysis, 1998 

ANALYSIS 

Most agree that law enforcement officers need to be physically fit. However, because there is no consensus on 
what a physical fitness test should measure, there is no uniform standard for measuring physical fitness. 

POST has not evaluated pre-existing (off-the-shelf) tests that are currently available to assess physical fitness. Also, 
there is debate about whether measuring speed, endurance, and strength or whether measuring job-related tasks 
provide the best measurement of physical fitness. Inherent in the dilemma is the use of standards based on age and 
gender. 

In addition to the questions regarding physical fitness assessment, there are is5ues oflegality and defensibility that 
POST staff typically considers. Some academies use the WSTB with a lower cut score as a selection test (prior to 
entry into the academy). If the WSTB is administered pre-academy, then, according the federal Uniform Guidelines 

_..__ Employee Selection Procedures, the test cannot be used to measure any Knowledge, Skill or Ability that is 
1-..,,,;r • ..-1 in a training program. This has implications for the testing of such tasks as scaling a wall or fence, and 

dragging an incapacitated person. If we train students to do these tasks in the academy, and the pre-academy 
test the test shows then 



~~~ ~------~---------

violatio!l of Title If we chose this route, the setting of the cut score be critical to an unbiased test. An 
alternative to using the WSTB as an entry standard would be to develop a battery of generic tests of fundamental 
physical ability. This type of test would measure the fundamental physical abilities of applicants, and is typically 
comprised of events such as a 1.5-mile run, push-ups, and sit-ups. If properly developed and validated, a test like 
this would be defensible to select people for academy training in the area of physical fitness by determining the 
readiness of applicants to enter the academy physical conditioning program and pass the WSTB. 

The work to be done in accomplishing this project requires expertise in two distinct testing areas, test development 
of a valid and defensible standard and physical fitness testing per se. The management fellow would evaluate 
current and available physical fitness assessment procedures as to whether the tests are accepted as valid measures 
of job-related fitness areas, such as: aerobic power, muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility etc. 
(construct validity). POST staff would then design a pilot program to test the effectiveness of a proposed standard. 
Effectiveness being measured by whether the proposed standard can predict who can perform the core physical 
tasks of the job (i.e., successful completion of the POST Work Sample Test Battery [criterion validity D. 

The management fellow would work in conjunction with a POST Personnel Selection Consultant to: I. Research 
and review existing law enforcement physical ability selection tests, 2. Research and review physical fitness theory 
on strength and endurance tests vs. job-related task tests, 3. Research and review current court cases involving 
physical fitness testing for the law enforcement selection process, 4. IdentifY strategies to implement a physical 
fitness minimum qualification, 5. Recommend a physical fitness minimum qualification. 

The management fellow should be a Regular Basic Course instructor in physical fitness, defensive tactics, and/or 
use of force. A degree in Exercise Physiology is desirable. The fellow should understand the health related and 
motor skill components of fitness, pre-screening and medical requirements, and assessment tests. 

RECOMMENPATION 

Authorize the Executive Director to contract with a local law enforcement agency for a special consultant 
(.Management Fellow) to study physical fitness issues for a period not to exceed one year and at a cost not to 
exceed $130,000 for salary and benefits. Additional expenditures for meetings and workshops are anticipated at 
$45,000. 



COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 

0 Information Only 0 SbolusReport 

ISSUE 

Yes (See AIY!ysls far Delallsl 

0No 

1} Should the Commission authorize a sole-source contract for the service Dr. Deniz Ones to assist staff in the 
development of a peace officer selection test battery and the revision of psychological screening guidelines? 

2} Should the Commission authorize an interagency agreement (contract} for the service ofDr. Gerald Sumprer tD 
assist in the development of the revised POST Psychological Screening Manual? 

BACKGROUND 

POST Strategic Plan Items A8.1 and AS.II call for the creation of a new peace officer selection test battery and the 
revision of the existing psychological screening guidelines, respectively. The importance and scope of these 
'rniiP.r.1to is only equaled by the difficult and complex issues and concerns that must be adequately addressed to 

project success, including (but not limited to): 

-providing prescriptive guidance, yet not creating an unfair competitive advantage by endorsing specific test(s); 

- providing psychological screening examination and evaluation protocols that will help standardize the process 
and decisions across California agencies, while retaining the individualized, clinical nature of this screening; 

- providing tests and guidance that will result in meimingful and substantive changes in the way that selection is 
currently conducted, while not causing agencies unnecessary disruption or expense. 

Given the importance and complexity of these projects, it is imperative that we engage highly recognized experts-to 
assist in the development of an RFP and the selection of contractor(s) to ensure that project goals. tasks, 
deliverables and timelines are feasible, efficacious, and will otherwise produce products that, once implemented, 
will result in the selection and screening of capable, psychologically-healthy peace officer candidates. 

ANALYSIS 

A review of the literature and extensive discussions with practitioners and researchers in this area have consistently 
indicated that Dr. Deniz Ones, who holds an endowed professorship in Industrial and Organizational Psychology at 
the Department ofPsychology of the University ofMinnesota, is perhaps the preeminent researcher in the field of 
pe~rsonallity assessment in personnel selection. Dr. Ones is an internationally recognized expert in the areas of 
~e~sc1nn1el selection and personality assessment for workplace applications. In addition, Dr. Ones recently 
_.onducted a two-day workshop for POST on Personality Selection in Law Enforceme~nt. All attendees agreed that 

· ·her training was exceptional; furthermore, during the course of preparing and conducting the workshop, Dr. Ones 
has become v knowled eable about the POST ro'ects and the state of cholo 'cal assessment of California 



peace officer applicants) through discussions with POST staH: screening psychologists and other relevant 
professionals. Unlike other leading personality testing expens, Dr. Ones is not affiliated with a specific test or 
assessment device (although she maintains massive data bases on virtually all of the commonly used measures); I 
therefore there are no conflict of interest concerns with her involvement in an advisory capacity to POST. ~ 

Dr. Gerald Sumprer serves as a senior psychologist for the State Personnel Board (SPB), a position he's held for 
over 12 years. He has also conducted psychological screening examinations for a vast array oflocallaw 
enforcement agencies throughout the State. Wrth over 24 years of experience in psychological assessment, Dr. 
Sumprer is held in the highest regard by colleagues and Jaw enforcement personnel alike. In the conteltt of this 
project, Dr. Sl.imprer will assist in creating an RFP that directly addresses the imponant substantive and practical 

1 

issues facing pre-employment psychological screening. He will also assist in evaluating the resultant proposals, the ' 
selection of contractors, and in a variety of other project functions, such as perfoqning extensive literature searches 

1 

· 

on available tests and inventories, assisting in the conduct of SME panels, and creating draft manual chapters. His 
direct, elttensive experience as a clinical psychologist will complement the assistance provided by Dr. Ones (an 
industrial/organizational psychologist). Dr. Sumprer's assistance to POST will be secured via an interagency 
agreement with the SPB. 

RECOMMENPATION 

If the Commission concurs, the appropriate action would be a MOTION to authorize the Executive Director to 
·create a sole source agreement for the services of Dr. Deniz Ones to assist in the implementation of Strategic Plan 
items AS.I and AS.ll, at a cost not to exceed $47,000, and enter into an interagency agreement with the State 
Personnel Board for the services of Gerald Sumprer at a cost not to exceed $67,000. 



COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 

Reimbursement for Public Safety Dispatchers and 
Dispatch Supervisors July 20, 2000 

l;nliniirig Delivery & Compliance Lupe de Ia Garza 

1/t?o June 27,2000 

0 DMIIIan Raq.....,. .o ... Aiport 

Flrwnc:Wmp.ct 0 Y•(IMAI...,.Iardel6) 

No 

ISSUE 

SJlould the Commission, subject to the public hearing process, approve 8n amendment to 
Regulation 101 5 to authorize backfill reimbursement for Public Safety Dispatcher and Dispatch 
Supennsortr.rlning? 

BACKGROUND 

Backfill or replacement reimbursement provides 100% of the overtime cost of training and the 
travel time associated with training that is incurred by agencies whenever peace officers attend 
selected, approved training programs. The reimbursement is intended to: (a) increase 
participation in selected training that is focused on critical skills, officer safety, and high liability 
topics; and (2) permit an agency to maintain the staffing necessary for officer and community 
safety and services while officers are in training. 

The Backfill Reimbursement program began in May 1998. During FY 1998/99, approximately 
$764,500 was reimbursed. Staff estimates that approximately $3 Million will be reimbursed in 
this fiscal year (FY 1999/00). · 

Commission Regwation 1015(e) authorizes backfill reimbursement but limits eligibility for 
reiinbursement to peace officers. 

ANALYSIS 

Records for FY 1997/98 indicate that approximately 2,344 dispatchers attended approximately 
2,497 hours of reimbursable training (1.6 hours/dispatcher). On July 1, 2000, Public Safety 
Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors will be required to satisfy the 24-hGur Continuing 
Professional Training (CPT) requirement. Approximately 6,900 dispatchers and dispatch 
supervisors are ~ected by this new requirement To date, in-service training programs for these 
perso!II}el have been limited. In addition, it is generally agreed that staffing in dispatch centers is 
limited and, as a result, opportunities for in-service training are also restricted. 

POST 1-187 (Aw. 8111SJ 
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It is unlikely that all dispatchers and supervisors will be able to receive training in the first year 
of the new CPT requirement. Limits on staffing and the availability of training courses will 
restrict participation. The new CPT requirement will encourage greater participation in training. 
If, however, every dispatcher and dispatch supervisor (6,900) attended 12 hours of training 
during FY 2000/01, approximately 82,800 hours of training would be involved. A more 
conservative estimate is that approximately 3,000 dispatchers and supervisors will attend some 
training during the first year of the CPT requirement. Only those training courses that focus 
specifically on the dispatch role in field operations will be approved for backfill reimbursement. 
This reimbursement will provide the impetus and bolster their ability to satisfy the CPT 
requirement. Assuming that 3000 dispatchers and supervisors each attend 8 hours of backfill 
approved training, approximately 24,000 hours may be reimbursable at the overtime rate. The 
average hourly salary for dispatchers is approximately $14.50; $21.75 at the overtime rate. 
Accordingly, backfill reimbursement for dispatchers and dispatch supervisors during FY 2000/0I 
is estimated to be approximately $525,000. 

The Commission, at the October 1999 meeting, approved the addition of public safety 
dispatchers and dispatch supervisors and appropriate training courses to the backfill 
reimbursement program. This action recognized the critical role of dispatchers in providing 
community service and ensuring the safety of officers in the field. Dispatchers are included in 
the annual, statewide training needs assessment and staff have developed plans to expand the 
scope of training courses that are specifically directed at the dispatch function and role. 

Commission Regulation 1015(e), enacted in 1999, does not authorize backfill reimbursement for 
the dispatcher and dispatch supervisor positions. The regulation must now be amended to 
provide the authority for this reimbursement. Staff proposes to amend Regulation 10 15( e), as 
follows: 

1015 

(e) Backfill (replacement)/Days off Reimbursement 

(1) The Commission will reimburse any eligible agency, Section 13523 Penal Code, for the 
agency's expense of paying salary at the overtime rate: (1) to a peace officer emple)ee, 
who replaces another peace officer emple) ee for his/her attendance ef at selected 
POST -certified training, or (2) to a peace officer who is assigned to training on his/her 
days off, or (3) to a public safetv dispatcher. or dispatch suoervisor who replaces 
another public safety dispatcher. or dispatch supervisor for his/her attendance at 
selected POST-certified training. or (4) to a public safetv dispatcher. or disuatch 
supervisor who is assigned to training on his/her days off. 

(2) Reimbursement claims may be made only for attendance at POST -certified training 
courses identified by the Commission. Training courses that qualify for reimbursement 
are restricted to: (a) courses developed and presented with Federal funds allocated by 

~) 

Federal law, STOP violence against women,-tlftti (b) courses designed to address high- .\ 
priority, in-service training needs of entry-level peace officers, and (c) courses designed ·~ 



to address high-prioritv. in-service training needs of public safety dispatchers. and 
dispatch supervisors. As such courses are certified, there will be a notation of 
eligibility for reimbursement. 

RECOMMENDATION 

If the Commission concurs, schedule a public hearing for the October 2000 meeting to amend 
Regulation 1015 to authorize backfill reimbursement for Public Safety Dispatchers and Dispatch 
Supervisors. 
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Commission on Peace Officer standards and Training 

NOTICE OF PROPOSED REGULATORY ACTION: AMEND REGULATION 1015 TO 
ALLOW REIMBURSEMENT FOR PUBLIC SAFETY DISPATCHER TRAINING 

Notice is hereby given that the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training (Posn, 
pursuant to the authority vested by Penal Code Sections 13503 {powers of the Commission on 
POST), Section 13506 (authority for the Commission on POST to adopt regulations), and 
13520 of Penal Code {powers to appropriation of funds to local cities, counties and districts), and 
in order to interpret, implement,, and make specific Section 13503(e) of Penal Code (powers to 
develop and implement programs to increase the effectiveness of law enforcement) , proposes to 
adopt, amend or repeal regulations in Chapter 2 of Title II of the California Code of 
Regulations. 

INFORMATIVE DIGEST 

Regulation Section 1015 (e) provides for reimbursement to participating agencies for overtime 
incurred to replace an officer assigned to training. 

The Commission is proposing to amend Regulation 10 IS to allow reimbursement for Public 
Safety Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors who are assigned to training on days off or on 
overtime basis. Dispatchers training on days off or on overtime enable the law enforcement 
agency to maintain full strength in its service to the public, while meeting its training 
obligations. Effective July I ,2000, Public Safety Dispatchers are required to complete 24 hours 
of training every two years to comply with the Continual Professional Training requirement. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

The Commission hereby requests written comments on the proposed actions. All written 
comments must be received at POST no later than 4:30p.m. on_. Written comments should 
be directed to Kenneth J. O'Brien, Executive Director, Commission on Peace Officer Standards 
and Training, 1601 Alhambra Blvd., Sacramento CA95816-7083. 

ADOPTION OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS 

Following the public comment period, the Commission may adopt the proposal substantially as 
set fourth without further notice or may modify the proposal if such modifications remain 
significantly related to the text as described in the information digest. If the Commission makes 
changes to the language before adoption, the text of any modified language, clearly indicated, 
will be made available at least 15 days before the date of adoption to all persons whose 
comments were received by POST during the public comment period, and all persons who . 
request notification from POST of the availability of such changes. A request for the modified 
text should be addressed to the agency official designated in this notice. The Commission will 
accept written comments on the modified text for 15 days after the date of which the revised text 
is made available. 



COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 
~c:nda 

~ontract Request for Analysis and Design of CD-ROM Course on Driver 
Training 
Bureau 

Training Program Services 
By 

Ray Bray 

Date 

July 20, 2000 

Dennis Aronson 

DattofReport 

June 26,2000 

Financial Impact: Yes (See Analysis for detalb) 

0 lDformation Only 0 Status Report 

ISSUE 

Should the Commission enter into a contract with San Diego State University and KPBS to perform an 
analysis of needs and training requirements and develop a high-level design for a CD-ROM driver 
training course for California Jaw enforcement? 

BACKGROUND 

In 1990, POST contracted to have an interactive videodisc (IVD) course on driver training developed, 
which was distributed to the field in 1993. That course has provided several insights about the process 
for creating interactive multimedia training, including the need for thorough analysis and quality design 
decisions before beginning development. Much of the IVD course is outdated, and the technology has 
progressed so greatly thai it would not be practical to convert the existing course from IVD to CD-ROM 
format. 

The need for refresher driver training is one of the reasons the Commission established regional skills 
training centers that include driving simulators. The simulators can give students practice in judgement 
and decision-making in situations that are too dangerous for behind-the-wheel training. Similarly, an 
interactive multimedia program on CD-ROM can provide training in judgement and decision-making in 
many areas that do not require the features unique to the simulators. Also, a CD-ROM course would be 
an effective way for officers to learn cognitive material prior to taking training on the simulators or 
behind the wheel. 

A million dollars for developing multimedia training in the perishable skills area was included in the 
budget change proposal for FlY 2000-2001 and approved by the Commission at its meeting in October 
1999. Developing a CD-ROM on driver training was a major project envisioned for the use of these 
funds. 

ANALYSIS 

Experience has shown the importance of performing solid front-end analysis in order to design and 
ultimately develop multimedia courseware that will meet the agencies' needs. Proper analysis can also 
ensure that the funds later spent for development will be used effectively as a result of being able to 
focus on critical needs. 



The work to be performed in the proposed contract includes meeting with subject-matter experts, 
officers who would be taking the course, and other stakeholders in order to determine the needs, goals 
and objectives for the course, and the types of interactions that will facilitate learning. Another part of 
the analysis would consist of studying existing driver training curricula for basic and refresher training 
(including training presented in the driving simulators) and other driver training programs. It is 
important that the CD-ROM course be consistent with other courses, especially the driving simulator 
courses, and satisfy needs that can not be met using these other delivery systems. 

The cost of the analysis/design project would not exceed $70,000 and should be completed within six 
months following the signing of the contract. After completing the analysis and design work, it would 
be possible to determine what the proposed course would cost to develop; staff would then prepare a 
report with recommendations for the Commission. It is anticipated that the development of the course 
would involve a considerable sum of money. Performing the initial analysis and high-level design 
work first will help ensure that the course that is ultimately developed will meet the needs of the target 
audience and be an effective use of POST funds. 

At its meeting in January 2000, the Commission authorized contracting with San Diego State University and 
KPBS to manage some multimedia courseware development. Working in partnership with POST LTRC 
staff, KPBS would manage the project with oversight by POST. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Authorize the Executive Director to enter into a contract with San Diego State University and KPBS to 
perfonn an analysis and develop a high-level design for a CD-ROM driver training course for 
California Jaw enforcement. The total amount of the contract would not exceed $70,000; the tenn 
would be six months. 



COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 
Item Title Meeting Date 

..::ontract Request Concerning Regional Skills August 23, 2000 
Bureau 

Forrest Billington 

Date of Approval Date of Report 

August 1, 2000 

Financial Impact: Yes (See Analysis for details) 

D Status Report 

ISSUE 

Should the Commission authorize (1) the purchase of driver training and force options simulators for 
four agencies to establish new Regional Skills Training Centers, (2) the modification and/or upgrade of 
equipment at six existing skill centers, and (3) the purchase of additional training equipment for all 22 
centers and (4) contract with several agencies to provide instructor training for simulator courses? 

BACKGROUND 

In 1991 and 1992, San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department, Los Angeles County Sheriff's 
Department, and San Jose Police Department were funded by POST to purchase the first driving 
simulators, followed in 1997 by Contra Costa (Los Medanos College), Siskiyou County Sheriff's 
Department, Redding Police Department, Sacramento Police Department, Ray Simon Criminal Justice 
Training Center, and Los Angeles Police Department. West Covina Police Department funded their 
own system. 

At the January 1999 meeting, the Commission approved funding of specified technology equipment 
for the establishment and development of seventeen Regional Skills Training Centers, including those 
mentioned above plus Santa Rosa College, Alameda County Sheriff's Department, Sacramento County 
Sheriff's Department (mobile force options simulator), Fresno Police Department, Orange County 
Sheriff's Department, Alan Hancock College, Riverside County Sheriff's Department, and San Diego 
County Sheriff's Department. 

At the April 2000 meeting, the Commission approved adding a Regional Skills Training Center to the 
South Bay Regional Training Consortium in Santa Clara County. A budget change proposal (BCP) 
was submitted for the 2000/2001 fiscal year, and approximately $6.5 million was allocated for 
continual implementation and expansion of the centers and also to address the perishable skills 
refresher training for in-service officers. That BCP was approved and budgeted for this fiscal year. 



ANALYSIS 

1. Add four new Regional Skills Training Centers 
Part of this BCP provided for the purchase of new driving and force options simulators to implement an in- •. 
service training program. Four sites have been identified for establishing new Regional Skills Training 
Centers: Ventura County Sheriff's Department, San Francisco Police Department, Kern County Sheriff's 
Department and College of the Redwoods in Eureka. These sites are recommended because they represent 
geographical areas not now currently served by a skills center. It has been POST's objective in establishing 

these skills centers to have them located within one hour's driving time of most officers. The cost of simulators 
for each of the first three sites is $500,000.00, totaling $!,500,000.00. The fourth site, College of the Redwoods, 
will not have driving simulators, because of the limited number of officers in the area to be served, and will cost 
only $100,000.00. The total for these four sites is $1 ,600,000.00. 

A fifth site is needed in the west/south part of LA County to serve over 2000 sworn officers that must travel a 
significant distance to an existing site. POST staff is currently evaluating possible sites for that center. A 
possibility for that area is a mobile system, which would be operated by LASD. LASD has also committed 
one of its existing mobile Use of Force systems to accompany a mobile Driving Simulator if POST were to 
approve that plan. Several other South Bay and West L.A. County agencies have also expressed an interest, and 
are being considered. 

2. Modify/upgrade equipment at six existing centers 
There is a need to modify and/or upgrade six existing Regional Skills Training Centers to meet the training 
commitments. At the Contra Costa (Los Medanos College) Center, four of the current eight simulators 
should be replaced. The Los Angeles Police Department and Sacramento Police Department have original 
AMOS I driving simulators, which should be upgraded with new systems at $400,000.00 each. A force optio.Jiiliil.. 
simulator at $100,000.00 is needed for Butte College, which currently has only driving simulators. Santa Ro
College has requested $350,000.00 for a trailer and truck to install their driver simulators in to service remote 
agencies in their area. Santa Rosa will also provide driving simulator classes to College of the Redwood 
students. These modifications and upgrades total $1,650,000.00. 

3. Add training equipment at all22 centers 
It is recommended that certain driver training and arrest and control equipment be provided to each of the 
Regional Skills Training Centers. The BCP allocated funds to provide the following for each center: a skid car 
for EVOC training, life-like mannequins, gym mats, batons, handcuffs, simulated weapons, etc., for arrest and 
control training, and an LCD projector and laptop computer for presentations in all classes, including tactical 
communications. Each of the 22 Regional Skills Training Centers would receive $103,358.00 for the necessary 
equipment. The total cost for these additions is $2,273,892.00. 

4. Contract with certain training centers to provide instructor training simulators 
As the development of the 22 Regional Skills Training Centers progresses, it is necessary to continually train 
instructors to deliver the simulator courses. Presently, instructor training is being delivered at West Covina 
Police Department, San Jose Police Department, and Contra Costa Criminal Justice Training Center (Los 
Medanos College). To more efficiently deliver courses it is recommended that POST enter into contracts with the 
following presenters to deliver these courses: 

I. West Covina P.D., Force Options Instructor Course, Driving Simulator Instructor Course, 8 presentations@ 
$4,000.00, total $64,000.00; • 



• 

• 

• 

2. San Jose PD, Force Options Instructor Course, 8 presentations @$4,000.00, total $32,000.00; 
3. Los Medanos College, Driving Simulator Instructor Course, 8 presentations 
@$4,000.00, totitl $32,000.00, Grand Total $128,000.00 . 

The grand total for all of the expenditures is $5,651.892.00. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The recommendation is to accept the report and authorize the Executive Director to enter into contracts 
with the respective organizations for the following expenditures, totaling $5,651,892.00. 

1. Add four new Regional Skills Centers (Ventura County Sheriff's Departnlent, College 
of the Redwoods - Eureka, San Francisco Police Department, and Kern County Sheriffs 
Department). $1,600,000.00 

2. Upgrade or modify equipment at six existing Regional Skills Training Centers (Contra Costa, 
Los Angeles Police Department, Sacramento Police Department, Los Angeles County 
Sheriffs Department, Butte College, and Santa Rosa College). $1,650,000.00 

3. Add to each of the 22 Regional Skills Training Centers a skid car, LCD projector and 
laptop computer, life-like mannequins, gym mats, batons, handcuffs, simulated weapons, and 
related training equipment. $2,273,892.00 

4. Contract with West Covina PD, San Jose PD and Contra Costa Training Center (Los MedanosCollege) to 
provide driving simulators and force options simulator instructor courses. $128,000.00 



COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 
Title 

Request for Production of Driving Simulator Scenarios July 20, 2000 

Bureau Researched By 

Training Program Services Forrest Billington 

1-7-c.J(.) May 17,2000 

Financial Impact: Yes (See Analysis for details) 

ISSUE 

Should the Commission authorize the Executive Director to enter into a contract with the San 
Bernardino County Sheriff's Department to develop scenarios for use in driving simulators used by 
POST's Regional Skill Centers? 

BACKGROUND 

For the past several years, the Commission has contracted with agencies that have driving simulators 
to hire instructors to develop scenarios for use by the Regional Skills Centers in California that 
present this training. In the near future there will be 22 of these centers. The scenarios, which 
require specialized expertise to create, are critical to the success of the program. To date, more than 
100 scenarios have been developed. 

ANALYSIS 

There is a need to have "fresh" scenarios, especially for officers who may be taking simulator 
training a second time. Also, with the addition of updated driving simulators that have new features 
(for example, freeway ramps, rural areas), new scenarios will be required. In order to enhance the 
scenario development process, the San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department will provide two 
scenario developers to work on the project. Total costs for scenario development will not exceed 
$33,000.00. 

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that the Executive Director be authorized to contract with the San Bernardino 
County Sheriff's Department for $33,000.00 for fiscal year 2000/2001 to develop driving simulator 
scenanos. 



N. Request For Production of Driving Simulator Scenarios 

For the past several years, the Commission has contracted with agencies that have driving 
simulators to hire instructors to develop scenarios for use by the Regional Skills Centers 
in California that present this training. The scenarios, which require specialized expertise 
to create, are critical to the success of the program. To date, more than 100 scenarios 
have been developed. 

There is a need to have "fresh" scenarios, especially for officers who may be taking 
simulator training a second time. Also, with the addition of updated driving simulators 
that have new features (for example, freeway ramps, rural areas), new scenarios will be 
required. In order to enhance the scenarios development process, the San Bernardino 
County Sheriffs Department will provide two scenario developers to work on the 
project. The contract will be with the San Bernardino County Sheriffs Department for 
$33,000.00 to provide these services. Total costs for scenario development will not 
exceed $33,000.00. 

If the Commission concurs, the recommendation is to authorize the Executive Director to 
contract with the San Bernardino County Sheriffs Department for $33,000.00 for fiscal 
year 2000/2001 to develop driving simulator scenarios. (ROLL CALL VOTE) 

• 

• 

• 



COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

COMMISSION AGENDA ITEM REPORT 
Item Meeting Date 

....:ontracts to Distribute Driving Simulator July 20, 2000 

Training frc>gr:am Services 
Researched By 

Gene Rhodes 

,. 

Date ol Approval Date 

May30,2000 

Financial Impact: Yes (See Analysis for delails) 

0 Information Only D Status Report 

ISSUE 

Should the Commission enter into marketing agreements with FAAC, Inc. and with I-SIM, Inc. to 
distribute, on a non-exclusive basis, scenarios developed by POST for the those companies' driving 
simulators? 

BACKGROUND 

At its April 2000 meeting, the Commission approved the renewal of the marketing agreement with 
Doron Precision Systems, Inc. to provide, on a non-exclusive basis, 70 scenarios to each site outside of 
California that purchases its simulators. In addition to the scenario.s, each customer also receives a copy 
of the instructor guide developed by POST. The scenarios and instructor guide. are provided free of 
charge to agencies in California purchasing the simulators. For each sale outside of the state, the 
agreement specifies that POST receive a $2,500 royalty payment, paid on a quarterly basis. To date, 
POST has received $45,000 in royalty payments. 

ANALYSIS 

Until recently, Doron was the only manufacturer of driving simulators that met POST's specifications. 
Recently, two other companies, FAAC, Inc. and I-SIM, have also met the specifications and have sold 
driving simulators to California law enforcement agencies. These companies' simulators also use 
scenarios developed by POST, and the companies are interested in having marketing agreements with 
POST in order to provide the scenarios to customers outside California. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Authorize the Executive Director to enter into agreements with FAAC, Inc. and with I-SIM, Inc. to 
market, on a non-exclusive basis, 70 POST driving simulator scenarios and instructor guide through 
June 30, 2002, and to provide POST a $2,500 royalty payment for each out-of-state sale. 
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State of California DeparhnentofJustice 

MEMORANDUM 

To : POST Commissioners Date: June 28, 2000 

Wo~U~ 
Woody Williams, Chair 
Professional Certificate Review Committee 

From : Commission on Peace Officer Standards & Training 

Subject: REPORT OF PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE REVIEW COMMITTEE 

At the January 2000 meeting, the Commission conducted a public hearing related to 
the recission of a portion of Regulation lOll(b), pertaining to the cancellation of the 
POST Basic Certificate. As a result of the public testimony and discussion among the 
members, the Commission directed the creation of a broad-based committee to study 
the issue of the cancellation of the POST certificate. The committee was directed to 
provide the Commission with its recommendation(s) concerning the issue when it 
completed the study. Chairman TerBorch appointed Woody Williams, Advisory 
Committee, to chair the committee. 

The Professional Certificate Review Committee consists of fifteen members who . 
represent law enforcement organizations and associations, the POST Advisory 
Committee, and the law enforcement community at-large. A roster of the Committee 
is Attachment A. 

The Committee met in April and June 2000, to review Commission Regulation 
1 011 (b) and consider the broader issue of the cancellation of the POST Basic 

. Certificate. At the conclusion of the meeting on June 1, 2000, in Sacramento, the 
Committee unanimously agreed to present two recommendations to the Commission: 

1. Amend Regulation lOll (b) by adopting the language proposed by the 
Committee. The final draft of the language for Regulation 1011 (b) is 
Attachment B; and 

2. Adopt a Support position on AB 2449 as amended on May 15, 2000. 

The Committee appreciates this opportunity to serve the Commission for the 
improvement of law enforcement in California 
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Organizations 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

CPOA 
CPCA 
CSSA 
LAPPL 
ALADS 
COPS 
PORAC 
CDAA 

Steve Campbell, Chief - Port Hueneme Police Department 
William F. Brown, Chief- Lompoc Police Department 
Charles Byrd, Sheriff- Siskiyou County Sheriff's Department 
Cliff Ruff, Director 
Roy Bums, President 
John Holcomb, Captain - Cathedral City Police Department 
Clancy Faria, President 
Thomas J. Orloff, First Vice President - Alameda County District 
Attorney's Office 

Individuals 

1. Advisory Committee 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

1. At Large 

a. 
b. 
c. 

1. Resource 

a. 

Alex Bernard, Sergeant - Ontario International Airport Police Department 
Phil Del Campo, Ph.D. 
Woody Williams 
. Al Waters, Captain- San Francisco Police Department 

Bill Lansdowne, Chief - San Jose Police Department 
Lou Blanas, Sheriff-Marshal- Sacramento County Sheriff's Department 
Steve Craig, Director of Security - California State Lottery 

Vince Scally, Deputy Attorney General- Attorney General's Office 

J:\Wpdoos\MIKE.WPD\slknd=<:ctt<:ommittec.wpd 



Regulation 1011(b) 

Final Draft 
Approved and Recommended 

June 1, 2000 

ATIACHMENT B 

The recommendation of the Committee is to amend Regulation 1011(b)(1) and (b)(2), as 
follows: 

Regulation 1011 (b) Professional cenificates shall remain the property of the 
Commission. CMifisa~es skaU l.:Je Eienies er eaneeleQ '#Ilea: 

(1) Certificates shall be denied or canceled whem a A-peace officer has been adjudged 
guilty of a felony or has been disqualified fur any other reason described in 
Government Code Section 1029(a)(1) throogh (a)(6); or 

(2) Certificates may be denied or canceled when the +he person is adjudged guilty of 
a felony which constitutes moral turpit!llde which has been reduced to a 
misdemeanor pursuant to Penal Code Section 17, subsection (b )(I) or (b )(3), and 
which eefl5tiMes involves either unlawful sexual behavior with a juvenile or a 
non-consenting adult, assault under color of authority, dishonesty, theft, or 
narcotic offense; or 

Regulation 10 I 1 (h) Professiolllll certificates shall remain the property of the 
Commission. 

(3) 

(4) 

Certificates shall be denied or canceled when a-peace officer has been adjudged 
guilty of a felony or has 'been disqualified for any other reason described in 
Government Code Section 1 029(a)(l) through (a)(6); or 

Certificates may be denied or canceled when the person is adjudged guilty of a 
felony which constitutes moral turpitude which has been reduced to a 
misdemeanor pursuant to Penal Code Section 17, subsection (b)(l) or (b)(3), and 
which involves either unlawful sexual behavior with a juvenile or a non
consenting adult, assault under color of authority, dishonesty, theft, or narcotic 
offense; or 
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